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A 21st CENTURY MODEL FOR TWO-YEAR MUSICAL THEATRE CURRICULA  
 
 
Elizabeth Anne Gerbi  
 
The purpose of this project dissertation was to research, create and assess a 
hypothetical two-year musical theatre/music theater (MT) curriculum to serve as a model 
for future implementation at community colleges. As one of the fastest growing and most 
prolific forms of popular entertainment today, the 21st Century musical is uniquely poised 
to depict artistically and culturally diverse narratives. Vividly reflecting the sociopolitical 
context surrounding their production (Kenrick, 2017, p. 2), both new musicals and 
musical revivals, viewed through a more contemporary lens, may permit increasing 
employment opportunities for historically minoritized persons. As the relatively new 
baccalaureate credential in MT increasingly becomes the baseline criteria for entrance to 
the MT industry, competitive conservatory programs continue to face difficulty in 
matriculating more inclusive freshman cohorts.  
The American community college has a long tradition of supporting 
demographically diverse populations as well as “atypical” learners such as the differently 
abled, adults returning to school, veterans and first-generation college attendees in the 
pursuit of vocational training, terminal credentials in the form of a certificate or associate 
degree, or, increasingly, students aiming to transfer to four-year degree programs. 




However, accredited, two-year programs dedicated to the study and practice of MT 
remain virtually nonexistent in the United States, and, due to the relative newness of the 
discipline as an area of scholarly interest, have little precedent or pedagogic research to 
guide best practices. 
To address this need, this project created a two-year program for MT study 
according to the practical restraints of the State University of New York and Dutchess 
Community College’s collective guidelines for curricular development, as well as the 
dual recommendations of the National Association of Schools of Music and National 
Association of Schools of Theatre. All stages of the project design were subject to peer 
review by a varied panel of tertiary MT educators and MT practitioners, tasked to assess 
academic and artistic potential of such a program if formally implemented. Upon 
conclusion of both formative and summative evaluations, a series of general guidelines 
for the development of similar programs were generated to inform similar future 
initiatives within both two-year and four-year settings. 
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 “Country a-changin’ and we’re a-changin’ with it,” observes the character of 
Curley in the classic musical Oklahoma! (1943/2010, Hammerstein). This axiom rings 
even more true nearly 80 years following the Broadway opening of what is broadly 
considered to be the first artistically integrated musical, utilizing a skillful and deliberate 
balance of compositional, choreographic, and aesthetic choices to forge a more 
meaningful art form.  
 It seems unlikely that Rodgers and Hammerstein, innovators that they were, could 
have foreseen how literally this statement might apply to 21st Century revivals of the 
show, where their heteronormative ingenues would be transformed into same-sex couples 
(Collins-Hughes, 2018), and romanticized, if not homogeneous, Midwestern community 
would be diversified to include farmers and cowhands of all ethnicities as well as the 
differently abled (Salam, 2019). However, this very symbiotic responsiveness to 
changing norms is precisely what has always drawn oppressed populations to the 
Broadway stage like a beacon. A continually evolving medium, musical theatre/music 
theater (MT) has long inspired authors, performers, designers, and producers to openly 
subvert social mores and antiquated assumptions through immersive “world building,” 
challenging audience members to emotionally engage with unfamiliar perspectives. 
Historically, this has often been at the hand of marginalized persons, whether they were 
Jewish immigrants like Irving Berlin and George Gershwin, maverick artists of color like 
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Josephine Baker, Bert Williams and Paul Robeson, or, more recently, members of the 
LGBTQ+ community such as Jerry Herman, William Finn and Stephen Sondheim, and 
female composers like Jeanine Tesori, Cyndi Lauper and Anais Mitchell. Such innovators 
have employed the versatile medium of the musical to evoke empathic portrayals of their 
respective plights via the culturally-sanctioned mechanisms of the age, ranging from the 
paradoxical use of “blackface” makeup by artists of color in early 20th century minstrel 
shows to Rodgers and Hammerstein’s employment of James Mitchner’s Tales of the 
South Pacific and Kander and Ebb’s Cabaret to depict cautionary parables of American 
racial tensions in the 1950s and 60s (Kenrick, 2017).  
 In the 21st century, this commercial and artistic phenomenon continues to 
proliferate throughout American pop culture in a manner unprecedented since the genre’s 
Golden Age (1945-1964) and is potentially the “fastest-growing area of professional or 
academic performance art today” (Alt, 2004, p. 293). A somewhat paradoxical “genre 
without being a genre,” the musical eludes a finite definition (Stempel, 2010), much less 
a direct causal explanation for its resurgent popularity. Savran (2004) describes musical 
theatre as “expansive and difficult to categorize generically, since it includes musical 
comedy, musical drama, opera, revue, musical satire, and hybrids of all of these genres” 
(p. 216). In other words, MT is not considered a “genre” as much as a “medium” or a 
category of “performance art,” permitting composers and authors to employ virtually any 
musical, theatrical, or dance sub-genre in the pursuit of authentic storytelling.  
 As musicals are not only defined by their thematic content, but also “vividly 
reflect the popular culture of their time” (Kenrick, 2017, p. 2), with an ever-evolving 
definition of what defines the style (Deer & Dal Vera, 2016, p. 230), the MT canon is 
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never truly “fixed.” In the case of revival stagings, this is further complicated by 
contrasting values between the era of a musical’s composition and the time of its re-
staging. For example, a revival of 1968’s Hair staged during the show’s 50th anniversary 
year (2018) may deliberately or inadvertently reflect cultural, political, and aesthetic 
hallmarks of both eras. Therefore, the musical’s popularity may not only be due to its 
artistic malleability, but also a tendency to depict the current zeitgeist. 
In recent years, these trends have informed a generation of new MT writers who 
eagerly embrace new and relatively untrod narratives such as cultural assimilation 
through a Latinx lens (2008’s In the Heights), the domestic impact of chronic mental 
illness (2009’s Next to Normal), the continued role of comparative First and Third World 
religious ideologies (2011’s The Book of Mormon), WWII Japanese-American internment 
(2015’s Allegiance) and the impact of social media on adolescents’ emotional 
development (2016’s Dear Evan Hansen and 2018’s Be More Chill). The most profitable 
of these experiments, 2016’s Hamilton, which, in addition to being lauded “one of the 
most innovative, energetic, and expert pieces of musical theatre in human history,” also 
“marked rap’s entry to the basic language of American musical theatre” (McWhorter, 
2016, p. 48). As 2017’s The Band’s Visit (winner of 10 out of the 11 Tony Awards for 
which it had been nominated) indicates with its highly unorthodox blend of traditionally 
scored Arabic classical music and contemporary MT staging, it appears there is virtually 
no location, style, or thematic material that may shirk eventual “musicalization.” 
 Casting practices, influenced by the diversity inherent in these original projects, 
have been similarly transformed in recent years. In fact, of the 15 new musicals that 
opened in 2015-16, 11 featured performers of color, with four casting only minority 
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performers. “Color conscious” casting practices are now increasingly widespread, with 
recent replacement performers of long-running shows such as Aladdin, Chicago, Kinky 
Boots, Phantom of the Opera reflecting the industry’s increasing efforts towards more 
contemporary representation of a “changin’ country.”  
 
Diversity within Musical Theatre Departments  
Such trends may not only indicate an industry that has become even more 
inclusive of formerly ostracized populations, but also suggest a certain normalization of 
such perspectives within U.S. culture as reflected in academia. No longer a genre 
summarily “dismissed by scholars” (Savran, 2004, p. 212), MT continues to establish a 
more pronounced presence among baccalaureate programs and is increasingly deemed a 
legitimate academic specialty (Fleming-DeBerger, 2003; Hall, 2006; LoVetri & Weekly, 
2003; Moore, 2016; Roll, 2014; Savran, 2004; Wolf, 2007). Broadway musical scores, 
much like the jazz idiom in the 1970s, are now largely accepted on their own merits as 
“legitimate American music, worthy of study at the college level” (Alt, 2004, p. 393). In 
the 21st century, U.S. postsecondary education is experiencing a growing academic 
interest and demand for MT instruction (Roll, 2014, p. 12). This rather accelerated 
initiative has resulted in hundreds of B.F.A. and B.A. programs to which countless 
thousands of students apply annually with aspirations of centering their curriculum 
around MT studies (Considine, 2017a).  
However, the majority of these programs remain populated with white upper-
middle class students (Adamucci, 2017; Data USA, 2019), which, albeit is a critical 
component of the nation’s talent pool, presents a more homogenous picture of the 
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musical—and American society as a whole—than may be fairly representative of modern 
trends within the MT industry. If such critical voices are discouraged from entering the 
profession through the increasingly normalized requirement of the baccalaureate 
credential, this phenomenon may ultimately arrest the recent innovative surge within the 
MT industry, which now regularly celebrates authors of color (Stew, Lin Manuel-
Miranda) and differently abled performers (Ali Stroker, the Deaf West cohort) as well as 
MT collaborations presenting new works through critical, multicultural lenses (Fela, 
Once, Come from Away, The Band’s Visit). 
One potential cause for this disconnect may be the absence of channels, 
commonly referred to as “pathways,” through which minoritized, non-traditional and 
other marginalized students may obtain competitive MT training and/or academic 
credentials. As of the year 2017, 84% of these recipients identified as White, while 16% 
identified as belonging to minority populations (9% Black and 7% Hispanic) (Data 
USA); this presents in rather stark contrast to the share of “nonwhite students at all 
institutions . . . [which] has grown from 29 percent in 1966 to 47 percent in 2016” (Osei, 
2019, para. five). The following year, a study conducted by the Asian American 
Performers Action Coalition estimated that performers of color held 33% of Broadway 
contracts, more than double the percentage of students who had recently been prepared to 
enter the MT industry through available academic channels. This data, although 
demonstrating a slight decline from 2016, “mark(ed) the third consecutive year of 
exceeding a 50-season average of 29.4%, suggesting the continuation of an upward trend 
in the casting of minority actors” (Musbach, 2019a, para. seven).  
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No current studies reflect the number of differently abled performers in US 
programs, although a recent UK study showed that while 17% of matriculated drama 
students declared a physical, mobility, vision, or hearing impairment; only 1% of students 
persisted to graduation (Masso, 2018). This margin appears relatively consistent with a 
2016 report documenting the number of differently abled American citizens (20%) versus 
the number “characters with disabilities on 31 of the most popular broadcast, cable and 
streaming shows and found that only four actors with disabilities were cast . . . 
[representing] less than two percent of the actors represented on screen” (Butler, 2016, 
para. three). These casting practices are increasingly deemed controversial; for example, 
2009 television series Glee was heavily criticized for casting actor Kevin McHale, who is 
not disabled, as a paraplegic student who uses a wheelchair. Producer Brad Falchuk’s 
statement to USA Today largely summarizes the issue from the perspective of the 
contemporary casting industry: "We brought in anyone: White, Black, Asian, in a 
wheelchair . . . It was very hard to find people who could really sing, really act, and have 
that charisma you need on TV” (Butler, 2016, para. ten).  
These paradoxical trends were also more recently noted by Agosto, Senior 
Manager of Artistic Engagement at the Paper Mill Playhouse, who stated in a recent 
interview with Musbach (2019b):  
Our mission statement is to provide access. And in providing access on our 
stage, we looked at how we were casting shows and what our needs were in terms 
of a professional casting pool. We went, “well, we’re looking for trained actors of 
color, we’re looking for trained actors with disabilities, we’re looking for trained 
actors from marginalized groups.” How do we find those actors and how do they 
get trained? We’ve got to go the training programs, these training institutions, and 
say “what are we doing to get these groups of people represented in your 
freshman classes?” (para. eight) 
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In summary, there exists a mutual tension between audience’s demands for more 
inclusive representation throughout the entertainment industry and casting directors’ 
directives from producers to procure the most seasoned actors, singers and dancers in 
order for productions to become critically and commercially well-received, therefore, 
financially solvent. Both agents appear invested in the promotion of more inclusive 
casting practices, but these seem unlikely to become normative until the actual body of 
available talent is equally diverse.  
 
21st Century Community Colleges and Access to Performance Training  
 My intent in this project dissertation was to determine a means by which 
underrepresented populations may find alternate “on-ramps” to present career pathways 
in MT. Fortunately, my practical experience as a community college performing arts 
instructor provided me with sufficient anecdotal evidence that successful transfer to four-
year MT programs was possible for talented newcomers who receive certain academic 
supports, such as private voice instruction, music literacy courses and training in acting 
and movement. Therefore, I conjectured one potential vehicle to increase diversity within 
the MT industry might be to explore the possibility of creating formal training programs 
within some of the nation’s 1,200 community colleges. 
Today, ethnic and racial minority, low-income, undocumented, and other 
historically minoritized populations are now pursuing higher education in general in 
record numbers and are “flocking . . . to community colleges and the least-selective four-
year colleges” (Osei, 2019, para. two) en route to the achievement of four-year 
baccalaureate degrees. A 2009 study of Fine Arts Deans predicted that by the year 2019, 
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four-year institutions would include more community college transfers and a marked 
increase in non-traditional fine arts majors, increasing the demand for “arts among 
minority students” and creating more inclusive programs (Merrion, 2009). As two-year 
institutions often present minimal or negligible academic barriers to admittance, the “fast-
changing demographics” of such matriculates (Osei, 2019, para. three) also create an 
increased need for the open-enrollment curricula offered in two-year programs that may 
seamlessly transfer to four-year programs. In the 21st century, the majority of students 
who pursue noncompetitive programs—more than 50% of all college attendees—elect to 
do so at community colleges, and 61% of students who delayed postsecondary study until 
the age of thirty begin study within a two-year program (Cohen, 2014, p. 53).  
Community colleges today offer a multiplicity of potential academic and 
vocational pathways, intended to support “avenues of individual mobility” in the 
postsecondary “pipeline” (Cohen, 2014, pp. 28-33). Recent research conducted by 
organizations such as the Community College Research Center at Teachers College, 
Columbia University (CCRC) have called into question whether new student 
“onboarding” (a new term encompassing the admission, intake, advisement and 
registration processes for entering freshman, wherein students elect specific programs of 
study based upon their future goals), curricular and transfer practices within “cafeteria” 
college settings are sufficient in promoting later academic success (Bailey et al., 2015; 
Jenkins et al., 2020). Institutions facing budgetary deficits and state systems, determined 
to maximize the return on largely tax-funded community colleges, are now holding 
institutions more accountable to the number of semesters required to complete a 
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credential, as well as restructuring programs to best facilitate seamless transfer. As Cohen 
(2014) explains: 
Long focused on reporting inputs and feel-good statistics, community colleges 
must now provide detailed information on outputs and productivity; the 
percentage of students who transfer, earn a degree or certificate, or find 
employment after program completion . . . In an era of budget deficits and 
growing distrust of governmental investment in social institutions, the colleges’ 
mantra “we serve anyone, anywhere, for as long as they like”—no longer holds 
sway. (p. 35) 
 
For example, the State University of New York’s adoption of the CCRC’s 
“Guided Pathways” reform initiative encourages institutions to simplify academic tracks, 
and, potentially, reduce current offerings through the adoption of statewide pathways, 
preventing students from accumulating redundant or unnecessary credits en route to a 
two- or four-year credential (Bailey, et al. 2015; Cohen, 2014, p. 31; SUNY Guided 
Pathways, 2019). The adoption of such a pathway may avert students from creating “ad 
hoc” MT programs of their own design, avoiding costly advisement errors and other 
barriers to completion.  
Currently, it is unknown how such proposals, when mandated institution-wide, 
may influence the enrollment or effectiveness of community college performing arts 
programs. As virtually no extant scholarship guides best practices for performing arts 
programs wishing to create more streamlined two-year programs in either music, theatre 
or dance (much less the scaffolded combination of the three required for MT training), 
community colleges currently possess no framework upon which to base the few 
certificate programs and internal tracks in MT that have emerged in recent years. 
Subsequently, despite the prospective issue of overly abundant community college 
offerings (Bailey et al., 2015), none of the 49 institutions offering accredited MT 
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Programs by either the National Association of Schools of Music (NASM) or National 
Association of Schools of Theatre (NAST) exist within a community college setting 
(NASM, 2020; NAST, 2020).  
 The absence of a guiding framework determining typical undergraduate MT 
educational strategies also creates potential problems at four-year institutions. Although 
MT as a genre has now been embraced as a performance practice within academic 
contexts writ large, virtually no graduate programs exist focusing on MT pedagogy or 
education, with only one dedicated program available as of 2019 (Penn State Musical 
Theatre, 2019). Subsequently, postsecondary MT teaching practices have been 
historically defined by former artist-practitioners turned classroom instructors who have 
succeeded in earning academic positions despite primarily learning their craft within 
informal, “on-the-job” contexts (Reiser & Dempsey, 2018, p. 143). As a result, despite 
the proliferation of American MT training programs, there exists little guiding 
scholarship, research, or even model precedents in formal curricular design to determine 
what may be possible or practical for MT programs to achieve in either the preliminary or 
concluding semesters of study.  
 The lack of a common working vocabulary requires students to create unique 
portfolios for each school to which they apply, granting disproportionate advantage to 
students who can afford extensive audition coaching, reducing access to “students of 
color . . . students that [do not] identify as a [mainstream] gender or sexuality . . . [or] 
students that might be otherly-abled in some way” (Musbach, 2019b, para. six). This lack 
of common standards or benchmarks also prevents seamless transfer between institutions, 
even within state systems such as the State University of New York (SUNY). 
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 Contemporary MT practices dictate a greater emphasis upon diverse, authentic 
narratives and inclusive casting practices. As baccalaureate MT programs continue to 
proliferate, increasing numbers of aspiring MT practitioners begin their careers pursuing 
four-year college credentials. However, many of these programs have difficulty 
recruiting, matriculating, successfully advising and retaining diverse student bodies. As 
community colleges are intended to support the unique needs of historically minoritized 
populations, such programs may provide more cohesive pathways to successful transfer 
and/or career readiness. Therefore, two-year MT programs, created specifically with the 
needs of seamless transfer and early employment in mind, may be critical in supporting 





 The purpose of this project dissertation was to develop a model two-year MT 
curriculum as a means to determine the possibility and practicality of creating open-
enrollment course sequences to meet the needs of MT industry representatives (e.g., 
casting directors and producers). These individuals often require performers with various 
combinations and levels of skill acquisition required for various types of contracts, 
ranging from less competitive summer stock/regional positions to Broadway; the tiered 
competitiveness of such opportunities indicates the possibility that multiple “on-ramps” 
may be structured through two-year, four-year, and graduate training programs.  
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 I began with the speculation that a more holistic approach to MT skill acquisition, 
considering community college students’ artistic, academic and advisement needs, may 
simultaneously train students for the practical requirements of the MT industry and 
facilitate smoother transfer, reflecting the dual aims of today’s community college degree 
programs. By satisfying the needs and expectations of undergraduate students and faculty 
members within both two- and four-year programs, I posited that a successful model may 
become more commonplace, increasing the credibility of such programs and 
standardizing pedagogical benchmarks within the first four semesters of study.  
 In addition, I believed that determining such a series of mutually agreed-upon 
competencies may also aid in more systematic assessment of freshman and sophomore 
MT curricula and evaluation of relative performance within all degree types. My survey 
of available Guided Pathways literature suggested additional instructional and 
administrative support structures may benefit historically minoritized populations within 
all two-year academic programs; however, there has yet to be any research regarding 
whether or not such supports might be easily tailored towards the specific demands of 
performing arts credentials.  
 To assess whether the design would be both serviceable and able to be 
implemented, I devised the prototype following the stipulated guidelines for new 
curricula at my home institution, Dutchess Community College, as well as the broader 
state system, the State University of New York (SUNY), in which Dutchess Community 
College resides. This permitted me to create an instructional design that, if deemed 
potentially effective in the course a summative assessment, might be proposed to the 
curriculum committee and administration of Dutchess Community College for future 
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consideration. In addition, I leveraged the evolving design against the dual 
recommendations of the National Association of Schools of Music and National 
Association of Schools of Theatre for two-year and MT programs. Finally, I examined 
the attributes of the evolving prototype against the recommendations of Guided 
Pathways, particularly in regard to onboarding, transfer and career counsel.  
 During the drafting process, I consulted with various non-academic MT 
professionals, both educators and full-time performers, to ascertain whether the model 
may permit developing practitioners to acquire necessary singing, dancing, acting and 




1. How is it possible for open-enrollment MT programs to provide appropriately 
rigorous artistic training to permit developing artists linear points of entry to 
careers in MT? 
2. What features must a MT curriculum possess to meet the current 
recommendations for SUNY associate’s programs, particularly those colleges 
entering Guided Pathways cohorts, as well as NASM/NAST recommendations?   
3. What common set of learning objectives and pedagogical approaches to MT may 
achieve acceptance among MT educators within both academic and non-academic 
settings, as well as prospective MT employers?   
4. Which additional supports are the most likely to decrease attrition and increase 
persistence and/or timely MT degree completion, partly among academically at-
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risk populations such as minoritized, differently abled, and first-generation 
college students?  
 
Conceptual Framework  
 
 
 The conceptual framework informing this project articulates an alternative 
training-career pathway within the current, audition-based MT conservatory/vocational 
model, which relies heavily upon students’ prior training for placement. In this proposed, 
parallel model, highly motivated students with MT-adjacent skill sets but lacking the 
resources with which to cultivate their abilities (academic, artistic or financial) may 
further hone their vocal, musical, dramatic and movement capabilities within open-
enrollment community college programs.  
 Reflecting the dual aims of contemporary community colleges, these two-year 
programs may either support direct baccalaureate transfer (increasingly through Guided 
Pathways “scaffolding”) or require students to establish baseline competencies 
appropriate for early career opportunities, permitting future MT practitioners to continue 
their training in the workplace.  
 The Guided Pathways model, based upon “coherent and easy-to-follow college 
programs. . .  aligned with requirements for success in employment” informed the 
curricular design, would be “mapped backwards” from a series of discipline-specific 
articulated learning objectives and vocational outcomes (NYSSC, 2019). As McTigue 
and Thomas (2003) explain, effective “backwards designs” must be considered within the 
broader context to which learning outcomes may later be applied, or “unpacked” (pp. 53-
54). Therefore, the direct feedback of current MT practitioners and educators was 
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incorporated at every stage of the design process to better ensure the learning goals were 
consistent with the needs of the contemporary MT industry. 
 Similar to community colleges’ remedial offerings in general education 
requirement (GER) subjects, the nature of open-enrollment curricula require MT 
programs present with adequate flexibility as to permit multiple points of entry, and 
accommodate accelerated progress in the case of highly motivated or experienced 
students. Therefore, course maps must be accompanied by appropriate instructional 
supports based on established best practices during orientation and onboarding, otherwise 
known as the “entry phase” (Bailey et al., p. 202) as well as continued advisement and 
guidance during the “progress phase” (p. 204). For institutions entering the SUNY 
Guided pathways cohort such as Dutchess Community College, these tracks must also be 
accompanied by support measures to assist students in selecting and maintaining progress 
along clear and cohesive “pathways” (Bailey et al., 2015), considering the “entire student 
experience” (NYSSC, 2019). Therefore, a series of advisement “benchmarks” would also 
be included with the drafted curricular map, allowing potential stakeholders to consider 
the practical feasibility of the design, and summarize some of the unique supports 
entering students may expect in a community college setting.  
 These dual pathways are illustrated in the following conceptual model, which 
considers the respective needs of two populations of students: 1) those wishing to enter 
the MT profession, lacking “conventional” training in MT singing, acting and dance, but 
who possess advanced capabilities in other Contemporary Commercial Music (CCM), 
dance, and other marketable skills (such as proficiency in another language), and 2) those 
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students wishing to enter the MT profession, but who were the recipients of early, 
formalized training in these areas.   
 The “traditional” pathway, illustrated on the right side, represents the more 
conventional route taken by the majority of MT students today. In this model, students 
receive training during their elementary and secondary school years (within or adjacent to 
formal curricula, such as performing arts high schools), which may even extend to 
specific audition coaching geared towards conservatory entrance. These students, already 
presenting with competitive skills when entering baccalaureate MT programs, proceed to 
graduate as elite practitioners, primed for relatively direct entrance into the MT 
marketplace. In fact, many of these schools offer a “senior showcase” as a selling point to 
potential matriculates, offering students the opportunity to audition directly for 
commercial agents and casting directors actively seeking new talent. 
 The “alternative” model, depicted on the left side, does not necessarily rely on 
student’s extant training, but allows students demonstrating potential as actor-singer-
dancers to receive personalized attention through open enrollment, two-year programs. 
This pathway assumes that students have accrued substantial experience in performing 
arts genres more recently featured on the Broadway stage, such as gospel church choirs 
(featured in recent productions such as The Color Purple, Sister Act), step teams (Choir 
Boys), “rhythmic” tap schools (Bring in ‘Da Noise/Bring in ‘Da Funk, Jelly’s Last Jam, 
The Tap Dance Kid, Shuffle Along), or via engagement in culturally-specific musical 
styles ranging from Latinx (In the Heights, On Your Feet) and East African (Fela!) pop to 
Appalachian bluegrass (Bright Star) and Irish folk (Once), the last two of which require 
actors to perform authentic-sounding instrumental accompaniments.    
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 This model proposes that students unable to access entry to four-year programs 
consider enrolling in an MT program housed within a community college, which may 
provide the academic, financial, and other supports required for motivated students to 
acquire “essential” competencies for entering the conservatory—such as music reading, 
vocal technique, and the acquisition of an appropriate acting/singing audition portfolio—
in four semesters of study. Upon successful completion of such a program, these students 
may then either opt to transfer to a four-year MT program via Guided Pathways-reformed 
systems, effectively “re-routing” them to the more “traditional” system, or choose to 
complete their tertiary education with a two-year diploma and enter the MT workforce 
via paid internships, summer stock residencies, and other “developmental” contracts until 














      
 
Figure 1 


















Gagné et al. (1988) impress upon prospective instructional designers that 
educational products should be developed and modified through a systems approach, 
building upon a developing model with empirical evidence to the fullest extent permitted 
(p. 5). This project’s design was therefore informed by a variation of the traditional 
ADDIE process model (analysis, design, development implementation, and evaluation), 
the highly iterative “Successive Approximation Model” (SAM) (Reiser & Dempsey, 
2018, pp. 24, 33-34; Rimmer, 2019). This method of instructional design is characterized 
by a linear and cyclic protocol, in which the designer alternates between two phases: First 
a streamlined “preparation phase,” and then an “iterative design phase” where 
“sketching ‘disposable’ prototypes . . . [that] are used to share ideas visually and assess 
functionally” occurs.  
 Employing the two-phase SAM model, this project’s preparation phase included 
the recommendations of the principal arts accreditation agencies and recommendations 
and State University of New York (SUNY) curricular guidelines, leading to the 
articulation of “final skills learners need to demonstrate as evidence they have achieved 
acceptable mastery” (Reiser & Dempsey, 2018, p. 39). The iterative design and 
development process then unfolded retroactively, addressing “final learning and 
performance activities first, then moving through prerequisites until learning events are 
designed for entry-level skills” (p. 39). This process paralleled the “backwards mapping” 
recommended by Guided Pathways (NYSSC, 2019), and aimed to outline the key 
milestones and concomitant “achievement indicators” (Cohen, 2014, p. 40) generally 
required for a career in the MT industry. 
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Next, a rapid prototype of a theoretical course grid was drafted with 
accompanying course descriptions. This outline was deliberately kept to a minimum 
number of words and characters, avoiding “polish and sophistication” to ensure 
objectivity in future drafts. Avoiding premature finalization is a key feature of SAM, as 
the expenditure of time upon time-consuming details that may inadvertently bias the 
designer towards ineffective elements (Reiser & Dempsey, 2018, p. 40). This draft was 
distributed to a diverse pool of eight MT stakeholders, who were furnished with 
accompanying questionnaires to assess the strengths and weaknesses inherent in the 
preliminary design. These contributors, in effect, also functioned as co-designers via their 
written feedback. A second draft was crafted and administered to the same stakeholders 
for “summative” review, assessing the product’s overall potential and readiness for 
implementation in its current form.   
Beyond the completion of this project, a third iterative development phase may 
unfold, ultimately leading to a full rollout and subsequent evaluation of the project 
(Reiser & Dempsey, 2018, pp. 33-34). If deemed practical for Dutchess Community 
College, the curriculum may undergo further external review by the Dutchess 
Community College Performing, Visual Arts and Communications (PVAC) Chair, the 
PVAC Department, and Dutchess Community College Curriculum Committee. As 
SUNY requires “2+2” articulation agreements (two years at a community college and two 
years at a partner four-year institution) networks to be in place prior to program proposals 
being actively considered by two-year institutions, this methodology best paralleled the 
actual drafting, review (via articulation), revision, second review (by campus curriculum 
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committees), and, following successful adoption of all preceding steps, actual pilot 





The first assumption of this design project was that four-year MT programs value 
inclusion and increased diversity within their respective student bodies, and desire to be 
active participants in the creation of a transfer/vocational pathway which will accomplish 
this goal. As Flom (2007) asserts, the majority of training programs do not, in fact, seek 
“polished triple threats,” but are seeking “trainable candidates” (Flom, p. 83); arguably, 
those students who have surmounted social, cultural or educational barriers may present 
as equally adaptable to the demands of conservatory training. Regrettably, some 
institutions deliberately eschew community college transfer agreements by re-numbering 
courses (i.e., adding prerequisites or relisting formerly 200-level courses as 300-level), 
preventing the student’s actual ability level or previous coursework to dictate junior 
standing. In addition, the majority of MT baccalaureate programs are subject to an 
entrance audition, which, although meritocratic in design, permits the adjudicators’ 
suppositions and/or biases regarding the appropriateness of diverse applicants to 
consciously or unconsciously inform admittance practices. One of the goals of this 
project—to create a more legitimate framework for more inclusive MT training—will, 
hopefully, help ameliorate this unfortunate barrier.  
The second assumption is that students entering such a program will have 
achieved high school diplomas or the equivalent, therefore meeting the remedial 
prerequisites and minimal entrance competencies required for the majority of their 
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general education requirement (GER) courses. Within the State University of New York 
(SUNY) system, students are ultimately required to complete courses in seven of ten 
disciplines (American history, arts, basic communication, foreign language, humanities, 
math, natural sciences, other world civilizations, social sciences, and Western 
civilization) and demonstrate competency in two areas (information management and 
critical thinking). Any proposed curriculum must address these areas and prescribe a 
progressive sequence in which deficits in any discipline may be successfully addressed 
prior to graduation or transfer. As MT programs within the SUNY system require a range 
of 58 credits of required coursework within B.A. programs such as the Bachelor of Arts 
(B.A.) at SUNY Cortland (SUNY Cortland, 2019) to 96 credits within Bachelor of Fine 
Arts (B.F.A.) programs such as SUNY Fredonia (SUNY Fredonia, 2019), it is critical that 
a blend of discipline-specific coursework and GER classes be completed throughout all 
eight semesters to promote seamless transfer. 
 Unfortunately, not all students arrive at community colleges having met 
minimum standards for English or math, and often require two or more semesters of pre-
100-level coursework in either or both areas. In addition, students referred to 
developmental courses often fail to attend and/or complete such sequences, sometimes at 
considerable financial cost to the institution (Bailey et al., 2015). These students may 
require additional semesters of study and/or academic credits than the four-semester, 64-
credit standard within the SUNY system, so may not necessarily be accommodated 
within the confines of the preliminary course map.  
The third assumption was that students enrolled in a two-year MT curriculum 
have clear ambitions for either two- or four-year degree completion and possess the 
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appropriate means (generally: time available to practice outside of class, attend 
rehearsals, study and complete critical assignments) to enroll in school full-time for four 
consecutive semesters. Cohen et al. (2014) finds that a certain degree of community 
college attrition may be accounted for the fact that “early leavers have already attained 
the objective for which they attended . . . to take a course or two” (p. 72); they report that 
students who are “strongly directed,” or who enroll in a formal program at least half time 
during their first year, are far more likely to persist in their studies (p. 74). In addition, the 
Community College Research Center (CCRC) has produced research demonstrating that 
students gaining early momentum by enrolling and passing gateway courses were 
significantly more likely to graduate (NYSSC, 2019). However, as of the year 2010, 59% 
of community college students were enrolled in postsecondary courses on a part-time 
basis (Cohen, 2014, p. 49), a factor which certainly compromises completion rates. 
Although it is critical that future iterations of this project consider the needs of this 
population, SUNY programs require 60 to 64 credit hours for completion, requiring 
students to successfully complete 15-16 credits of coursework each fall or spring 
semester. Although summer and winter intercessions may prove prudent for students 
requiring extensive remedial or repeated coursework, part-time study will not permit 
demonstration of the integrated outcomes of MT coursework.  
The fourth assumption was that students entering a MT pathway have had at least 
some amateur music or theatrical experience entering college, whether at their high 
school or in community theatre, and are generally aware of the demands of studying 
music, singing, acting and dance simultaneously to establish baseline competencies in all 
areas. For example, otherwise successful MT students who are unwilling to develop 
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music literacy skills by enrolling in the necessary music theory, aural skills and piano 
keyboarding courses to establish a sophomore-level competency are unlikely to transfer 
seamlessly to any extant MT program, whether B.A. or B.F.A. These students will likely 
be better suited for private studio instruction augmented with apprenticeship-style, on-site 
professional preparation, which, albeit a traditional pathway to MT employment, lies 
beyond the scope of this curriculum design. 
The fifth and final assumption is that the product will be largely, if not 
exclusively, composed of current music, theatre, dance and GER courses currently 
available at Dutchess Community College, a principal criterion of new curriculum 
proposals at the college. In the instance in which no course equivalencies exist at the 
institution, the designer would create temporary “model” courses or expanded course 
descriptions to satisfy deficits within the program of study, but only those deemed 





 This chapter presents a rationale for the development of a two-year MT 
curriculum intended to materialize two distinct educational objectives: seamless transfer 
to four-year institutions and professional preparation for entry-level positions within the 
MT industry. In response to the increasing demand for MT training within academic 
contexts (Dunbar, 2014; Fleming-DeBerger, 2003; Hall, 2006; LoVetri & Weekly, 2003; 
Moore, 2016: Savran, 2004; Wolf, 2007), the two-year community college framework 
presents with a versatile, economical and highly accessible model for such programs. 
Although both the National Association of Schools of Music (NASM) and National 
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Association of Schools of Theatre (NAST) publish general guidelines for the operation of 
successful two-year curricula, as of this writing, no two-year MT programs within 
community college settings are accredited by either organization (NASM, 2020; NAST, 
2020). This may be in part due to the general absence of scholarly literature surrounding 
best practices in MT curricular design (Amellio, 2011; Snider, 1995).  
 In addition, the two-year college continues to serve a minority-majority, diverse 
population of historically minoritized learners, groups increasingly sought out by the MT 
industry (Musbach, 2019a, 2019b). Although a growing body of research has been 
conducted by the CCRC and AACC to determine best practices in two-year curriculum 
design (Bailey et al., 2015), no current literature exists to guide MT educators, 
administrators, and policy makers in the creation of evidence-based MT programs. This 
project intends to commence a critical dialogue regarding the potential of such programs 





Articulation Agreements – Often referred to as “2+2” articulations (Hodara, 
2017, p. 338); When graduates of two-year colleges within the University with an A.A. or 
A.S. degree, accepted in a parallel program at a baccalaureate campus of the University, 
are accorded full junior status and be given the opportunity to complete the requirements 
for a bachelor’s degree within four additional semesters of full-time work (SUNY, 2019). 
      
Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) – A four-year, baccalaureate degree wherein 
approximately two-thirds of coursework is dedicated to courses in liberal arts and the 
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humanities, with approximately one-third dedicated to the study of a dedicated discipline; 
the majority of these degrees within the performing arts are in the generalized subjects of 
theatre arts or music, and may or may not include internal, focused tracks (see “Track”) 
in area such as acting, stage management or MT. 
 
Bachelor of Fine Arts (B.F.A.)  – A four-year, baccalaureate degree wherein 
approximately two-thirds of coursework is dedicated to the study of a single, dedicated 
discipline, i.e., music performance, music education or MT. 
 
Contemporary Commercial Music (CCM) – An alternative collective term for 
various “non-classical” vocal genres, particularly in regard to their respective pedagogies, 
including (but not limited to) jazz, blues, R&B, pop, country, rock, gospel, and MT. 
Directed Electives – Recommended (but not required) general education (see 
“general elective”) courses that may augment the learning objectives of certain academic 
programs; are often employed in curricula requiring “free” electives.  
General Elective Requirement (GER) — An individual course that is either 
required for most or all students institution-wide regardless of major or that is selected 
from a list of classified options within a given category (i.e., natural science, Western 
civilization, literature). 
Golden Age of Musical Theatre – Generally defined by MT historians and 
commentators as the period of American MT writing between 1943 and 1964 (the 
Broadway opening of Oklahoma! to the opening of Fiddler on the Roof), characterized by 
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classic “book musical” format, featuring an alternating scene-song structure in the 
tradition of Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein II’s body of work (Miller, 2007).  
 
Guided Pathways – A comprehensive reform model for “evidence-based” 
community college curricula design, intake protocols, advisement, and transfer practices 
as recommended by the American Association of Community Colleges (AACC, 2019; 
Bailey et al., 2015) based on the following general objectives: a) Mapping pathways to 
student end goals, b) Helping students choose and enter a program pathway, c) Keeping 
students on a path, and d) Ensuring that students are learning (American Association of 
Colleges and Universities, 2019).  
 
Musical (noun) – A film or theatrical production typically of a sentimental or 
humorous nature that consists of musical numbers and dialogue based on a unifying 
plot (Merriam-Webster.com, 2019). 
 
Onboarding – Modern, new-student orientations which aim to support 
incoming freshman in a successful transition to college academic life; this may 
include assistance with degree program selection, thereby introducing students to 
essential campus support services and other essential knowledge for academic success 
at an institution. 
 
Reverse Transfer – The process for awarding two-year degrees to students who 
apply credits from a bachelor's degree to obtain a new credential, generally an associate 
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degree, at a two-year institution. In some cases, students retroactively transfer credit to 
earn credentials even following baccalaureate transfer.  
Seamless Transfer – The ability for successfully completed courses to satisfy 
parallel requirements at another institution, generally permitting students with associate 
degrees to achieve junior status upon enrollment; Within the SUNY system, Seamless 
Transfer initiatives dictate each curriculum leading to an A.A., A.S., and B.A./B.F.A. 
degree must enable students to complete seven of ten SUNY General Education 
Requirement academic areas (including mathematics and basic communication), two 
competency areas, and 30 credits of SUNY General Education courses within the first 
two years of full-time study of the program (or 60 credits, whichever is greater), unless a 
program-level waiver applies (SUNY, 2019). 
Track (Academic) – A predefined set of possible course selections available 
within a broader degree program to facilitate typical distinctions between related 
academic or vocational pathways (for example, a Performing Arts Degree that offers 













 To create a multidimensional two-year musical theatre/music theater (MT) 
curriculum, as well as articulate a series of guidelines to assist policymakers, 
administrators and other stakeholders in the effective implementation and assessment of 
such programs, this synthesis shall summarize the current literature to: 1) contextualize 
the growing needs of the current MT industry within artistic, social, commercial, and 
academic settings, 2) describe current MT curricular practices in the United States and 
abroad, 3) examine common issues facing two-year campuses in the 21st Century, 
particularly budgetary, enrollment, and transfer concerns, and 4) survey historical and 
current approaches to two-year performing arts curricula.  
 
The American Musical in the 21st Century 
 
 
In 2004, Savran composed a critical essay, charging the theatre studies 
community of perpetuating “long-standing, class-based prejudices about the superiority 
of art to entertainment” in regard to MT (p. 211), asking his peers to “reconsider the 
kinds of theatrical practice that have held millions spellbound but have been routinely 
dismissed by scholars” (p. 212). Savran (2004) additionally called for his peers to 
reconceive the value of such “artwork-as-commodity” and examine the social, cultural, 
economic, and political relevance of an art form dictated by contemporary trends and, in 
large part, created and performed by people on the margins of society; “first the Irish, 
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then Jews, African Americans, and gay men” (p. 216). This work was cited by noted 
Princeton University professor and MT scholar Stacy Wolf (2007), who furthered that 
21st century students rarely make any evaluative distinction between “high art” and “pop 
culture” (p. 52), and believes MT history a “richly multivalent, multidisciplinary 
approach to U.S. history, culture, and society” that “develops skills of reading, writing, 
critical thinking, research, and oral communication that are foundational to an 
undergraduate liberal arts education” (p. 53). 
Over the next decade, such assumptions have similarly been increasingly 
challenged within both classical conservatories and opera companies, who are now more 
likely to mentor “crossover” artists adept in both MT and opera voice production to 
prepare developing singers for “the growing trend for opera companies to include 
Broadway musicals in their production seasons” (McQuade et al., 2018, p. 121). Rather 
than being viewed as a parasitical scourge upon more “serious” musical forms, opera 
companies are embracing the commercial potential of stylistic “cross-pollination” 
(McQuade et al., p. 122). This increase in production has created many new opportunities 
for MT design teams and directors who are now being hired by such prestigious opera 
venues as the Glimmerglass Opera in Cooperstown, NY, Lyric Opera of Chicago, and the 
Houston Grand Opera, to help “make opera productions more relevant and relatable to 
the audience” (McQuade et al., p. 122). Even the Metropolitan Opera, the largest classical 
music organization in the United States, recently hired the veteran Broadway MT director 
Michael Mayer to stage its 2019 revival of Rigoletto and 2020 La Traviata starring Diana 
Damrau (Operabase, 2020).  
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This wave of progressivism has also reframed former canonical productions 
through “radical dramaturgy” (Cote, 2018, p. 48), encouraging creative teams to embrace 
more diverse performers and establish more nuanced, challenging portrayals of classic 
stories than prior social mores might have permitted in the commercial theatre. For 
example, 1945’s classic Oklahoma! as staged by the Oregon Shakespeare Festival 
(Collins-Hughes, 2018) forcefully challenged the more conventional “boy-meets-girl,” 
heteronormative narratives (Wolf, 2007, p. 54) by reverse-casting cisgender females and 
males as the romantic leads “Curley” and “Laurey” (Cote, 2018). Similarly, Washington 
DC’s Arena Stage, one of the foremost regional theatres in the nation, cast a Latinx actor 
as Curly and African American actress as Laurey, which Cote (2018) summarizes as “not 
so much color-blind casting as color-conscious casting, introducing subtexts to the story 
for the Obama era” (p. 45). Furthering this trend, the 2019 Broadway revival of 
Oklahoma! not only cast an actress of color in the leading role, but also provided a 
vehicle for actress Ali Stroker to become the first wheelchair user in history to win a 
Tony Award for her critically acclaimed performance as Ado Annie (Salam, 2019). As 
such innovative revivals increasingly become the norm, it is plausible to assume that MT 
casting directors may actually come to prefer “non-traditional” choices, changing the 
very functionality of the term.  
As MT casting practices employ more minoritized performers on the stage itself, 
additional initiatives have been designed to “change the color of staffers at the companies 
which serve Broadway” (Hershberg, 2018, para. 7). One such highly successful program 
sponsored by the Broadway League, the national trade association for the Broadway 
industry, has focused on issues of “diversity and inclusion” (para. 12) by inviting New 
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York City high school students of color to attend Broadway shows as well as hear 
different backstage professionals discuss their careers. Partnering with the Association of 
Theatrical Press Agents and Managers, this initiative allows select, motivated students to 
shadow “lead marketing specialists, general managers, producers, and theatre owners” 
(paras. 12-14). One African American graduate of this program remarked, “This is the 
best thing to ever happen to me . . . I am a nerd, and I love Broadway, and I just learned 
that I can work on Broadway” (para. 13). Another participant noted: 
   It really changed the course of my life . . . I grew up in cyclical poverty, and this 
 program really showed me that theatre could be more than a hobby . . . it really lit 
 a fire in my heart to move to New York City, and just leap into my career in 
 theatrical management producing . . . The Broadway League opened a door for 
 me, and continues to open the door for people of color in a space where it has 
 traditionally been closed. (Hershberg, 2018, para. 16) 
 
 Through diversification of source material, increased representation of 
minoritized people and exploration of plotlines of increased relevance to the current 
socio-political landscape, the musical has become a uniquely inclusive platform to 
deconstruct contemporary life for many Americans, including a record number of 
children and teens (2.1 million admissions), and a 61% increase in the number of 
Hispanic patrons compared to the 2010-2011 season (The Broadway League, 2019). 
Considering the subject matter of both Dear Evan Hansen and Hamilton, it seems that 
not only are the efforts of composers such as Benj Pasek, Justin Paul and Lin-Manuel 
Miranda achieving critical success, but that these innovators are successfully bringing 
new paying audiences to “The great white way.”  
           This newfound cultural resonance of the musical has also manifested in sustained 
economic growth. Historically, Broadway plays and musicals, with their high amounts of 
overhead and susceptibility to changing consumer tastes, were deemed high-risk 
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investments at best with a 75% failure rate (Kenrick, 2017; Kulmatitskiy, 2015, p. 114), 
particularly as consumer supply was generally fixed due to a limited number of New 
York City venues, ergo, total available seats (p. 118), regardless of increased demand. In 
a recent empirical analysis of the collective 2000-2009 Broadway seasons, Kulmatitskiy 
(2015) established that the most “persistent,” economically solvent properties must 
maintain steadily high profits over long periods of time to prove profitable (p. 124), a 
double criterion eluding many new and experimental works through the end of the 
twentieth century. However, during the last decade, the already-popular Broadway 
musical has enjoyed a record surge in attendance, becoming a much more reliable 
investment opportunity for corporate shareholders and individual producers. Forbes 
reported that during 2016-2017 ticket sales rose 5.5% from the prior theatrical season—
more than double the rate of inflation—totaling $1.45 billion dollars in profits (Seymour, 
2017, para. 1). The sheer quantity of new works also broke recent records, with 13 new 
musicals, each exceeding $1 million in weekly revenue, culminating in the most 
profitable three-month streak in the entire documented history of the New York City 
Theatre District (paras. 2-3).  
The 2017-2018 fiscal year fared even better for Broadway shows, as an 
“astonishing 28 shows grossed over one million” (para. 5). Between December 23rd and 
30th, 2018, Hamilton, in its second year, grossed more than four million dollars in a single 
week, concluding the “best-attended (378,910 seats filled) and highest-grossing ($57.8 
million) week in Broadway history” (Paulson, 2019, para. 4). Even long-running revivals 
such as Chicago, which has enjoyed a 22-year unbroken run, reported its most profitable 
year on record in 2018 (para. 12). And none of these figures include touring companies, 
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which in 2017-2018 grossed a record $1.4 billion dollars—71 % higher than the 2015-
2016 season—across 200 North American cities and “contributed a cumulative $3.2 
billion to the metropolitan areas that host the shows” (The Broadway League, 2019), 
signifying even further nation-wide growth potential.  
These general surges in overall interest, production and attendance are beginning 
to inspire targeted research. For example, economists and statisticians are “expanding 
attempts to determine success factors” (Kulmatitskiy et al., 2015, p. 114). According to 
Seymour (2017), “multiple factors contributed to the overall boom,” such as “New 
York’s enormous appeal as a tourist destination,” but also “Broadway’s resurgent 
popularity as a form of entertainment” (para. 6). Others hypothesize that the critical 
innovations in color-conscious casting and incorporation of minoritized narratives 
ushering in a new era of tolerance and creative exploration accounts for the increases. 
McWhorter (2016) posits that the true potential innovation of the pop cultural nonpareil 
Hamilton does not simply rest in the show’s efforts to authentically integrate rap into the 
musical score, but the show’s nuanced portrayal of the nation’s birth from the perspective 
of some of its most marginalized constituents (p. 52).  
As the musical has become more inclusive within the US, it has simultaneously 
extended its influence to a broader global market. While 65% of American opera houses 
included MT offerings in their season line-ups from 2012-2016, 85% of European opera 
houses produced MT (McQuade et al., 2018, p. 124) demonstrating a vast and previously 
untested market throughout Italy, Switzerland, France and Germany, all of which 
frequently hire American and British MT artistic staff and performers (p. 126). In 
addition, MacDonald (2017) reports the significant and rapid development of MT within 
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Japanese and South Korean markets, and, most recently, the spread of both English-
language and translated US-borne touring productions throughout urban China, as well as 
an emerging marketplace for new MT works throughout Asia. Although there is an 
appropriate supply of “well-trained performers” in China, there is a current lack of 
“Chinese artists versed in writing, directing, or designing for Western-styled musical 
theatre,” (p. 30), necessitating yet another increased demand for American, British, and, 
potentially, Austrian and French MT artists to create, direct, and perform in a diverse 
array of revivals and new works as well as creating new opportunities for international 
collaboration. MacDonald (2017) additionally foresees even further opportunity within 
these emerging markets: 
Decades after Deng Xiaoping’s reforms reoriented communist China as a 
market economy, musicals—with their typically aspirational narratives—may 
seem a natural fit for a society that has increasingly embraced capitalism. Though 
foreign brand names punctuate Chinese cityscapes, the screening of foreign films 
is highly limited by government quotas, perhaps giving live foreign musicals an 
edge for Chinese consumers seeking a foreign cultural experience. With ample 
examples of successfully imported musicals being regularly (and profitably) 
performed in neighboring Japan and South Korea, it is no surprise that savvy 
Chinese producers would seek to establish a musical theatre market in China, 
home of the world’s largest middle class. (p. 31) 
 
Of course, there is a substantial precedent with the U.S. MT industry to prove 
these investments to be quite calculated, as the bulk of American theatergoing audiences 
since the 1920s have come from a “broad (if lofty) swath of the middle class” (Savran, 
2004). Even in 2018, the average household income typical of Broadway theatregoers 
was $222,120, with 81% having completed college and 41% having completed post-
baccalaureate work, suggesting these consumers to be staunchly “upper middle-class” 
(The Broadway League, 2019).  
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In conclusion, as of the year 2020, in addition to transcending artistic 
preconceptions, the Broadway musical as both a “capitalist enterprise” (McWhorter, 
2016, p. 52) and a conduit for critical social discourse continues to challenge preexisting 
cultural barriers. The worldwide demand for quality MT productions requires not only a 
significant number of trained singers, dancers, actors, instrumentalists, designers, 
directors and producers, but offers a significant opportunity for growth within the 
institutions of higher learning required to train such a workforce capable of handling its 
many requirements. As McQuade (2018) states, as MT artists are “being asked to lead 
more versatile careers, we must ensure that they have as many of the possible tools they 
will need to be successful” (McQuade et al., 2018, p. 129). 
 
Musical Theatre Training 
and Postsecondary Musical Curriculum Development 
 
  Historically, MT training was largely conducted on an “ad hoc” basis through 
informal and commercial outlets, such as private voice coaching, acting studios, and 
dance centers. These distinct, individualized skill sets were then assimilated by the 
performers themselves within practical “workplace” applications (e.g., on-the-job 
training during contracted rehearsal periods) or through the course of apprenticeships 
within commercial theatre companies such as Actors’ Equity Association (the primary 
stage actors union in the United States)-sponsored internships (e.g., “Equity Membership 
Candidate” point-accrual programs). Only recently have formal, institutionally sanctioned 
programs of study emerged as a popular option for students wishing to achieve 
baccalaureate credentials in MT (Hall, 2006). Cincinnati Conservatory of Music 
established the first such program in 1968 and assisted in the creation of MT 
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accreditation guidelines for both National Association of Schools of Music (NASM) and 
the National Association of Schools of Theatre (NAST), followed by Shenandoah 
Conservatory’s B.F.A. in MT program in 1975. As late as 1995, one research survey 
suggested that no formal, systematic instructional methods or attendant materials in 
secondary or postsecondary MT instruction had yet emerged; although it was “no longer 
a subject taught with random methodologies, but an established genre, a legitimate 
offspring of the Theatre [sic] family” (Snider, 1995).  
Regardless, during the same period, the number of four-year MT degree options 
steadily increased throughout institutions of higher education. As of 2019, the Advanced 
Directory of NAST listed 32 currently accredited, degree-granting MT baccalaureate 
programs, and two private associate degree programs, while NASM listed 17 degree-
granting MT programs and no associate’s programs. Among these, no community college 
programs are currently represented.  
Further design and implementation of undergraduate MT programs have involved 
the contextualization of the genre’s unique demands and attributes within more 
traditional curricular models. MT instruction generally employs a multi-modal approach 
involving the tactical interweaving of individual, discipline-specific course sequences 
(e.g., Tap Dance I and II, Survey of American Musical Theatre I and II, Acting I-IV, etc.) 
to achieve a series of predetermined, integrated benchmarks. Mastery of even the most 
rudimentary of MT tasks, such as performing a vocal solo within a studio class, involves 
careful consideration as to which pedagogical domains may yield the most 
complementary and nuanced experience for the learner. Initial research has only begun to 
emerge to determine best practices within the discipline. One of the earliest examinations 
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of an undergraduate MT curriculum was documented by Mourik (2008), who, as an 
instructor at the Music Theater Academy of the Rotterdam University of the Arts since 
1998, determined that teaching “stand-alone” singing, acting, and movement courses 
failed to permit students to “amalgamate their individually acquired skills” (p. 213). In 
response to this problem, Mourick (2008) implemented new courses providing 
experiential, hybridized approaches to all three performance areas, and required that each 
primary area of study also incorporate “crossover” learning objectives from an adjacent 
area, such as voice classes requiring students to demonstrate movement proficiency while 
simultaneously executing song interpretation skills (p. 213). 
             As an emerging area of study in the United States, relatively little published 
research evaluates whether such current curricular approaches appropriately develop the 
academic and artistic needs of students who aspire to enter the MT profession. An 
unpublished master’s thesis analyzing various stated learning outcomes of popular MT 
B.F.A. and B.A. programs identified three aggregate, fundamental objectives: 1) 
professional-level proficiency in voice, dance, acting, writing, and critical analysis, 2) 
comprehensive immersion in the historical and contemporary MT repertoire, and 3) 
practical application of both technique and praxis through fully realized MT productions 
(Amellio, 2011, p. 17). However, when comparing actual methods to materialize these 
aims, the author discovered wildly different approaches and typical credit distributions 
dedicated to individual skill competencies rather than programs consistently valuing 
“skill acquisition plus consistent acting-based courses to help further elucidate the art of 
performance” (p. 20).  
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In response to these findings, Amellio (2011) proposed two additional learning 
outcomes for all postsecondary MT students: 4) proficiency in at least one MT-adjacent 
technical or administrative specialty, and 5) knowledge in creative entrepreneurship to 
prepare students for newly emerging needs within the industry. Although these may 
reduce the number of credits dedicated to each competency even further, particularly 
within B.A. programs already contextualizing performance outcomes within a broader 
liberal arts framework, the author argued that advanced studies in these areas might 
permit MT majors to conceive of more innovative involvements within the rapidly 
evolving MT field (p. 26). In fact, some programs have even discovered ways to earmark 
courses dedicated to MT composition as an integrated component within B.F.A. curricula 
(Gilroy, 2017).  
Despite being a universal imperative for NAST or NASM accreditation, there are 
very few empirical studies focused on MT-specific curriculum assessment. One 
exploratory, concurrent, mixed-methods study surveyed program directors and 
coordinators at 20 B.A. and B.F.A. programs and concluded that despite the lack of 
scholarly discussion, MT faculty and instructors were highly invested in accountability 
efforts and regularly engaged in school-specific assessment practices (Ozaki et al., 2015, 
p. 20). Another descriptive study conducted at the Queensland Conservatorium, a tertiary 
music school within Griffith University and home to Australia’s first Bachelors of 
Musical Theatre, examined student and faculty members’ perceptions of the usefulness of 
a scaffolded rubric system emphasizing skill building in preliminary courses with a 
greater emphasis on overall performance during the final semesters of study (Harrison, et 
al., 2014). Queensland termed this model “continuous assessment,” more commonly 
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known as “participatory action research” in the United States, allowing the reflective 
input of focus groups to inform performance rubric design throughout the training of the 
Queensland’s first matriculated MT class (p. 164).  
         In recent years, there has been a greater emphasis on more MT discipline-specific 
pedagogy programs geared towards the needs of postsecondary educators, allowing 
practitioners with academic ambitions to achieve terminal degrees in MT-adjacent fields. 
This may successfully alter the historical precedent of high-level MT practitioners being 
largely excluded from academic research due to the general absence of terminal degree 
options in the field (Gerbi, 2016), permitting their professional and practical expertise to 
guide further inquiry. In 2011, Penn State University launched the first M.F.A. in the 
nation dedicated to Voice Pedagogy for MT; this degree program embraced another 
highly integrated approach to MT singing by requiring students to enroll in dual weekly 
lessons with classical and MT voice specialists, who worked collaboratively in the studio 
to create an individualized “cross-training” plan. Additional course work was based on an 
interdisciplinary curriculum where matriculated students enrolled in approximately an 
equal number of music and theatre courses (Saunders-Barton & Spivey, 2014). The 
school recently admitted two candidates (keyboard specialists) for its new M.F.A. in 
Musical Direction, also the first of its kind in the country, in Fall 2019 (Penn State School 
of Theatre, 2019). 
 
Issues Surrounding American Community Colleges in the 21st Century 
 
  
 The first American “junior college” was founded in 1901 by William Rainey 
Harper, president of the University of Chicago, upon recognition that “the first two years 
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of college are not necessarily part of university-level education” (Drury, 2003, para. 1). 
Two years later, Harper spoke before the National Education Association regarding the 
movement of universities to focus on “research rather than teaching” and efforts to 
“avoid general education,” creating “an elitist model . . . which avoids having to deal 
with students who may be less intellectually able or prepared than their peers” (Drury, 
2003, para. 4). The term “community college” was first popularized by Bogue in 1948 
(Drury, 2003, para. 25; Fong et al., 2017), who “described the purpose of the community 
college as enriching the quality of community living . . . [and] implies the local influence 
such institutions should impart to their surrounding area” (Fong et al., 2017, p. 389). In 
the subsequent decades, the guiding philosophy of most two-year campuses was to 
provide more equitable access to higher education regardless of “financial limitations, 
academic preparation, or work and familial obligations” (p. 389).  
Over the course of the next century, these institutions grew to adapt to changing 
socio-cultural contexts and conventions, such as “the need for workers to be trained to 
operate the nation’s expanding industries,” the “lengthened period of American 
adolescence,” the “national drive towards social equality” and the “strong sentiment by 
community residents that college education should be available to all” (Drury, 2003, 
para. 9-10). Also, community colleges became increasingly “viewed as the engine for 
economic development for companies . . . interested in growing a larger workforce” and 
have “become respected and sought-after partners by economic development 
stakeholders” (Nickoli, 2013, pp. 69-70). To achieve these ends, community colleges 
necessarily became specialists in the needs of minority, low-income, differently abled, 
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undocumented, and otherwise socially or economically minoritized populations, as well 
as “students of all ages and levels of academic preparation” (Nickoli, 2013, p. 71).  
Today, community colleges are generally defined as two-year postsecondary 
institutions awarding “shorter-term” credentials, vocational training, or “stacked” 
certificates providing an additional pathway to an associate of arts, or for students 
seeking transfer, an associate of science (Cohen, 2014, p. v; Nickoli, 2013, p. 75). 
According to the American Association of Community Colleges (AACC), in the year 
2019 the average community college student was 28 years old (with a median age of 24) 
and was more likely to identify as a person of color (54%) than White (46%), with 
Hispanic (25%), Black, (13%), Asian/Pacific Islander (6%) and Native American (1%) 
constituting the largest ethnic groups; 9% of these students were non-U.S. citizens. These 
proportions demonstrate that minority students enrolled in community colleges exceed 
their relative share of the national population (Cohen et al., 2014, p. 59). In addition, 29% 
were first-generation college enrollees, 15% were single parents, 34% qualified for 
Federal Pell Grants on the basis of income, and 12% were students with disabilities 
(AACC, 2019).   
The “comprehensive community college” of the 21st century provides not only 
lower-level coursework to prepare students for successful transfer, but career education, 
developmental and remedial studies (including general education programs and literacy 
services), business and industry training (Nickoli, 2013) to prepare future workers for an 
increasingly knowledge-based economy, and embedded non-credit divisions providing 
“lifelong learning courses” (Pfahl, 2010, p. 233). The majority of these institutions 
operate on a shared governance structure where faculty, staff, and administrators work in 
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concert to improve policy and propose curricular changes to accommodate the needs of 
increasingly diverse student populations; in such settings, “both classroom and 
institutional data emerge as powerful prompts for discussion, action, and improvement” 
(Pfahl, 2010, p. 238). In addition, they have become subject to “legislatively mandated 
changes to support the nation . . . focusing on two areas: access and economic 
development” (Palmadessa, 2017, p. 53).  
In 2009, President Barack Obama, in defining the aims of the pending American 
Graduation Initiative (AGI) and College Promise Act (ACT) of 2015, called upon “the 
community college most directly to help meet the goals of increasing the numbers of 
graduates and educated workers” (Palmadessa, 2017, p. 53). In a speech delivered at 
Maccomb Community College, former President Barack Obama (2009) stated: 
   When it comes to higher education, we’re making college and advanced training 
more affordable and strengthening community colleges that are the gateway to so 
many with an initiative that will prepare students to not only earn a degree but to 
find a job when they graduate, an initiative that will help us meet the goal I have 
set of leading the world in college degrees by 2020 . . . since we are seeing more 
African American and Latino youth in our population, if we are leaving them 
behind, we cannot achieve our goal, and America will fall further behind. And 
that is not a future that I accept. (para. 28)  
 
Although leading to critical innovations in community college assessment and remedial 
programs, much of the promised two billion dollars in federal funding did not come to 
fruition, and by 2019 the number of U.S. adults holding postsecondary credentials was 
ranked only 13th globally (American Public Media, 2019).  
Such developments are not without considerable pedagogical and financial 
obstacles. Over the last decade, American community colleges have experienced highly 
mercurial enrollments, with inverse highs and lows dictated by broader U.S. economic 
trends. According to the most recent analysis of enrollment and completion data 
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generated by the American Association of Community Colleges (AACC), the “Great 
Recession” of 2007-2009 led to a “dramatic spike of community college enrollment,” but 
the subsequent decade of economic growth for the nation at large saw “steady declines” 
among community college campuses that “exceeded the overall postsecondary 
enrollment drop” (Juszkiewicz, 2017, pp. 3-4). Nonetheless, during this period, 
completion rates have “held steady or increased slightly, depending on the cohort year, 
student demographics, and other variables” (p. 3), suggesting that although fewer 
students are enrolling in two-year programs, overall, they are achieving a higher margin 
of success. Furthermore, in the last few years, colleges with the highest proportion of 
non-traditional students have observed the “biggest boost in graduation rates” (p. 9), with 
a higher percentage of adult learners graduating than students of traditional age (p. 7), 
indicating that in spite of individual enrollment declines, community colleges have made 
postsecondary education generally more accessible.  
 In an era of rapidly escalating tuition costs, community college scholarship is 
often directed towards issues surrounding timely degree completion and seamless transfer 
between two- and four-year programs, as well as removing extenuating barriers to 
success such as complex registration protocols, financial need, domestic obligations and 
work schedules (Bailey et al., 2015; AACC, 2019). Although the majority of entering 
students declare the intention to ultimately complete a baccalaureate credential, the 
majority is not yet successful in reaching this goal (Bailey et al., 2015; Juszkiewicz, 
2017) with 40% of students dropping out after their first few terms (St. Amour, 2020). 
This has indicated to some that “most community college students don’t graduate” 
(Juszkiewicz, 2017, p. 6), and created the popular misconception that community college 
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students do not perform competitively upon transfer. However, “nearly half (49%) of 
those earning a bachelor’s degree in the academic year 2015-2016 had previously 
attended a public two-year institution,” and community college enrollees still complete 
degrees at a higher rate than students who attend four-year colleges directly after high 
school (p. 8). 
To assist campuses in remaining eligible for state and county support, community 
college advocacy groups and researchers are highly motivated to determine more holistic, 
causal factors facilitating timely degree completion as well as higher graduation rates in 
general. According to the AACC, exclusively full-time students, currently only 37% of 
the community college population, are more than twice as likely to complete their degree 
programs (Juszkiewicz, 2017, p. 6), suggesting that it is actually part-time students who 
require the most support to achieve postsecondary credentials. Others suggest that 
insufficient academic preparation at the secondary level necessitating remedial 
coursework may be a major contributor (Bailey, 2015). Also, most contemporary studies 
indicate a pronounced link between “hands-on” guidance and student success, 
particularly in regard to the selection of appropriate academic concentrations (Allen et al., 
2013, p. 344; Bailey et al., 2015). Unfortunately, studies specifically investigating current 
community college advisement practices are wrought with “themes of student uncertainty 
and advisor capacity . . . preventing students from fully taking advantage of transfer 
policies . . . leading to credit loss” (Hodara et al., 2017, p. 332). One cross-sectional 
survey indicated students’ self-reported transfer needs to be extremely diverse, including 
information ranging from degree requirements to campus support services to career 
counseling, with the majority valuing “individuation” (Allen et al., 2013). As most 
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community college advisors today carry individual caseloads of 800 to 1,200 students 
(Bailey et al., 2015, p. 59), comprehensive individualized counseling may be untenable 
given current norms.  
Ineffective advisement practices also prevent students from selecting appropriate 
majors early on, generating scenarios where students acquire excessive “elective credit 
instead of academic program credit for their community college courses because [their] 
transfer credits do not apply to a major or degree program” (Hodara et al., 2017). Another 
mixed-methods study comparing quantitative and qualitative transfer data across 12 state 
systems found that although students rarely “lost” credit in the transfer process, nearly all 
had required coursework within their respective two-year program fail to satisfy any 
prerequisites at their new institution (p. 336), allowing students to “enter as a junior, but 
not in terms of entering as a junior in a particular major” (p. 338).  
One common issue with “2+2” transfer systems is determining whether the 
community college student should be advised to complete general electives or focus on 
the unique prerequisites required for seamless transfer within a specific disciplinary 
pathway (Hodara et al., p. 344). In an endeavor to facilitate these, as well as an infinite 
number of educational scenarios based upon the student’s goals, age, academic 
preparedness, extenuating circumstances and financial means, institutions have adopted 
open, customizable registration policies allowing students to largely self-advise. Pfahl et 
al. (2010) distinguishes between a “teaching-centered college” and a “learning-centered 
college,” arguing “a learning college creates substantive change in individual learners,” 
requiring students be engaged as “full partners in the learning process, with learners 
assuming primary responsibility for their own choices” by “creat(ing) and offer(ing) as 
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many options for learning as possible” (p. 235-236). “Learning colleges” require the role 
of learning facilitators such as administrators, faculty and non-teaching educators to be 
defined by “the needs of the learner” (2010, p. 236).  
“Teaching-centered colleges,” on the other hand, argue that community college 
students, often academically, psychologically, emotionally, or financially underprepared 
for postsecondary study, are simply unable to thrive amidst such overwhelming numbers 
of options. In the attempt to offer a comprehensive curriculum, community colleges now 
frequently face criticism for their “lack of focus . . . [diverting] students from 
baccalaureate studies” (Pfahl et al., 2010, p. 233), and are even referred to as “cafeteria-
style” models which “do not clearly lead to the further education and employment 
outcomes they are advertised to help students achieve” (Bailey et al., 2015, p. 3). For 
example, the upper-level coursework required for music, theatre or dance majors may 
often assume two years of foundational applied study, precluding general studies majors 
from later entering arts programs without replicating substantial numbers of credits. 
Other current models in active use to aid with degree completion include “credit 
equivalency” templates in which course requirements are standardized across a system 
(generally at the state level) such as North Carolina’s 2014 statewide “Comprehensive 
Articulation Agreement” (p. 341). Currently, none extend beyond the purview of 
individual states, nullifying any benefits for students who wish to transfer out-of-state. 
In addition, increasing numbers of research studies are focused upon the 
nonacademic factors responsible for degree “persistence,” or the tendency to make 
regular progress towards a declared credential. One frequently cited meta-analysis 
explored how student success rates in both persistence and achievement correlated with 
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five psychosocial categories (motivation, self-perceptions, attributions, self-regulation, 
and anxiety), discovering “a 16-point difference between highly motivated, self-
efficacious students, and their less motivated counterparts,” indicating “the need for 
psychosocial factors to be cultivated” (Fong et al., 2017, p. 416).  
Much of the published scholarship on two-year institutions has been sponsored by 
the Center for the Study of Community Colleges (CSCC), a body of literature 
summarized in Cohen et al.’s (2014) The American Community College, first published in 
1982 and now in its sixth edition. More recently, the Community College Research 
Center (CCRC) housed at Teachers College, Columbia University has documented 
breaking trends and “rigorously assess the effects of innovative and instructional 
practices on student success” (CCRC). Many of the CCRC’s guidelines for community 
college reform such as “implementing program maps, exploratory meta-majors, e-
advising and early alert systems, accelerated and contextualized developmental 
education, and faculty inquiry groups” have been collectively termed “Guided Pathways” 
and have initiated a country-wide movement towards evidence-based institutional 
redesign (Bailey et al. 2015, p. 211). However, such research has not yet been extended 
to best practices in postsecondary fine arts education. 
 
Community College Performing Arts Instruction 
 
 
 For much of the twentieth century, community colleges did not consider arts 
instruction “central to [their] institutional mission” (Cohen et al., 1988, p. 250) and did 
not invest substantial resources in examining the carry-over value of two-year arts 
curricula into either the conservatory or the workplace (Welsek, 2019). My research has 
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identified only one major descriptive study aiming to examine the role of the arts on a 
national scale: a 1988 survey of 1,079 students enrolled in one of 78 randomly selected 
community colleges, which determined that dedicated music majors accounted for 43% 
of total enrollment in performing arts programs, while theatre and dance only accounted 
for eight and six percent, respectively (Cohen et al., 1988, p. 252). Even then, within all 
of the arts programs surveyed (both visual and performing), 38% of matriculated students 
aspired to careers in the arts, and 35% enrolled in two-year programs to “gain the 
experience needed for later transferring to a special arts program” (p. 254).  
 Additional studies have largely been focused on the most common areas of study, 
music and music education. Chronologically listed, these include one 50-year-old 
examination of program design and implementation (Mason, 1968), a survey of music 
history and appreciation courses, particularly within the context of humanities-based 
curricula (Friedlander, 1979), one institutionally-sponsored survey report describing two-
year programs specific to southeastern states (Durham, 1987), and, more recently, a case 
study indicating the potential for teaching music theory and music appreciation courses 
online employing constructivist methodologies (Bitter, 2018). Little or no equivalent 
research investigating components of two-year theatre and dance curricula appear 
similarly present in historic or current literature, and none of these art forms are 
specifically addressed in the available Guided Pathways literature (Bailey et al., 2015; 
CCRC, 2020). 
 The subsequent broadening of community colleges’ roles to “meet a variety of 
educational and service functions,” necessitating “college-parallel or transfer studies (to) 
share equal billing with occupational studies” (Cohen, 1988, p. 52) have required such 
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programs to consider their effectiveness in preparing performing artists for both academic 
and vocational pathways as well as implement requisite assessments. Today, the National 
Association of Schools of Music (NASM) and the National Association of Schools of 
Theatre (NAST) are designated by the U.S. Department of Education as the dual agencies 
responsible for publishing evidence-based criteria for both varieties of degree programs 
(U.S Department of Education, 2019). In general, “a community college may be granted 
accreditation . . . when its curricula and resources are equivalent to the first two years of a 
four-year member institution as outlined by [the accrediting organization]” 
(NASM/NAST, 2019). Respecting both the hybrid practice of MT as well as individual 
departments’ chosen emphasis upon musical or dramatic study, both agencies publish 
distinct standards for independent accreditation, permitting current two-year MT 
programs to pursue either single or dual accreditation according to each agency’s annual 
published guidelines. A common appendix detailing “Standards and guidelines for opera 
and musical theatre programs” now appears in both volumes, demonstrating a degree of 
pragmatic consensus even in the case of differing methodologies (NASM/NAST, 2020). 
At this time, there are no listed recommendations for two-year MT programs, although 
discrete sections address two-year and MT programs.  
Today, although nearly half of all U.S. undergraduates are enrolled at one of the 
nation’s almost 1,200 community colleges (Bailey et al., 2015), at least 589 of which 
offer performing and visual arts programs (AACC, 2008), very little extant research 
exists to guide policymakers charged with the design or realization of effective two-year 
music, theatre and dance programs in meeting the current needs of their respective 
industries. Cohen (1988) concluded that, even in the late 1980s, 
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serious students of the arts “were quite likely to enroll in such programs, as few 
community college students have the luxury of choice.” They typically do not 
select the college over a specialized conservatory because of the program but 
because it is a low-cost, readily accessible institution in which they can enroll 
regardless of their prior academic or artistic record . . . Even so, the curriculum 
vitae of an impressive number of professional artists show community college 
study. And a scan of biographical information in the Directory of Artists indicates 
that arts faculty in many colleges have gained distinction in their own right. (p. 
255)  
 
This statement summarizes a longstanding issue surrounding social equity and 
access to arts education, suggesting that although low-income or disenfranchised students 
are broadly considered to possess the inalienable right to receive an education, they may 
only do so in certain socially sanctioned disciplines such as general studies or health care. 
Weltsek (2019) argues, via a theoretical exploration of the role of the arts (particularly 
theatre arts), that the nation’s failure to position the arts within publicly funded secondary 
and postsecondary systems, combined with tacit assumptions regarding the potential of 
socially and economically minoritized populations, may also be contributing factors to 
the dearth of two-year performing arts scholarship.  
These sentiments were preceded by Stewart et al., (2014) who describe two-year 
programs as “undervalued asset(s) in higher education” (p. 30), despite the continually 
increasing margin of college students drawn to community colleges due to more 
affordable tuition and more flexible admissions standards (Stewart et al., 2014, p. 27). 
Comparing and contrasting open enrollment with competitive audition processes in music 
education, for example, may effectively call into question whether 
the highly specialized admission and audition process required for most programs 
raise questions regarding equity of resources and music preparation, while the 
complicated structure and lack of diversity in most music education degree 
programs requires increased attention to the support and retention of those 
students from historically marginalized populations. (Fitzpatrick, 2014, p. 106) 
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In fact, the modern community college may be uniquely poised to reduce attrition 
amongst low-income students, students of color, and first-generation college students, as 
well as LGBTQ+ students, ESL students, veterans, adult learners, neurodiverse and 
otherwise differently abled students. To date, few studies have investigated the specific 
impact of arts education in majority minority institutions, or methodologies appropriate 
for teaching performing arts subjects to ethnically, generationally, culturally and 
socioeconomically diverse students (Mareneck, 2018). However, consistent economic 
disparities between White and Asian families’ median incomes versus Black or Hispanic 
U.S. households perpetuate (Fitzpatrick, 2014, p. 106), a phenomenon mirroring the 
hiring practices within American music, theatre, and dance communities (Hershberg, 
2018), and especially within conservatories of music (Fitzpatrick, 2014, p. 122). As 
instructional methodologies geared for white, middle-class students pervade both 
pedagogical and performance training (Mareneck, 2018), such patterns of exclusive 
instruction become not only cultural hegemony, but self-replicating as generations of 
former students graduate and become instructors themselves.  
One critical instrumental case study examining six undergraduate students 
enrolled in a competitive music education degree program determined that pre- and post-
baccalaureate mentorship through key academic transitions such as transfer and job 
placement allowed more students of color, of low socioeconomic status, or of non-
heterosexual orientation to surmount impediments towards degree completion 
(Fitzpatrick, 2014). Further study directed towards similarly at-risk students in music 
performance, theatre arts, dance, and MT may not only yield more effective models of 
social, psychological and financial support, but may also perform a key role in rectifying 
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such academic inequities. For example, Mareneck (2018) documented early efforts to 
teach Bronx Community College acting students through a culturally conscious lens, 
concluding that “art [need] not be a static representation of ideas in a community, but 
rather an active dialogue within the community and its people” (2018, p. 12).  
Another mixed-method study (Stewart et al., 2014) also identified a number of 
unique challenges experienced by adult learners, another rapidly expanding demographic 
within community college matriculates (Pfahl et al., 2010). As of 2014, nearly half of the 
community college population was composed of adults over the age of 25 (Cohen et al., 
2014, p. 45). In this examination, adult students enrolled in a two year-music program 
expressed their criticism of: 
(not) having an assigned advisor, the rigidity of course offerings, time 
management, and lack of motivation. Nontraditional students communicated a 
feeling of alienation due to the manner in which instruction is delivered. Members 
of the focus group described perceptions of faculty directing instruction to a 
younger audience. This was exemplified in comments from the focus group such 
as “I think [courses] are a little slow-paced for me.” (Stewart et al., 2014, p. 28) 
 
Other open-ended survey responses indicated that students taking music courses at the 
community college “opened doors that they never thought were possible,” as well as 
allowing many of them to continue performing after transfer to a baccalaureate program 
regardless of age or whether they remained a music major (p. 28).  
 Among the three principal performing arts disciplines—music, theatre arts, and 
dance—empirical scholarship addressing the potential role of dance within two-year 
programs appears the least represented. Only one refereed, qualitative study examining 
the lives of six community college dance majors has been published as of 2019, placing 
dance programs either within MT tracks or as dedicated majors at a significant 
disadvantage when advocating for increased resources, or even when clarifying 
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instructional aims to policymakers and stakeholders (Lopez, 2019). Lopez (2019) cites 
several “external pressures” for community college dancers to “quit or change majors” 
amongst those interviewed, including “the perception that a university dance program is a 
vocational program with little academic value” (p. 2). One student even acknowledged 
the struggles he experienced trying to convey to outside parties: 
   A lot of people don’t know that there is more than just performing in that path 
of dancing. There are other things you can do besides just dance and perform on 
stage. I think that is where people lack the knowledge of well you are just going 
to be dancing, how far are you really going to get in life, a degree in that. (p. 8) 
 
 Although an array of dance-adjacent careers such as choreography and dance 
instruction are available to excellent dance students (Chen, 2019), the discipline 
continues to fight embedded assumptions about the usefulness or applicability of a degree 
in dance. However, Lopez also observed community college dance students to be highly 
disciplined, resourceful in overcoming physical, financial, and situational challenges as 
well as an absence of parental support (p. 8); they also displayed remarkably self-
efficacious behavior in “pushing forward and dealing with temporary doubt” (p. 5). These 
strengths were particularly notable when belonging to a student cohort, demonstrating 
“positive effects on student’s academic commitment . . . it was apparent in this study that 
the happiness of dancing overshadowed . . . challenges such as cost of training and lack 
of parental support.”  
As two-year credentials become increasingly contextualized within fine and 
liberal arts baccalaureate transfer paths, the deficit in sufficient knowledge of how to 
effectively strategize the use essential support structures become more pronounced. For 
example, although remediation efforts in math, reading comprehension, and written 
communication are commonplace to aid students in completing general education 
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requirements (Cohen et al., 2014), very little research has examined potential needs of 
developing performing arts subjects, particularly amongst minoritized populations, who 
are otherwise “of growing interest [to the] community college system” (Weltsek, 2019, p. 
108). Evidence suggests that early and regular access to musical training—musical 
experiences acquired before admittance to a baccalaureate program—reliably predicts 
future success in music education programs (Fitzpatrick, 2014; Gavin, 2012). Providing 
remedial-but-accelerated training at the community college level, which would allow 
students to acquire skills at their own individual pace but ultimately presenting at an 
upper-level performance, may help underprivileged students bridge this divide more 
successfully (Mason, 1968).  
Finally, additional justifications for inclusion of performing arts programs as well 
as funding for more campus-wide arts resources may benefit the academic success of the 
community college students as a whole. Research suggests that low-socioeconomic status 
(SES) students suffering from generational poverty, one of the most at-risk demographic 
sectors, are highly responsive to kinesthetic means of expression as a means to reflect 
upon “the mechanisms of the actual world” (Weltsek, 2019, p. 109). Also, performing 
arts tasks demand students practice the critical “soft skills” competencies associated with 
the modern workplace such as collaborative teamwork, problem solving, and self-
reflection (Weltsek, 2019, p. 106). Such students may flourish both in performing arts 
programs as well as other majors that embrace arts-based learning experiences within 
broader curricular aims.  
As to the future of such programs, Weltsek (2019) advises the following: 
   What is indispensable, for a just and equitable society, is an educational space 
where all students may imagine themselves within the complex socio-cultural 
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constructs and impositions of an oppressive and biased social system that may be 
structured to deny, particularly students with low SES, access to intellectual and 
material goods and services. Engagement in the theater and the arts remains a 
space of possibility for this type of education and further investment in its 
exploration and experimentation remains imperative if the United States wishes to 






In the 21st century, U.S. postsecondary education is experiencing a growing 
academic interest in and demand for musical theatre/music theater (MT) instruction. 
Simultaneously, the ever more diverse community college demographic has come to 
organically align with the evolving preferences of MT practitioners and audiences, as the 
musical emerges as both a socially progressive and financially lucrative “artwork-as-
commodity” (Savran, 2004). Despite these parallel trends, there is little extant research to 
guide the further establishment of effective, pedagogically-sound two-year MT curricula, 
and virtually no precedent within the U.S. to establish programs geared towards seamless 
transfer within the MT discipline.  
Considering the broader mission of community colleges to not only provide 
“corrective” services but to facilitate social mobility, there appears to be a disconnect 
between the indigenous American musical and the very populations of students—ethnic 
minorities, low-income families, veterans, adult students, LGBTQ+ students, non-native 
English speakers and, most notably in the 20th and 21st centuries, immigrants—who have 
historically employed the genre to express their individual “American” identity. In 
examining both current MT informal training methods and formal curricular practices, we 
find a newly emerging discipline populated with enthusiastic, knowledgeable 
pedagogues, but guided by few over-arching principles and little empirical research.  
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Similarly, surveying the current issues surrounding U.S. community colleges, we 
observe a vast, fragmented network primarily composed of 1,200 individual institutions 
that have yet to establish cohesive goals, consistent administrative practices or student 
learning outcomes (Bailey et al., 2015). However, such schools continue to be the sole 
available source of higher education for an increasing number of students and are tasked 
with the mission of aiding every willing student who crosses their threshold, whether they 
aim to become an electrician, a politician, or an MT artist.  
Investigating recent and present-day campus offerings, few programs appear 
designed to assist students in serious pursuit of MT careers. This deficiency creates a 
notable opportunity for any institution believing the performing arts to be essential in the 
cultivation of critical thinking skills, communication, self-expression and, in the case of 














 The preceding review of the available literature, examining simultaneous trends in 
the musical theatre/music theatre (MT) industry, MT pedagogy, and two-year performing 
arts curricula, indicates a need for more systematic pathways in order to achieve 
competitive and inclusive MT professional preparation. The primary purpose of this 
instructional design project was to research and draft a prospective two-year MT 
curriculum to assess the potential value such programs might offer in further diversifying 
the MT industry. In this process, I addressed the following research questions: 
1. How is it possible for open-enrollment MT programs to provide appropriately 
rigorous artistic training to permit developing artists linear points of entry to 
careers in MT? 
2. What features must a MT curriculum possess to meet the current 
recommendations for State University of New York (SUNY) associate’s 
programs, particularly those colleges entering Guided Pathways cohorts, as well 
as NASM (National Association of Schools of Music)/NAST (National 
Association of Schools of Theatre) recommendations?   
3. What common set of learning objectives and pedagogical approaches to MT may 
achieve acceptance among MT educators within both academic and non-academic 
settings, as well as prospective MT employers?   
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4. Which additional supports are the most likely to decrease attrition and increase 
persistence and/or timely MT degree completion, especially among academically 
at-risk populations such as minoritized, differently abled and first-generation 
college students? 
In the following, the plan for the preparation, research, instructional design and an 




Table 1  
Initial Plan of Development and Design 




N/A (Preparation Phase) 
 
 
● Information Gathering 
o “Savvy Start” with Peer 
Questionnaires 
(NYSTEA and MTEA)  
o Examination of existing 
models  
o Identification of key 
performance issues  
o Gathering of peer review 
team containing a survey 




What features must a MT curriculum possess 
to meet the current recommendations for 
SUNY associate’s programs, particularly those 
colleges entering GP cohorts, as well as 
NASM/NAST recommendations?   
 
 
● Research SUNY Guidelines  
(Analysis) 
● Review SUNY-specific MT 
Curricula  
● Review relevant GP Literature  




      
 
 
Which additional supports are the most likely 
to decrease attrition and increase persistence 
and/or timely MT degree  
completion, partly among at-risk populations 
such as minority, differently abled, and first-
generation college students?  
 
 
● Research available literature on 
GP, Two-Year Arts Curricula 
 
What common set of learning objectives and 
pedagogical approaches to MT may achieve 
acceptance among MT educators within both 
academic and non-academic settings, as well as 
prospective MT employers?   
 
 
● Initial Project Drafting (Design)  
o “Brainstorm” 
o “Sketch” 
o “Prototype”/Design Proof 
● Prototype presented to collective 
panel for review 
o “Review” (Reiser and 
Dempsey, 2018, p. 46) 
 
 
How is it possible for open-enrollment MT 
programs to provide appropriately rigorous 
artistic training to permit developing artists 
linear points of entry to careers in MT? 
 
 
● Revision based upon feedback 
(Development) 
● Summative Evaluation  
 
 
N/A (Final Deliverable)  
 
● Finalized layout/content 
● Summary 
● Plan for future 
implementation/rollout or plan for 
additional design phases 





Preparation and Research 
 
 
 The developmental framework employed to draft and revise the curricular 
prototype, the SAM Model (Successive Approximation Model), originally stemmed from 
the popular ADDIE (Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation, Evaluation) 
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instructional design protocol. However, SAM offers a more streamlined procedure, 
allowing smaller-scale projects to be more feasible for individual designers.  
According to Reiser and Dempsey (2018), the SAM model illustrates two 
essential concepts: a prescribed order of iterative tasks, and the designation of all drafts 
as “approximations,” i.e., recognizing that “no design is ever perfect and ever will be . . . 
and since improvement is always possible, any given design is only one approximation of 
the theoretical ultimate design” (p. 43). SAM’s emphasis is on “meaningful… 
memorable… motivational” (p. 42) learning experiences over complete instructional 
products, therefore, is especially suited for dynamic, multifaceted, situational curricula, 
conforming to the ideology that all developmental cycles will ultimately improve the 
implemented product. This feature allows the model to be particularly well suited for 
broader educational frameworks as opposed to highly detailed, beta-tested commodities. 
The procedure deliberately invites early evaluation, as “good ideas for modification will 
almost certainly arise” (p. 42), permitting alternative designs to be considered prior to 
confirmation bias, expense or other extenuating factors from informing choices.  
The scope and timetable required for the two-phase SAM model is also more 
limited than the five-phase ADDIE process, ergo, more suitable for a solo designer 
creating a theoretical model without the benefit of delegating tasks or piloting each 
instructional component individually. The “Savvy Start” phase of 
brainstorming/prototyping (Rimmer, 2019, para. 16-17) conforms well to the research-
based, theoretical drafting that precedes formative assessment, as it is specifically geared 
towards the practicalities of institutional limitations. This “agile approach” permits for 
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more flexibility in planning and reduces amount of time and additional resources a new 
design before receiving expert review.  
 
Figure 2 
Successive Approximation Model (SAM) 
 
 
Backgrounding the Initial Prototype: Formative Study  
According to Reiser and Dempsey (2018), a survey and analysis of best practices 
and other theoretical components of a cohesive curriculum is required to create an initial 
product draft and inform both formative and summative evaluations performed by MT 
experts and educators (p. 43). In order to answer the aforementioned research questions, 
the primary design protocol for this project entailed 1) “backgrounding,” or information 
gathering, and 2) “an interweaved design, build, and review phase” (Reiser & Dempsey, 
p. 43). The backgrounding phase commenced with content examination, including an 
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extensive exploration of current postsecondary MT curricular practices as detailed in 
Chapter Two.  
 Gagné et al. (1988) notes that a complete “design team” should deliberately 
include the input of working teachers within the profession (p. 33). MT education by its 
nature entails an enormous variety of learning variables across singing, acting and dance 
instruction, music literacy, theatre history, technical design, and historical practice of the 
medium; many different frameworks may ostensibly be titled “MT curricula,” but with 
largely distinct foci (Amellio, 2011). Therefore, to identify how it might be possible for 
open-enrollment MT programs to provide appropriately rigorous artistic training to 
permit developing artists linear points of entry to careers in MT, a formative “Savvy 
Start” survey to aid in identifying necessary learning outcomes was conducted. Feedback 
generated was also issued to identify key potential performance issues in two-year MT 
program design. Analyzing the feedback of a large and varied group of working MT 
educators and practitioners would also enable the initial drafting of a series of outcomes 
the best suited to the most career tracks. 
After obtaining Institutional Review Board approval, an anonymous electronic 
survey was distributed to prospective stakeholders, i.e., the memberships of two invested 
organizations: the New York State Theatre Education Association (NYSTEA), the state’s 
largest secondary school theatre education collective, and the Music Theatre Educators’ 
Alliance (MTEA), the nation’s largest organization dedicated to tertiary MT education, 
with a combined membership of approximately 300 educators (Appendix I). Thirty-four 
responses were collected; amongst these, 14 respondents identified as secondary school 
MT educators, 20 as tertiary MT educators, 17 as private studio owners/operators, and 12 
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as MT industry mentors (producers, casting directors, and others who worked with 
developing MT artists in non-academic settings). 
 As many of the respondents interact with MT students and artists in multiple 
capacities, for the majority of prompts, respondents were asked to indicate “all applicable 
categories.” The overwhelming majority, 88.2%, claimed to have interacted with 
community college students in one or more commercial or academic settings. When 
asked which populations most benefited from these programs, 67.6% answered “low-
income students,” 67.6% “students with remedial academic needs,” 67.6 % “students 
who wanted to explore the performing arts as a prospective career,” 58.8% “first-
generation college attendees,” 58.8% “students that did not successfully audition for a 
four-year program,” 47.1% “ethnically and culturally diverse students,” 47.1% “students 
with remedial artistic needs.”  
It is interesting to note that many of the most popular explanations for choosing a 
community college were situational, suggesting that many students often enrolled in 
community college for reasons beyond their artistic abilities, such as outstanding 
financial or academic needs. Despite this, only 33.3 % of respondents were definitively 
aware of community college programs appearing to prepare students for successful 
entrance into the MT profession, suggesting a general absence of well-regarded two-year 
training programs. 
 Curricular priorities were similarly divided; when asking for educator’s top 
priorities for curricular inclusion, 23.5% responded “involving students in full musical 
theatre productions,” 17.6% “acting classes,” 14.7% “private voice instruction,” 11.8% 
“music literacy skills,” 8.8% “audition skills,” and 8.8% “dance classes.” When prompted 
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for additional guidance regarding the development of a two-year MT program, prose 
responses included the following, which have been assigned to separate categories below 
based upon the primary suggested addition: 
 
Degree type/focus: 
● “A strong goal [to focus both on] Conservatory Prep or Career Prep . . . it’s hard 
to be both” 
● “[Programs should consider] collaboration with four-year programs for ease in 
transfer” 
●  “The most successful version of a two-year MT course of study is limited in 
academic involvement and uses teaching hours to focus on MT study” 
● “Total commitment to mastery of the basics . . . even at the expense of Gen Ed.” 
● “A broad-scope education including world and social events is very important, as 
is learning about creating and devising theater in all forms, not just performing 
it.” 
 
Range of music, theatre and dance courses required: 
● “[All of the] choices are important—it was difficult to choose a top. All of these 
should be included in a two-year program.” 
● “[At minimum], it would be a curriculum that would include at the very least 
private voice instruction, acting classes, dance classes, audition technique, 
coachings, master classes & productions.” 
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● “Try to develop as much basic skill set[s] in acting, singing, dancing, and music 
theory skills.” 
● “Have specific required courses in music, theatre, and dance that are clearly 
spelled out for students to finish the program.” 
● “This is something I would have to think more about by researching programs 
that are currently available, but I would say that a curriculum that really supports 
the three disciplines of acting, singing and dancing is crucial to a successful 
program, especially one of short duration.” 
● “Audition prep yes, but aligning vocal, dance, and acting courses is SO 
important. Now more than ever, I am finding that 4-year programs are being 
VERY particular with who they admit as freshmen. Many 4-year schools require 
triple threats upon entry, not upon graduation.” 
● “Make music theory relevant to MT. Teach mix, not flip [in vocal production]. 
Strong dance. Teach positive attitude (no divas). Teach fast memory (both music 
and dance).” 
● “[Offer] One-on-one consultation for voice, dance, acting. Audition workshops, 
resume creation, intensive workshop opportunities.” 
● “[Include] Networking opportunities, academic courses that are directly 
applicable to an MT career (music theory, aural skills, music history, script 
analysis).” 
● “I always try to fast track dance because I find it's the discipline that many MT 
students lack a background in, and they need at least a fundamental 
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understanding of it. Musical literacy is right up there too, but a performer 
uncomfortable with body movement gets typed out right away.” 
● “Learning the skill sets of theatre that don't involve performing.” 
● “[Technical Theatre]- sound, lighting, set construction plus- costumes, makeup, 
stage management, publicity.” 
 
Applied voice: 
● “I think it should definitely have a voice-pedagogy element, so they really learn 
about their own instrument and how it works. MT today requires them to do 
everything from traditional belt, to pop rock to legit soprano to Disney. Having a 
really good understanding of their own instrument is paramount.” 
 
Role of main stage performances: 
● “Material selected for performances should be in line with the demographics of 
the students enrolled.” 
 
Music literacy: 
● “It's important that the students who move through this program know how to 
read and learn music. It's heartbreaking when students finish these programs and 
don't even know how to pick out, play, and learn their voice part on piano (which 
I unfortunately see a lot of when working with singers in my private voice studio). 
I'd like to emphasize a high standard of all-round musicianship for this MT 
program.”  
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Faculty and mentorship: 
● “Someone needs to be brave enough to tell the students their weaknesses or what 
they need to improve. Are they marketable, and in what way? Build confidence, 
but ground in reality.” 
● “High-quality instructors, whose primary goal is education of the whole student, 
not just the performing body.” 
● “I think that making a student-performer aware of their own processes would be 
valuable. For example, having them define how they prepare for auditions, how 
they learn repertoire, what a regular practice session looks like, what strategies 
they use when they are nervous, etc.” 
 
From these recommendations, I began to draft the initial prototype considering the 
following perimeters that appeared to be of the most universal value to survey 
respondents:  
● Identifying the degree type [A.A., A.S., A.A.S.] that might permit the 
most appropriate balance of focused, discipline-specific study while 
facilitating four-year transfer  
● Integrating SUNY-mandated General Education Requirements (SUNY-
GERs) with embedded program-survey courses to contextualize the 
history and development of MT through a more holistic socio-cultural lens 
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● Offering a balance of applied voice, music literacy, acting, dance, and 
theatre generalist requirements throughout the curriculum, cumulating in 
students’ participation in at least one full musical production  
● Consider the role of applied faculty—particularly voice instructors well-
versed in the technical demands of MT—as well as methods to attract and 
retain MT-skilled specialists as part-time faculty members 
● Permit applied instructors, both full-time and part-time faculty, adequate 
contact time with students to serve as true academic and industry mentors, 
and expand upon student learning outcomes to assist students in 
developing practical tools to successfully surmount common professional 
difficulties such as reduction of performance anxiety and development 
effective practicing methods 
● Maintain assessment and evaluation processes, which will provide 
students with comprehensive, frequent, relevant feedback throughout the 
training process 
● Structure a complimentary sequence of music literacy activities—theory, 
aural skills, and keyboarding skills—such as to allow musical autonomy in 
graduates either entering the workforce or transferring to four-year 
programs, where such skills are increasingly expected upon matriculation 
● As a program, commit to the seasonal programming and academic study 
of a more inclusive canon of MT works, representative of the evolving 
student body 
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From this synthesized set of criteria, I drafted a series of program learning 
outcomes form the framework for course selection, which would be published as part of 
the hypothetical program’s online description: 
● Articulate specific academic and/or career goals in the context of classroom study, 
personalizing applied course work towards a specific long-range ambition in the 
MT field  
● Demonstrate technical and artistic proficiency in a range of contrasting vocal 
styles consistent with student’s vocal type, individual background, and 
complimentary performance skills such as dance or instrumental performance 
● Acquire and develop metacognitive skills and habits of mind necessary for 
problem-solving in the classroom and in the performing studio, creating a 
foundation for more sustainable life-long practice and the ability to master 
increasingly difficult academic and artistic tasks 
● Acquire appropriate musical literacy skills in theory, aural skills and piano 
keyboarding to analyze musical scores for independent role preparation 
● Synthesize individual artistic competencies in singing, dancing, acting or theatre 
design as participants of a fully integrated live musical production  
● Analyze and evaluate various genres of performance art, including classical and 
contemporary theatre, musical theatre and choral repertoires 
● Create an appropriate and versatile repertoire of audition pieces appropriate for 
professional and/or conservatory auditions, permitting students to incorporate 
their unique personal narrative into their artistic practice 
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 In addition, 14 of the respondents volunteered to serve as formal program 
reviewers. Of these, two additional reviewers were contacted and recruited: 1) a professor 
of MT from a community college in Minnesota who had recently proposed an Associate 
of Fine Arts Degree (equivalent to SUNY’s A.A.) in MT, and 2) the Chair of MT from a 
nearby private, baccalaureate program who had recently begun discussions of theatre arts 






 Thus concluding the first phase of Successive Approximation Model (SAM) 
“backgrounding,” I initiated the next design phase, a “Savvy Start,” or rapid creation of 
an initial prototype. In order to determine which features a MT curriculum must possess 
to meet the current recommendations for State University of New York (SUNY) 
associate’s programs, the SAM protocol was leveraged against the proposal for new 
curricula requirements of SUNY and Dutchess Community College to maximize 
potential for future implementation.  
 The initial document was organized into a statement of program learning 
outcomes, a course map with descriptions, identification of specific, strategic support 
structures to assist community college students in the completion of a two-year MT 
credential and a model vocal jury rubric that may be employed at such a program. These 
were selected in consultation with the emerging body of literature surrounding two-year 
program design, as well as an examination of current practices within and adjacent to the 
SUNY system. In addition, the current accreditation standards for two-year programs 
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issued by the National Association of Schools of Music (NASM, 2020) and the National 
Association of Schools of Theatre (NAST, 2020) were reviewed, to ensure any new 
design would be eligible for eventual accreditation by one or both agencies. 
 
Figure 3 
Employing the SAM Model for Developing SUNY Curricula 
   
 
Curricular Design and Development 
 To complete the initial design, it was necessary to articulate a framing philosophy 
to make critical recommendations regarding course selection. In the following, I have 
provided a pedagogical, practical or instructional rationale for each design component as 
per current best practices indicated in the preceding Review of Literature as well as in 
accordance with state and local guidelines and recommendations of the Guided 
Pathways initiative, NASM and NAST.  
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 Philosophy of approach. The initial program design endeavored to satisfy the 
dual aims of transfer and/or occupational preparation by integrating rigorous artistic 
training into academic contexts, requiring students to be challenged intellectually, 
broadening their potential as both as prospective MT practitioners and conscientious 
members of society. Research has objectively correlated labor market benefits for the 
completion of a two-year credential, with even higher earnings for those who complete 
four-year degrees (Bailey et al., 2015, p. 6), which are advantages that the expanding 
population of MT artists in development—particularly those from underrepresented 
groups—may have been historically denied.  
Allowing such training to occur within a collegiate environment shirks the 
potential for overspecialization existing in private alternatives such as independent 
studios and prepares students for a broad array of arts and arts-adjacent careers by 
cultivating metacognitive skills, cultural literacy, problem solving, analysis, quantitative 
reasoning, and communication. These skills, when successfully adopted and practiced, 
may also assist students to find professional success in fields such as human resources 
and social work, management, education, business and entrepreneurship.  
 As community colleges employ open-enrollment policies, this approach to MT 
praxis would embrace relative standards within applied courses, allowing them to be 
“fluid . . . with a different standard for each student” (Cohen et al., 2014, p. 256). An 
absence of absolute standards, however, does not suggest that exit criterion need also be 
“exceedingly modest” (p. 256); the emphasis on individualized applied instruction 
permits customized, tiered benchmarks to be established by instructor-mentors who are 
highly attuned to the idiosyncratic abilities and weaknesses displayed by each enrolled 
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pupil. This emphasis on applied, personalized instruction permits an unusual degree of 
cohesive, scaffolded skill acquisition, incorporating necessary remedial skill building into 
students’ overall linear development. Such an approach also permits a balance of 
ordinary, low-stakes performance practice in the studio with higher-stakes capstone 
performances in juries, recitals, and main stage performances. 
  To enable these outcomes, programs must declare a commitment to internal 
professional development, allowing teachers to receive training both in the assessment of 
students’ extant abilities and the creation of appropriate yet challenging benchmarks 
(Parkes, 2009/2010, p. 72). This must include as much intradepartmental collaboration as 
possible in order to gradually cultivate a collective pedagogical approach with “music-
adept acting teachers” and “acting-adept music teachers” (Snider, 1995, p. 51). These 
performance standards may aid helping transfer schools to distinguish performance 
credits that merely “transfer” to a four-year institution (but will ultimately only qualify as 
elective credit) from those that will satisfy specific requirements within towards 
baccalaureate programs (Cohen et al., 2014, p. 284). By ultimately reducing the number 
of credits that must be repeated, both time towards degree completion and financial costs 
are greatly reduced (Bailey et al., 2015).  
  Dutchess Community College, like many community colleges, is charged with 
service to the broader surrounding community, so it was vital to consider regional 
demographics into the evolving design. Eighty miles north of Manhattan, Dutchess 
Community College is a 130-acre, suburban campus of approximately 9,000 students just 
outside of the City of Poughkeepsie, the largest city in the county. Poughkeepsie has 
approximately 30,000 residents, 19.1% of which were born outside of the country. The 
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ethnic composition of the population of the city is composed of 40.1% white, 36.7% 
Black, and 17.8% Latinx residents; the median household income is $40,840 with a 
22.4% poverty rate, compared to the state average of $64,894 and 15.1%, respectively. 
Black families represent the highest poverty margin in the region (DataUSA, 2019). The 
principal “feeder school,” Poughkeepsie High School, has 4,131 students, and is 51% 
Black and 34% Latinx (only 7% white); between 2017 and 2018, the school’s state 
reported graduation rate dropped from 65% to 46% while the school dropout rate 
increased from 21% to 24%, (data.NYSED.gov, 2019), triggering a state audit 
investigating the legitimacy of prior graduation credentials and an aggressive re-
structuring of school governance. This points not to only to a series of student cohorts 
who likely will present with progressive (and unpredictable) remedial needs, but also 
indicates how few students from the district continue to higher education in any form, at 
Dutchess Community College or otherwise. In addition, season selection decisions should 
incorporate the changing demography of the surrounding community, with main stage 
performance selections and study repertoire chosen, in part, upon their relevance to the 
sociocultural diversity present in the region, with immediate regard to Black, Latinx, and 
immigrant narratives.   
 “Guided Pathways” recommendations for student onboarding  
and enhanced completion. To determine the additional supports most likely to 
decrease attrition and increase persistence and/or timely MT degree completion, the 
drafted course map was compared to the various advisement and support structures 
recommended by Bailey et al. in Redesigning America’s community colleges: A clearer 
path to student success (2015), referred to by the authors as “Guided Pathways.”  These 
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collective findings of the Community College Resource Center at Columbia University 
(CCRC) intend to promote a “culture of evidence” through the strategic use of data 
analysis, to guide administrative and academic practices within community college 
settings (Bailey et al., 2015, pp. 8-10). These recommendations aim to inform well-
defined, coherent pathways in alignment with students’ career goals, ultimately 
facilitating higher completion rates (p. 31) and are specified as appropriate in the 
following sub-sections.  
 
Figure 4  
Guided Pathways 
                                          
 
 Conceptually, Guided Pathways occur in three relative phases: 1) the “entry 
phase,” in which high school students enlist and register for community college 
programs, 2) the “progress” phase defined by advisement and curriculum mapping, and 
3) “post-matriculation,” or graduation and/or transfer. Although the project prototype 
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itself was largely intended to articulate the “progress” phase, additional supports were 
included to maximize efficiency and effectiveness through the “matriculation” phase for 
MT students seeking a terminal credential or transferring to four-year programs.    
 Various studies by the CCRC have also examined barriers to success beyond 
academic preparedness, including difficulties in onboarding and advisement, to “help 
students explore and select a pathway of interest, and track students’ progress along their 
chosen pathway” (p. 199). Among these additional obstacles, Guided Pathways identifies 
the absence of early and comprehensive academic advisement—including an emphasis on 
clearly articulated career goals—to be one of the greatest impediments. In addition, 
Guided Pathways stresses that faculty be involved in the mapping of “educationally 
coherent pathways” (2015, p. 16). The program learning outcomes detailed in the initial 
prototype were informed by audition practices within the current MT industry, as well as 
feedback collected via the project’s formative survey.  
 Additional instructional and support features of Guided Pathways included in the 
initial prototype included the following: 
● Descriptions of specific intake protocols, including audition/interview days, 
permitting students to explore the requirements of the MT major in advance of the 
semester (up to the beginning of the add/drop period), allowing students to 
declare a specific goal via entrance to a specific program (p. 57), and permitting 
prospective students to evaluate the costs, benefits, and potential demands of the 
MT program prior to investing time and capital. 
● Reminders of initial mandated meetings with the departmental advisor (p. 68). 
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● Reminders of minimum, twice-semester mandatory meetings (during the fourth 
week of classes and during pre-registration periods) with dedicated departmental 
advisors (p. 50). These advisors, in addition to providing an early semester 
“check-in” and overseeing registration, shall document summaries of these 
meetings towards an explicit transfer goal (p. 62). 
● The inclusion of a mandatory student success course (p. 17), PFA 100, created 
specifically for the specific group of the Performing Arts “meta-major” (including 
PFA A.S. General, Music and Theatre Tracks, and the new MT Program). This 
course shall include a thorough orientation in available support services available 
to the general student body (financial aid offices, student activities, psychological 
counseling, etc.), as well as those of special interest to students within the major 
(tours of campus practice facilities, gymnasiums, music technology labs, etc.) (p. 
57). In addition, this course will be assigned only to full-time faculty to permit 
students to receive more informed mentorship (p. 70) and will frequently be re-
assessed (p. 72). To successfully complete PFA 100 (a course that must be 
repeated every semester until successfully passed), students must present their 
academic advisor with a four-semester academic plan (or alternate plan for 5+ 
semesters in the case of necessary part-time study). This plan will be revisited 
every semester by student and advisor, so that all remaining semesters of 
coursework are accounted for in a student’s evolving academic plan (p. 77). 
● Listing of complimentary co-requisites to enhance and reinforce MT skill 
acquisition (p. 18); within the initial prototype, this included simultaneous and/or 
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overlapping enrollment in music theory, aural skills and group piano, and vocal 
instruction and dance instruction during every semester of study.  
● The inclusion of “critical milestones” in the course map that students must 
achieve for program learning outcomes within four semesters of study (p. 40). 
● The incorporation of 9 credits of SUNY-GER fulfilling coursework (ENG 101, 
THE 105, and various arts electives in SUNY-GER appendices G, H and J during 
the first semester of study). Completion of these courses on the timeline included 
in the prototype will aid students in seamlessly transitioning to other programs of 
study should a change be warranted (p. 22). 
 Bailey et al. (2015) conclude their recommendations by presenting a side-by-side 
comparison of community college students enrolled in an example school practicing the 
“cafeteria college” model, i.e., schools that offer unlimited choice to students in course 
selection, versus a school committed to the Guided Pathways framework. This illustration 
provides a tangible example of how such methods, tracing “interest to enrollment,” 
“enrollment to entry,” “progress,” and “completion” might actually appear in execution, 
even for low-income, first generation college students without extended background in 
their choice of program (pp. 201-205). The initial prototype has included 
recommendations from these examples across the curriculum as interpolated benchmarks 
and “advisory notes.” 
 Program learning outcomes. A “backwards design,” recommended by both the 
Guided Pathways Framework (Bailey et al., 2015) and Reiser and Dempsey’s SAM 
Protocol (2018), was employed to ensure that drafted program learning outcomes were 
both clearly defined and in close alignment with vocational skills required by the MT 
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industry; in other words, with goals “beyond just program completion” (Bailey et al., 
2015, p. 38). As a key component of the accelerated “Savvy Start,” such outcomes were 
created with the specific feedback of MT educators and practitioners who responded to 
the formative survey, here functioning as a theoretical preliminary design “team.” 
 SUNY general studies requirements. Within a collegiate program of study, a 
broad array of courses dealing with quantitative, analytical and communicative reasoning 
are generally deemed necessary to permit students a greater “breadth” of education, 
complementing the specialized coursework constituting the “depth” (Cohen et al., 2014, 
p. 289). As Cohen et al. (2014) further explains, “culture and basic literacy, the ability to 
communicate in context, understand societal conditions, and similar goals of a liberal arts 
education are essential for practically every job” (p. 286), and are critical in ameliorating 
societal class divisions and increasing individual autonomy (p. 288).  As of this writing, 
over 30 states, including New York, have developed a system of “common core” liberal 
arts subjects that are universally transferable between two- and four-year programs 
located throughout the respective state’s network of colleges and universities (Bailey et 
al., 2015, p. 28). 
 NAST (2020) accreditation guidelines additionally state “the liberal arts 
component of a student’s program shall be selected according to the requirements of each 
state for the specific colleges to which students will transfer” (p. 86). Within MT 
programs, such courses are often restricted to state or institutional minimums to permit 
the maximum number of applied credits towards music, theatre and dance training. 
Therefore, an integrated approach to general education requirement (GER) courses is 
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recommended to maximize students’ abilities to develop these skills within the context of 
job preparation. The principal SUNY GER requirements are as follows:  
   Students must earn a minimum of 30 credits across seven of the following ten 
Subject Areas (designated by a “General Appendix Letter”) and both listed 
Competencies, although specific courses may vary by major. It is recommended 
that students who wish to transfer satisfy as many SUNY-GER courses as 
possible with a grade of “C” or higher. (Dutchess Community College, 2020; 
SUNY, 2020)  
 
The SUNY-GER designated subject areas are: 
● Mathematics (required), (Appendix A) 
● Natural Sciences (Appendix B) 
● Social Sciences (Appendix C) 
● American History (Appendix D) 
● Western Civilizations (Appendix E) 
● Other World Civilizations (Appendix F) 
● Humanities (Appendix G) 
● The Arts (Appendix H) 
● Foreign Language (Appendix I) 
● Basic Communication (required) (Appendix J) 
 
In two basic competencies are also indicated:  
● Critical Thinking (required) 
● Information Management (required) 
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 Additionally, the local requirements of the Dutchess Community College campus 
were considered. At Dutchess Community College, six Institutional Learning Outcomes 
(ISLOs) are assessed on an ongoing basis to materialize the following outcomes:  
 
1. Oral Communication: Students will demonstrate oral communication skills in a 
clear and organized manner using appropriate verbal and nonverbal 
communication techniques with regard to subject, purpose and audience. 
2. Written Communication: Students will produce writing that is well organized, 
well developed and clear. 
3. Scientific Reasoning: Students will apply the scientific method, develop 
hypotheses, analyze results and draw conclusions. 
4. Quantitative Reasoning: Students will work with graphical, numerical or symbolic 
models to solve problems and interpret results. 
5. Information Literacy and Technological Competency: Students will be able to 
identify the need for information, locate electronic media using appropriate 
technology including but not limited to the internet, evaluate the credibility of 
information thus obtained, use information effectively to accomplish a specific 
purpose, and properly use and cite sources of information (Note: ISLO #5 courses 
fulfill the SUNY Critical Competency of Information Management)  
6. Critical Analysis and Reasoning: Students will formulate or evaluate arguments, 
problems or opinions and arrive at a solution, position or hypothesis based on 
carefully considered evidence. (Note: ISLO #6 courses fulfill the SUNY Critical 
Competency of Critical Thinking) (Dutchess Community College, 2020) 
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Therefore, at Dutchess Community College, all transfer degrees, both A.A. (Associate in 
Arts, or more generalist curricula) and A.S. (Associate in Science, or more specialized 
curricula) require the following courses or course categories:  
● Oral Communication (ISLO #1) 
● Composition I and II (ENG 101 and 102) (ISLO #2) 
● Social Problems in Today’s World (BHS 103) (ISLO#2, #6) 
● American History (ISLO #2, #6) 
● Mathematics (ISLO #4, #5) 
● Laboratory Science (ISLO #3, #4) 
 
Associate of Applied Science (A.A.S.) programs, designed primarily for vocational 
preparation and direct entry into fields such as protective services or early childhood 
education (Bailey et al., 2015, p. 21), require fewer GER classes, permitting a greater 
number of specialized requirements:  
● Composition I (ENG 101) 
● Composition II (ENG 102) 
● Social Problems in Today’s World (BHS 103) 
● Mathematics OR Laboratory Science 
 
The following SUNY-GER specific courses were integrated into the initial prototype to 
fulfill both applied and GER requirements simultaneously: 
● PFA 100, Performing Arts Seminar (SUNY Information Literacy Critical 
Competency) (ISLO #5) 
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● THE 105, Theatre History I (Appendices G and H), (SUNY Critical Thinking 
Critical Competency, ISLO #1, #2, #6) 
● THE 109, Acting I (Appendix H), (ISLO #1, #6) 
● MUS 212, History of Musical Theatre (Appendix H), (ISLO #1, #6) 
 
 SUNY-GER sequencing within the prototype. Gagné et al. (1988) states that 
curriculum design requires deliberate sequencing of educational experiences to promote 
effective learning (p. 161). This assertion is supported by more recent research 
demonstrating that enrollment in gateway courses in English and math markedly 
improves retention and completion across all community college programs (Cohen et al., 
2014, p. 394). Each program, regardless of categorization, is tasked with integrating these 
courses into a specialized sequence to augment learning tasks in specialized courses. For 
example, writing intensive courses, designated Written Communication (ISLO 2) MUS 
212, History of American Musical Theatre, were placed after ENG 101, Composition I, 
to maximize students’ chances of successful completion upon the first attempt as well as 
permit students the ability to examine further course content in a more nuanced, lasting 
capacity. The students’ math requirement was also placed early in the curriculum, during 
the second semester, to account for the nearly 70% of incoming students who require 
remedial coursework in this area (Chen, 2016) and may require multiple attempts to 
obtain a passing grade. 
 Choosing a degree category for effective musical theatre transfer. In order to 
solidify transfer pathways, thereby enabling comprehensive pre-professional training, 
Merrion (2009) asserts the need to investigate the transferability of two-year courses to 
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specific four-year programs, and tasks two-year programs to initiate the effort. To 
identify type of degree most suited to both MT transfer and professional preparation, it is 
critical to examine the requirements of the schools most likely to serve as transfer 
destinations to organically promote a “transfer-receptive culture” as well as offer such 
schools more incentive to dedicate time and resources towards the formalization of 
articulation agreements (Hodara et al., 2017). This is particularly critical for the 
development of new academic programs, as many campuses, such as Dutchess 
Community College, require multiple articulations to be secured in advance of 
institutional implementation.  
 Western Connecticut State University (WestConn), which, only 40 miles from the 
Dutchess Community College main campus, is geographically the closest MT B.F.A. 
Program. Although not part of the SUNY system, a recent initiative by the State 
University System of Connecticut permits New York-residing students to enroll at 
WestConn for the same tuition as in-state residents (Connecticut by the Numbers, 2019). 
Subsequently, it has become one of the most common transfer destinations for Dutchess 
Community College performing arts students. WestConn requires both quantitative 
reasoning, scientific inquiry courses within the first two semesters and/or 30 credits of 
study, as well as a critical thinking course, to which many American history electives 
apply (Western Connecticut State University, 2020). These GER requirements align 
closely with the SUNY-GER requirements as offered through A.S. programs at Dutchess 
Community College.  
 In addition, the B.F.A. curricula of SUNY Fredonia, SUNY at Buffalo and SUNY 
Cortland, the only other dedicated four-year MT programs in the SUNY system, are also 
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popular transfer destinations for Dutchess Community College students. Similar to 
WestConn, SUNY Fredonia also requires natural sciences, mathematics, social sciences 
and American history for B.F.A. programs (SUNY Fredonia, 2020). SUNY Buffalo’s 
B.F.A. degree also requires courses in all three areas (University at Buffalo, 2020).  
 In addition, all but one of the examined programs, SUNY Cortland, listed a 
discipline-specific introductory seminar exploring a range of study and practice habits, 
campus and career orientation for first-semester freshmen to help frame and direct 
students’ establishment of academic and career goals. SUNY Cortland currently offers a 
Transfer Planning Sheet for Musical Theatre Transfer on its website (Cortland, 2020), 
which recommends that incoming transfers matriculate no later than the fall of their 
sophomore year. To follow their recommendations as closely as possible, the following 
courses were included specifically in semesters one and two of the draft prototype: 
● GE 1, Quantitative Skills (equivalent to Dutchess Community College’s MAT 
109) 
● CPN 100, Writing Studies I (COMP 101) 
● CPN 101, Writing Studies II (COMP 102)  
● THT 120, Acting I (THE 109) 
● THT 240, Technical Theatre (THE 111) 
● MUS 105, Basic Musicianship (MUS 104) 
The prototype also departed from SUNY Cortland’s recommendations; the following 
courses were also recommended by SUNY Cortland to be completed prior to transfer, but 
were not included in the initial design in order allow students adequate preparation in 
acting, singing, dance and musicianship to audition successfully into the program: 
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● GE 2, Natural Science  
● GE 4, History and Society  
● GE 6, Contrasting Cultures/World Civilization 
● GE 7, ENG 204, Introduction to Drama  
● GE 9, Foreign Language (note: SUNY Cortland, as the sole MT B.A., was the 
only school to require foreign language study) 
 
 Although the majority of two-year programs in MT are A.A. degrees, the overall 
latitude in course selection and emphasis upon liberal arts courses characteristic of these 
curricula may prevent these programs from providing rigorous MT training, particularly 
to students who are unable to obtain voice, acting and dance training elsewhere. 
Examining the course catalogs of WestConn and SUNY Fredonia, Buffalo and Cortland, 
it appeared that both A.A.S. and A.S. programs presented with advantages for transfer. 
A.A.S. programs, containing a higher number of applied credits and fewer SUNY-GER 
requirements, permitted more potential flexibility with arts electives, allowing additional 
credits to be dedicated to performance study. However, these degrees are terminal in 
design, so may leave students short of critical SUNY-GER requirements upon transfer, 
ultimately delaying completion.  
 Therefore, the current Dutchess Community College A.S. model appeared the 
most appropriate for seamless transfer and was used as the standing framework for the 
project. The number of specialized credits afforded by the A.S. degree appeared suitable 
for the dual purposes of transfer and professional preparation, allowing students to enroll 
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in a larger number of highly transferable GER courses while preparing students 
artistically for entrance auditions. 
 Performance course selection method. Various studies performed by the 
Community College Research Center at Columbia University (CCRC), cited in Bailey et 
al. (2015) point to credits lost in the transfer process—in other words, specific, completed 
course work that is not applied to equivalent requirements within a four-year program—
to be the largest barrier to degree completion (p. 30). Therefore, common “default” 
advisement practices often recommend for students to front-load the GER courses, which 
may apply to any baccalaureate degree within a given system. SUNY, in fact, officially 
endorses this practice on its transfer web page, offering the following advice to all 
students: 
   If you plan to transfer within SUNY to earn a bachelor’s degree, you may want 
to complete as many SUNY-GER courses as you can before you transfer. Try to 
complete courses in at least 7 SUNY-GER areas, including the 2 required areas, 
before you transfer. If you complete SUNY-GER courses that fit the expectations 
of your transfer campus and major, you will be making good progress toward 
your bachelor’s degree. (SUNY General Education Requirements, 2020) 
 
This advisement model prevents MT students from enrolling in the very tiered, 
nested coursework required to accomplish the more advanced performance outcomes 
expected for freshman and sophomore students within baccalaureate MT programs. In 
addition, discouraging students from demonstrating progressive competencies in music, 
acting and dance over the course of four semesters also prevents such students from 
overcoming the barrier of audition acceptance, thus perpetuating a culture already tacitly 
favoring privileged populations who are able to afford such training, including solo 
audition coaching, in the private sector (Musbach, 2019b). If such requirements are not 
deemed in alignment with required program courses, students may find their 64 credits 
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transferring only to fulfill GER credits, while they are placed as incoming freshmen 
within studio courses. Therefore, in the drafting of the initial prototype, WestConn and 
SUNY Fredonia, Buffalo, and Cortland’s performance curricula were closely examined 
to advance students in both areas.  
 In order to “re-route” onto a traditional MT training pathway, curricula must 
require an “intense focus on professional training” (Merrion, 2009, p. 3) prioritizing 
clearly defined learning outcomes over flexibility (Bailey et al., 2015, p. 13). In addition, 
it is critical that courses be strategically chosen on the basis of their relevance to program 
outcomes (pp. 22, 33) and be based upon “authentic demonstrations of those 
competencies rather than on the accumulation of course-based credits [alone]” (p. 39). 
Bailey et al. (2015) recommend that by offering a curriculum with “limited choice,” 
students may be best poised for timely completion. The number of specific areas of study 
are so numerous in the MT discipline, necessitating focused practice in acting, dance 
(modern, ballet, jazz, tap, among other styles), music theory, aural skills, piano 
keyboarding, vocal training (solo and group), theatre history, MT history and technical 
theatre theory and practice, a two-year MT curriculum must be similarly strict. Therefore, 
the drafted MT curriculum included a highly prescriptive course map, “backwards-
designed” from the performance outcomes directly recommended from the formative 
survey of MT educators and practitioners.  
 In the initial design, consideration was also offered to the linear integration of 
sub-disciplines towards capstone experiences. Both NASM and NAST state “in 
multipurpose institutions where training in music, acting, and movement is provided by 
one or more units, or where there is an interdisciplinary structure for the degree program, 
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arrangements for coordination must be evident in the development, operation, and 
evaluation of the program.” Therefore, careful consideration must be given in terms of 
identifying essential performance areas as well as the gradual synthesis of discrete music, 
theatre, dance and technical skills through “workshop productions,” cumulating in “full 
productions with orchestra to give degree candidates an opportunity to perform at least 
one significant role and several minor roles” (2020, p. 163). To achieve these ends within 
the draft curriculum, all included applied courses were chosen to permit the sequential 
mastery of these performance areas demonstrated through studio and workshop 
performances. Also, students would be advised to enroll in THE 161, Theatre Practicum 
I, in the fall of their second year as a capstone experience (note: at Dutchess Community 
College, main stage musicals are performed in fall semesters). 
 Of course, the relative value of any collegiate credential, from a certificate to a 
terminal degree, is contingent upon the needs of the field (Bailey et al., 2015, p. 192). 
The MT industry ultimately values net skill over academic achievement and, depending 
on relative casting requirements (e.g., the scripted age of a character), may value youth 
over experience. In terms of economic return, the fastest pathway towards professional 
mastery—whether that be through academic or non-academic channels—will generally 
permit performers to enjoy higher career-long earnings; this is an important distinction 
from life-long earnings, particularly for dancers, many of whom who may retire in their 
thirties (Healy, 2019). It is a reality of performing arts careers that critical job 
opportunities, leading to professional growth in and of themselves, may be offered to a 
student at any time, encouraging the student to “job-out” as opposed to “drop out” 
(Cohen et al., 2014, p. 409). In many cases, to leave school at the age of 18 or 19 to dance 
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on Broadway or to star in a nationally syndicated television show will likely be 
considered a pragmatic decision. To account for this possibility, it is critical that students 
advance through a competitive performance curriculum in parallel to their academic 
progress to remain competitive in a job market that may favor their demographic. 
Therefore, an equal emphasis on vocal development through lessons, dance classes, 
music literacy and acting should be programmed throughout all semesters of study so the 
choice to attend college doesn’t inadvertently disadvantage performers in comparison to 
students who chose not to matriculate.  
 However, should students remain in the program towards completion, the 
favorable life-long returns of a community college associate degree—estimated in some 
studies to result in a minimum of $142,000 in revenue and inestimable savings in health 
care, welfare, incarceration and other civil expenses, compared to a roughly $5,000-7,000 
investment for two years of full-time tuition—may serve as a substantial secondary 
benefit (Bailey et al., 2015).  
 Applied voice. In terms of applied vocal study, NASM recommends MT 
programs instruct students in “voice production and technique sufficient to present 
complete roles in full productions” as well as “vocal interpretation and role preparation 
skills that enable understanding and performance of roles in a wide variety of styles and 
formats” (2020, p. 163). In addition, assigned repertoire must be appropriate for the 
relative maturity of student voices (p. 163). According to Cohen et al. (2014), “A number 
of institutions have begun designating themselves as learning colleges to shift college 
functioning away from the instruction paradigm towards the learning paradigm” (p. 191). 
One-on-one lessons, inclusive of a broad range of CCM (Contemporary Commercial 
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Music) styles, may be deemed a critical mechanism for tailoring curriculum to meet the 
individual needs of the student, so were emphasized in all four semesters of study within 
the initial prototype.   
 Perhaps the most significant departure from the examined MT curricula at 
WestConn and SUNY Fredonia, Buffalo and Cortland was the number of applied voice 
lessons recommended for two-year transfers in the draft curriculum. At Dutchess 
Community College, 30 minutes of instruction is awarded one credit hour, and students 
would be required to enroll in two credits per semester/four credits in the first year (60-
minute lessons each semester) and six credits (90-minute lessons each semester) in the 
second year, or ten total credits, compared to four to eight total credits allotted for private 
study elsewhere. However, increasing the number of credits for an open-enrollment 
program allows more time for personalized remedial study within a practical context, 
allowing the student’s primary instructor to simultaneously serve as an aural skills, music 
theory, diction or acting coach in addition to singing teacher.  
Anecdotally, this method has served prior music majors at Dutchess Community 
College, permitting hundreds of former graduates, many of them first-time lesson 
students, to be accepted and transfer seamlessly to competitive conservatory programs 
such as Boston University, Crane School of Music (SUNY Potsdam), Ithaca College, 
Manhattanville College, Northwestern University, Rider University, SUNY Purchase and 
SUNY Fredonia. Therefore, the “exchange” of these credits from two to six credits of 
electives was determined to be more likely to eliminate the need for any additional 
remedial coursework.  
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 Music literacy. “Functional literacy” is generally defined by context, in which 
the ability for individuals to communicate via given symbolic norms has been effectively 
mastered (Cohen et al., 2014, 259). To this end, MT practitioners must be dually literate 
in musical notation and written prose to fulfill the basic requirements of their job 
contracts, which include reading and analyzing written scripts and musical scores 
interchangeably.   
 In regard to musical theory, NASM states that two-year programs “shall maintain 
a curricular program in musicianship skills at various levels appropriate to the needs of its 
students” (2020, p. 64), additionally recommending MT programs provide “musicianship, 
sight-singing competence, and analytic skills” (2020, p. 168). As students in an open-
enrollment program may either enter a performance degree with a range of no 
background in music reading to significant experience (e.g., Advanced Placement [AP] 
courses in music theory), the initial program design permitted students to either 
commence with MUS 104, Introduction to Music Theory, permitting non-music-reading 
students to acquire a knowledge base in basic notation, or MUS 115, Music Theory I, 
which assumes working knowledge of key signatures, basic rhythms, and knowledge of 
the principal major and minor scales.  
 Ensemble study. Concerning musical ensemble study, NASM mandates 
accredited programs to “offer instruction in and opportunities for ensemble performance” 
(2020, p. 63). The program draft therefore requires students to complete four credits 
across MUS 145/146/245/246, Show Choir, an auditioned ensemble that performs 
contemporary pop selections, or MUS 121/122/221/222, Mixed Chorus, which performs 
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more traditional concert repertoire. The former permits students to practice CCM styles 
in a group setting, while the latter allows practice in the traditional concert choral 
repertoire, a style of singing more analogous to requirements of ensemble singing in 
Golden Age (Pre-1964) musicals. In the prototype, students were strongly encouraged to 
enroll in both groups over the course of their matriculation to practice the full range of 
ensemble singing styles required of a MT performer in the current marketplace.   
 Integrated acting, singing and dance skills. Regarding more holistic elements of 
a theatrical education, NASM/NAST recommend MT programs provide instructions in a 
broad range of specialties including “theatre skills, acting competence, script analysis, 
stage movement and related physical skills such as mime, stage combat and fencing, 
modern dance, ballet, and period stylized dance [and] production elements such as make-
up, costume, sets and props, and lighting.” Similarly, Amellio (2011) recommends 
undergraduate MT students acquire a working proficiency in at least one performance-
adjacent area such as lighting design, stage management or theatre administration (p. 26). 
Therefore, the foundational classes of Acting I, THE 109, Modern Dance, DAN 104, 
Theatre Arts and Production I and II, THE 111 and 112, were incorporated into the initial 
prototype, laying the groundwork for more specialized electives to be taken upon transfer 
to a four-year institution.  
 In addition, NASM and NAST caution MT programs “capstone performances are 
not a substitute for formal training in such elements as voice, production, acting and 
movement, languages, etc. Therefore, the performance schedule for the individual student 
should not be so intensive that time is not available for the development of basic skills. 
This is especially important in the early years of education and training” (2020, p. 161). 
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Therefore, THE 161, Theatre Practicum I, was deliberately scheduled in the final year, 
allowing students to contextualize and further skills developed during the first and second 
semester of study. 
 Diversity and inclusion within the Musical Theatre curriculum. In The great 
white way: Race and the Broadway musical, Hoffman argues the near impossibility of 
discussing the Broadway musical in the contemporary without contextual examination of 
diversity and inclusion (2015). Similarly, Mareneck (2018) strongly urges two-year 
curricula to adopt practices that draw attention to socially conscious approaches and 
means of applied study. The diversity inherent within the majority of community 
colleges, including Dutchess Community College, permits a degree of inclusivity more 
closely approximating the needs of a post-Hamilton marketplace (Gerbi, 2020).  
 Sternberg’s (1999, 2008) examination of the assessment of isolated analytical 
skills within diverse populations ranging from Brazilian “street children” creating 
“successful street businesses” to “Berkley housewives . . . [successfully] doing the 
mathematics needed for comparison shopping in the supermarket” suggests that many 
groups perform quantitative and qualitative tasks more successfully within real-world 
contexts (2008, p. 293). This work suggests that cultivating these cognitive abilities with 
theatrical praxis, may offer students critical practice in honing critical thinking skills 
applicable to their entire future lives. Three areas appearing well-poised to cultivate such 
skills were the private lesson studio (particularly in regard to repertoire selection), e.g., 
MUS 161/162/261/262/210/211, MUS 212, History of American Musical Theatre, and 
THE 161, Theatre Practicum. With a reasonable degree of departmental coordination, all 
three areas of study would be intended to be shaped by the program’s broader philosophy 
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and commitment to diversity and inclusion, creating program modifications in relation to 
changing demographics within the region and student body. Therefore, the initial draft 
included a statement summarizing Dutchess Community College’s season selection 
practices, in which performance works would be specifically chosen social and cultural 
narratives of special interest to the surrounding community (the examples named in the 
statement—In the Heights and Hair—were actually performed at Dutchess Community 
College in recent years due to similar departmental initiatives).  
 By remaining a calendar year ahead of performance schedules, applied electives 
can be focused toward the specific needs of upcoming auditions, such as introducing a 
rhythm tap unit to precede fall auditions for Shuffle Along or A Chorus Line. Similarly, 
history classes may be used as an opportunity to perform dramaturgical explorations into 
the social and cultural context of upcoming productions, inviting further inter-curricular 




 Use of part-time faculty. As increasing numbers of institutions continue to rely 
upon adjunct instructors to supplement their faculty, new performing arts programs must 
consider comprehensive supervision models to employ to ensure part-time faculty are 
aware of and committed to broader program objectives. In many situations, part-time 
instructors (PTs) feel “isolated” and “unsupported” in their teaching, forcing them to rely 
upon individual ingenuity and personal resources to compensate for a lack of 
departmental support (Bailey et al., 2015, pp. 14, 92). The multiplicity of MT 
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requirements, likely requiring an even larger array of contingent PT specialists in voice, 
acting, dance, direction and theatrical design exacerbates this reality. In fact, in a small-
to-midsized department, is likely that entire sub-disciplines within an MT program 
(applied voice study, music theory, aural skills, group piano, speech and movement, 
acting, technical design, any particular sub-genre of dance, etc.) may be limited to single 
sections taught by separate PTs. On the other hand, if these PTs are active MT 
practitioners, ergo, well connected to the needs of the labor market (p. 174), this apparent 
liability may be transformed into an asset through appropriate professional supports. As 
Parkes (2009/2010) states, PTs must be deliberately trained in departmental artistic and 
academic standards to ensure consistent application. Similarly, Bailey et al. (2015) posit 
that “inclusive” workplaces where PTs are involved in departmental decision-making and 
treated as professional peers demonstrate less turnover and regularly perform extra, 
uncompensated duties such as office hours. Also, these employees will proactively seek 
opportunities to improve their teaching, increasing their value to the campus community 
(p. 169).  
 One example from my own supervisory work at Dutchess Community College 
was to investigate available honoraria for adjunct involvement in jury evaluations, so that 
newer instructors may engage in an active dialogue with their seniors in framing 
feedback to their studio members. Over the course of a decade, semester “jury panels” 
now consistently involve all three PT dedicated voice instructors as well as two to four 
additional PT faculty members who have taught at the college at an average of three or 
more years. By integrating them into the assessment process, PTs are actually 
compensated both for administering and receiving on-the-job training depending upon 
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their level of experience in the program. The panel format also facilitates the more 
student-centered and dynamic “norming” standards required of an open-enrollment 
program in which many students have advanced accommodative requirements and other 
needs. Hallmarks of improvement will be markedly different for middle-aged beginners 
versus ESL students versus students on the autism spectrum; however, allowing jury 
panels to discuss the contextual circumstances surrounding students’ artistic progress 
allows each student’s individual performance curriculum to be more accurately 
monitored. The more diverse the student body, the more critical it is for the campus itself 
to develop its own criterion for how to deconstruct student performances in a manner that 
promotes artistic excellence while respecting diverse aesthetic aims. Therefore, a current 
example of the Dutchess Community College jury voice rubric was included as part of 
the initial prototype to ascertain the value of such documents within later iterations. 
 As increased reliance on contingent employees is likely to continue, critical role 
of PTs in supporting integral program outcomes cannot be overstated. Therefore, it is 
recommended that, whenever possible, supervisors also strategize course assignments to 
allow PTs to assume multiple courses and/or larger studio loads to increase employee 
investment. Increasing each PT’s role also organically enhances each employee’s 
understanding of how their individual courses fit into the larger curriculum (Bailey et al., 
2015, p. 89), and invite these professionals to become more proactive in further 
developments and improvements.   
 
 Intake protocols/auditions. Compared to the “months or years of planning and 
preparation” that students enrolling in competitive four-year programs typically receive, 
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it is not unusual that community college students enroll merely weeks or even days prior 
to the start of the academic semester (Bailey et al., 2015, p. 53). Those skeptical of 
community college MT students’ ability to present with the necessary discipline, 
organizational skills, financial means, and academic/artistic potential to succeed in 
conservatory settings may argue that these patterns corroborate their concerns. In 
addition, such open enrollment policies often prohibit community colleges students from 
receiving the same in-depth orientations as their peers in baccalaureate residential 
programs, leaving them not only academically ill-prepared, but without an understanding 
of the basic mechanics of campus life such as how to read syllabi, acquire textbooks, how 
their grades are calculated or even how to access their course schedule.  
 More robust and comprehensive intake practices, referred to as “onboarding,” 
which otherwise might permit students and programs to have more information about one 
another prior to enrollment, also present with concerns. Cohen et al. (2014) state it is 
ethically problematic for community college program “to screen out the [academically] 
unworthy” on academic or financial grounds (p. 260). Requiring such events arguably 
present barriers to students from registering who may lack the transportation to such 
events, the financial security to know whether or not they are able to enroll, etc. On the 
other hand, failing to offer direction to community college students in advance of the 
semester generally limits incoming students to a ten to fifteen-minute appointment with a 
part-time generalist advisor (Bailey et al., 2015, p. 55), many of whom serve 800 to 1,200 
students across dozens of academic programs (p. 59). This may prohibit many students 
from even being made aware of a highly specialized, ergo, smaller program such as a 
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new MT degree, much less having specific concerns addressed to assess their 
appropriateness of the degree for their personal and professional goals.   
 NASM and NAST (2020) opt for the required inclusion of intake auditions, 
stating, “Member institutions must require auditions, examinations, or other evaluations 
consistent with the purpose of the degree as part of the admission decision. Member 
institutions are urged to require such auditions and evaluations prior to matriculation” 
(2019, p. 92). In the case that open admission policies preclude such events in advance of 
matriculation, both agencies require that “auditions and evaluations associated with 
confirming degree candidacy occur no later than the end of the first half of the degree 
program” (p. 93). NAST (2020) additionally recommends, “admission procedures for 
professional undergraduate degrees in theatre should develop evidence that the candidate 
possesses exceptional talent, the potential to develop high-level theatre competencies, 
artistic sensibilities, and a strong sense of commitment” (p. 93). As evidence suggests 
situational and dispositional variables to be more accurate in predicting program 
performance than test scores (Cohen et al., 2014, p. 204), it is advisable for MT programs 
to include these as part of the freshman “onboarding” process. 
 Therefore, the initial prototype included a recommended advisement 
meeting/placement interview as part of the registration process, to be performed on 
several dates during the summer intercession by faculty members. In the case that this is 
not possible due to late registration or open enrollment, a final opportunity to enter into 
the program was made available during the first week “add/drop” period. At this meeting, 
students would perform a portfolio of varied works for faculty members and be 
introduced to the program map to discuss with faculty whether or not the program 
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learning outcomes are in alignment with their goals. Students who, upon learning more 
about the program determine it ill-suited for their needs, might then be directed to 
Dutchess Community College’s other Performing Arts (PFA) A.S. Tracks in Music and 
Theatre, as well as the PFA A.S. “General” Track, offering students greater latitude in 
their selection of performing arts courses.  
 
Construction of learning communities, student success courses  
and integrated advisement. Some community colleges are beginning to implement 
“learning communities,” used primarily to promote “instructional innovations built on 
concepts of mutual support” (Cohen et al., 2014, p. 190). These may be more commonly 
regarded as student cohorts, or groupings of students who are enrolled in multiple classes 
together to promote a more positive and network-oriented learning environment (Lopez, 
2019, p. 9). Such groups, often naturally formed via the common first-year seminars and 
overnight orientation weekends typical of many four-year liberal arts institutions, also 
allow students to consult with one another on courses, professors, and study and practice 
strategies. The absence of these collective resources places already disadvantaged 
students at a much greater social and academic advantage early in matriculation, when 
they are generally in most need of guidance (Bailey et al., 2015, p. 25). 
 For two-year students lacking the “sense of community more common in 
residential situations” (Bailey et al., 2015, p. 210), this sense of interdependence must be 
cultivated via curricular means, such as through the use of required “transitional” courses 
to promote early success. Many community colleges are beginning to conceptualize 
“recruitment, retention, and transfer or job placement” not as “discrete activities,” but as 
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holistically integrated into curricula (p. 232). As Hodara et al. recommends, “Building 
transfer knowledge . . . Start[ing] in counseling sessions . . . should be embedded into 
community college curriculum, first-year experience, and student success courses offered 
in the first term” (2017, p. 345). Bailey et al. (2015) recommend that advisement 
practices even go so far as to be deemed “intrusive” (p. 35) and be structured into already 
tightly defined program paths in order to provide the support students require to make 
effective educational decisions.  
  One method to achieve these goals is through the use of required, first-term 
student success courses, which cumulate with the clear goal of specifying or confirming a 
major (Cohen et al., 2014, p. 217) and articulating specific career ambitions. The current 
PFA 100 course at Dutchess Community College, designed provide a discipline-specific 
orientation to Dutchess Community College’s PFA A.S. Degree Program, is an example 
of an integrated onboarding course composed of scaffolded exercises, introducing 
students to critical support services and other resources. As studies suggest that nearly 
half of college dropouts never sought out individualized counseling prior to leaving 
school (p. 231), recommended activities would include mandatory meetings with 
academic advisors and other critical members of the college support staff.  
 According to Cohen et al. (2014), “A number of institutions have begun 
designating themselves as learning colleges to shift college functioning away from the 
instruction paradigm towards the learning paradigm.” To commence study with a course 
helping students articulate professional goals allows such students to “engage in the 
learning process as full partners who share in the responsibility for their own learning” 
(p. 191). In addition, Bailey et al. (2015) recommends that students should have 
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discipline-specific advisors beyond certain milestones (p. 159) or, at minimum, 
department-embedded advisors who become area specialists over the course of their 
tenure (p. 79). This design ensures students are advised by staff members who are 
building upon an extant knowledge base of MT academic career pathways and are 
therefore better able to support students’ professional goals.  
 Institutions may actually discover such tactics significantly attenuate attrition, 
without placing additional burdens to faculty workloads. If performing and visual arts 
programs are too small to justify a specific point advisor, more proactive faculty-advisor 
collaboration is required. For example, for MT students considering four-year transfer, 
there is a very significant distinction between a B.A. Theatre Arts degree with a 
Concentration in MT versus a B.F.A. in MT, leading to vastly different program 
competencies. Students should not be defaulted to a more generalized curriculum (a 
frequent approach with advisors who are unfamiliar with career pathways in the arts) but 
should be assisted in selecting the most specific track available to directly support their 
career goals (Gerbi, 2020).  
 Accordingly, multiple required advisement sessions were placed throughout the 
course grid of the initial prototype, stipulating mandatory meetings between students and 
advisors. Schools may offer flexibility regarding the medium with which these meetings 
occur (i.e., over the phone or via video conferencing platforms), but the prototype 
recommends that students be disabled from future registration, program changes, or other 
critical actions if they have failed to meet one-on-one with their designated advisor.  
 Class size. One final consideration in the creation of two-year performing arts 
programs was the economically necessary, relatively large student-to-teacher ratios 
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typical of many community college classrooms. This practice may compromise the 
amount of time available for instructors to provide personalized learning experiences, 
provide supplemental advising and mentoring and other activities critical to cultivate 
student persistence. Additionally, the teaching and/or administrative loads typical of 
community college faculty are often quite large; at Dutchess Community College, the 
contractual load within the Performing, Visual and Communication Arts Department is 
33 contact hours per academic year, significantly higher than might be expected at four-
year programs. In fact, according to Harrison et al. (2014), such course loads may render 
accurate assessment of performance-based learning outcomes difficult or impossible (p. 
168). Juxtaposed with larger class sizes—for example, Dutchess Community College has 
an average teacher-student ratio of 21:1, the highest of any community college in the 
system (SUNY, 2020), instructors may out of necessity default to lecture-type methods 
that inadvertently promote passive learning (Bailey et al., 2015, p. 87). 
 Fortunately, Cohen et al. (2014) cites a 1998 study conducted by the Center for 
Community Colleges and sponsored by the National Endowment for the Humanities 
determining fine and performing arts programs tended to have the smallest student to 
teacher ratio, averaging 12 to 16 students per course (p. 179). This is in alignment with 
current recommendations of NAST (2020) that class sizes “in creative work . . . should 
not exceed 16 students. In some cases, safety considerations and specialized equipment 
limitations will require class limits of fewer than 16.” These guidelines additionally note, 
“effective instruction can be achieved in lecture classes with larger enrollments than are 
acceptable in studio courses; however, sound educational practice indicates that such 
large classes should be supported by small discussion or tutoring sessions” (p. 60). 
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 Guided Pathways endorses a “learning facilitation” approach, which requires 
greater emphasis on proactive student engagement in the classroom through more 
“collaborative, discussion, and activity-based teaching methods . . . depend[ing] on the 
unique needs of the students in that particular class” (Bailey et al., 2015, p. 87).  Such 
strategies generally require far more preparation on the part of the instructor, particularly 
given the increased individual remedial or accommodative needs indicative of 
community college students. In addition, research from the CCRC indicates that current 
classroom costs-per-student fall markedly beyond enrollments of 10-12 students in 
individual classes, with a median class size of 15 students (Belfield, 2015, pp. 10-11). 
Therefore, the initial prototype included a classroom cap of 16 in the program description 
for acting, singing, dancing, music literacy and technical theatre courses.  
 
Formative Review  
 
 
 As Gagné et al. (1988) explain, the process of formative evaluation allows 
evidence of an instructional program’s essential value and feasibility to be assessed mid-
development, allowing this further evidence to be applied towards design improvement 
(p. 322). This phase is considered critical to revise instructional designs to ensure that 
they are “as effective as possible for the largest number of students” (p. 30). Therefore, to 
assess what common set of learning objectives and pedagogical approaches to MT may 
achieve acceptance among MT educators (both academic and non-academic settings) as 
well as prospective MT employers, I conducted a formative assessment with a team of 
evaluators whose professional experience aligned with the project’s purpose.  
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 To begin, I conscripted a team of varied and purposefully sampled MT educators 
and practitioners, ensuring that at least several representatives from each area were 
included to engage in the both the formative and summative evaluation of the finished 
project design. Potential evaluators were interviewed, debriefed on project protocols and 
timelines, and selected on the basis of the following criteria: 
 
1. A minimum of 10 years of continuous professional experience as an elite MT 
practitioner (Broadway, national tour, or significant regional credits) and/or 
MT educator (i.e., faculty member at a tertiary MT institution);   
2. Identification as an artist-educator, with one or more additional declared 
specialties in secondary school performing arts instruction, community 
college performing arts education, voice, music, acting or dance instruction, or 
professional mentorship of MT practitioners (all areas should be represented 
at least once across the full review panel); 
3. The willingness and ability to perform both formative and summative 
evaluations of drafted project, including detailed feedback via provided data 
collection forms within the project timeline (approximately 4-8 weeks for 
each iterative review). 
  
The eight final reviewers, who were assured anonymity, were selected as follows. 
Their biographies have been modified and/or redacted to conceal their identities while 
still preserving their primary qualifications and areas of specialty. In addition, 
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participants were asked to supply their own pseudonyms to preserve key components of 
individual identity for the reader while maintaining anonymity (Allen & Wiles, 2016). 
 
#1) “Diana”: Musical Director, Performer, Instructor, Producer, Studio Owner; 
Female, Hispanic, 30-40 years of age; Non-academic.  Diana has travelled 
internationally as a performer and conductor and is the current music director for 
[international resort chain], producing events starring many renowned Broadway and 
reality television artists. She has also worked on [series of nationally broadcast sports 
events], directing Diana Ross [multiple other pop icons], Leslie Odom, Jr. and Norm 
Lewis. Her credits also include conducting and producing an enormous variety of 
theatrical works in both the United States and Mexico, the Walt Disney Corporation, and 
is the [title] of [private performing arts studio], where she teaches musical theory and 
voice. 
 
#2) “Maria”: Broadway Performer/Teaching Artist; Female, White, 40-50 years of 
age; Non-academic. Maria performed the role of [a noted leading role] over 3,000 times 
in the Broadway and several world/national touring companies of [long-running 
Broadway show]; other roles include [West-End long-running show leads] in [various 
European and Asian capital cities]. She has also premiered concert works for [several 
nationally recognized symphonies] and the Kennedy Center. She holds a B.F.A from [a 
noted Midwestern conservatory] Conservatory and an M.F.A. in Theater History from 
[private college]. Currently, she also is employed as a story analyst for [a major online 
media producer] and teaches for [several nationally recognized private institutes].  
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#3) “Jason”: Director, West Coast Singer-Actor, Voice Instructor [Opera and MT], 
Dance Instructor; Male, African American, 30-40 years of age; Academic and non-
academic. Jason is a noted stage director of both operatic and MT productions ranging 
from children’s theatre to conservatory and regional productions, with a special interest 
in developing new theatrical properties emphasizing BIPOC narratives. Recent projects 
include world premiere musical adaptations of [New York Times Best-Selling Titles]. He 
holds a doctoral degree in [musical discipline] from [large NYC university], with a 
research emphasis on diversity and inclusion within performance practice as well as 
deconstructing intersections between opera and MT. As a performer, he frequents both 
classical and contemporary genres, and works frequently with developing professional 
artists in crossover vocal production, operatic literature and dance.  
 
#4) “Adam”: Casting Director/Performer/Director; Male, White, 30-40 years of age, 
Academic (including community colleges) and non-academic. Adam is an 
educator, administrator and director who has been employed in various capacities 
throughout the MT industry. He currently serves as the Programing Coordinator for 
[various performing arts disciplines] at [a mid-sized, private northeastern college], where 
his duties include Production Director for [noted summer Broadway developmental 
workshop]. He earned a B.F.A from [noted New York City MT program] and M.F.A in 
Performance Pedagogy at [large mid-Atlantic conservatory] and has won numerous 
awards for teaching. Throughout his career, he has taught acting and the business of 
theatre [both in academic and non-academic settings, including several noted NYC 
studios]. He has also been employed at bi-coastal casting agencies, including the offices 
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of the [international theatre conglomerate]. He has performed [as part of a nationally 
televised annual NYC event] and toured with many national companies and acquired a 
number of regional and stock credits. 
#5) “Bob”: Voice Teacher, Voice Coach, Conductor, Musical Arranger, Studio 
Owner, Stage Director; Male, White, 60-70 years of age, Non-academic. Bob has 
worked with singers and actors of all ages for over 25 years at his midtown NYC studio, 
and is a former instructor at [two private NYC training programs]. He is an 
internationally noted lecturer, guest artist and master class clinician and his articles have 
appeared in scholarly journals such as [journal title]. He holds a BS degree in [non-
singing speech and voice specialty]. Former pupils have included cast members of nearly 
every running Broadway musical today, including Laura Bell Bundy, [several other 
names], Hollywood and Television luminaries such as Daniel Radcliffe, [several other 
names], and even pop icons like [two top-selling recording artists], among many others. 
As a musical director, he has collaborated with artists ranging from Max Morath to 
Vincent Price. 
 
#6) “Laura”: Theatre Director, Designer, Producer, Theatrical Talent Scout, 
Instructor; Female, White, 30-40 years of age, Academic (chair for an out-of-state, 
two-year community college MT program). Laura was recently named the new 
Director of [a new MT pathway] at [title] Community College, part of the [non-SUNY 
system]. She earned an M.F.A. in Musical Theatre from [a large west coast university] 
and a B.A. from the [state school of theatre]. She has worked with many top performers 
as a talent scout for developmental projects at [bi-coastal agency]. At her institution, she 
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teaches acting and musical theatre, has directed dozens of main stage plays and musicals, 
and was part of the collaborative team that authored the [new A.F.A. in MT track]. 
 
#7) “Donald”: Vocal Instructor, Pianist, Conductor, Accompanist, Administrator; 
Male, White, 50-60 years of age, Academic and non-academic. Donald is a highly 
respected voice coach, educator, and conductor working in a broad variety of genres from 
MT to Broadway to [sacred genre]. Previous residencies include [eight regional opera 
companies] and professional study at [Austrian conservatory]. He is currently a Professor 
of Voice at [private college, close proximity to New York City], where he also serves as 
the departmental musical director, and a frequently sought-after clinician and presenter in 
both opera and MT. He holds a M.F.A. from [large northeastern private university] and a 
B.F.A. in Piano Performance from [small private university]. 
 
#8) “Jennifer”: Musical Director, Choral Conductor, Voice Instructor: Female, 
White, 40-50 years of age, Academic: Jennifer is a graduate of [large Midwestern music 
conservatory], and currently teaches on the faculty of both [public community college in 
New York City] and [large private conservatory in New York City]. Previously, where 
she served as Associate Instructor in the Music Theory Department at [large Midwestern 
conservatory], as a staff accompanist at [large public university] and [performing arts 
high school in New York City] and taught at [private music college in New York City]. 
Additionally, she is the Artistic Director of [large local choir], works as a freelance 
pianist, accompanist, and vocal coach in New York City, and serves as the Chair of 
Music Theatre for [large national theatre education organization]. 
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 In March and April 2020, Institutional Review Board consent forms for each of 
the above reviewers were signed and collected, upon which review materials were 
forwarded to the participants. Each was forwarded the initial “Savvy Start” prototype, 
which included 1) a program philosophy, including intended learning outcomes, 2) a 
four-semester course grid with juxtaposed meta-planning criterion for registration, 
advisement, four-year application, and career planning, 3) course descriptions for all 
listed courses and 4) a sample voice jury rubric. This document deliberately did not 
contain extensive prose, as SAM advises designers employ “minimal documentation” at 
this stage (p. 47). Instead, the protocol advises materials take the form of a “design proof” 
(p. 48) to resemble the actual mapping materials and catalog entries that would be seen 
by instructors, advisors and students to aid in course planning. In June 2020, their 
formative feedback was collected and analyzed to identify notable strengths and/or 





 Finally, in July 2020, the final draft was furnished to the review team for a 
summative review. Gagné et al. (1988) recommends a summative evaluation upon 
conclusion of the formative stage of the project, when it is “no longer undergoing point-
by-point revision” (p. 31) and is focused on obtaining evidence regarding the “summed” 
effects of instructional units (p. 325). Robinson (2010) corroborates this 
recommendation, stating the tertiary stages of development in an educational design 
project should include a summative review in which “curricular products are examined, 
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measured for their societal contribution, and if necessary, (re)tailored for the context and 
culture in which they will be implemented” (p. 75).  
 In this vein, a revised prototype was again submitted to the review team for a 
summative evaluation to assess the curriculum’s holistic artistic and academic value, and 
whether, according to their experience with developing artists, it would likely result in 
preparing MT students for successful transfer and/or professional life. The reviewers 
were instructed to indicate whether they believed the final hypothetical prototype 
appeared ready for implementation or if the design required further review and revision 
before piloting might be considered. They were also asked to identify the populations for 
which they believed the drafted design would be most and least suitable. 
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Initial Prototype for Formative Review 
 
 
STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT DUTCHESS COMMUNITY 
COLLEGE 
 
Proposal for New Program: 
 




 This program focuses on an individualized approach to professional musical 
training, with an emphasis upon applied voice instruction, acting, theatre arts and history, 
dance, and music theory and aural skills. Within this program, a diverse array of musical, 
theatrical and movement styles may be incorporated into the student’s course of study, 
better preparing students for the needs of the contemporary musical theatre workforce. 
The unique sequencing of the degree, carefully integrating applied study within the 
context of a broader-based liberal arts curriculum, encourages students to emerge as 
scholar-artists, making them aware of the role of musical theatre within the greater 
sociocultural climate. This degree, which satisfies SUNY-mandated General Education 
requirements to facilitate B.A., B.S. or B.F.A. transfer, also permits students who desire a 
two-year credential to acquire the appropriate vocational skill base to enter the musical 
theatre workforce as a developing artist. 
 The core music curriculum enables students to enter as either elementary or 
intermediate music readers with the intention of providing students sufficient background 
in music theory, aural skills and piano keyboarding to transfer successfully to four-year 
musical theatre programs and/or function as an independent performing artist. During all 
semesters of study, students will receive classroom-based mentorship in the development 
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of specific study and practice strategies geared towards the specific needs of performing 
artists, such as health and wellness for singers, actors and dancers, instrumental 
practicing techniques, and how to apply advanced critical thinking, writing skills and 
research skills towards the study of music and theatre. In order to individualize 
instruction, practical music and theatre courses are limited to 16 students, allowing 
students tremendous support in the pursuit of their artistic and academic goals.   
 This unique curriculum, which regularly incorporates “workshop” performance 
opportunities, culminates in full musical productions selected to celebrate the multiplicity 
of socio-cultural narratives present in the Mid-Hudson Valley Region. Recent 
productions have included In the Heights by Lin-Manuel Miranda, Hair by Gerome 
Ragni and James Rado, and A Chorus Line by Marvin Hamlisch, Edward Kleban, James 
Kirkwood Jr. and Nicholas Dante. Students also may enroll in a 1 credit class enabling 
transport and guided participation in the annual Region 1 Spring Kennedy Center 
American College Theatre Festival, offering access to practical workshops, internships, 
auditions, competitions and design expos. 
 To be admitted into the MTAS program, students must complete an audition and 
interview. Although MTAS practices open enrollment, intake protocols require that 
students’ singing, acting, dancing and musicianship be assessed by faculty for appropriate 
course placement, with registration facilitated by the Performing Arts area advisor. 
Upon completion of this program, students shall:  
● Articulate specific academic and/or career goals in classroom study, and complete 
a personalized, applied course work towards a specific long-range ambition in the 
MT field 
● Demonstrate technical and artistic proficiency in a range of contrasting vocal 
styles consistent with student’s vocal type 
● Demonstrate technical and artistic proficiency in acting  
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● Demonstrate technical and artistic proficiency in a range of dance genres styles, 
including ballet, modern, and jazz 
● Demonstrate foundational understanding of one or more sub-disciplines within 
technical theatre 
● Acquire and develop metacognitive skills and habits of mind that are necessary 
for problem-solving in the classroom and in the performing studio, creating a 
foundation for more sustainable life-long practice and the ability to master 
increasingly difficult academic and artistic tasks 
● Synthesize individual artistic competencies as participants of a fully integrated 
live musical production  
● Analyze and evaluate various genres of performance art, including classical and 
contemporary theatre, musical theatre and choral repertoires  
● Create an appropriate and versatile repertoire of audition pieces appropriate for 
professional and/or conservatory auditions, permitting students to incorporate 
their unique personal narrative into their artistic practice 
Program criteria:  
● All program matriculates must schedule an intake audition/interview to confirm 
placement and initiate course advisement no later than the first week of August 
for the fall semester and January for the spring semester, respectively; upon 
completion of this meeting, students must schedule an appointment with the 
Performing Arts Area Advisor, registering for coursework no later than the first 
day of the semester 
● Due to the integrated nature of the curriculum, students are strongly encouraged 
to enroll in the MTAS on a full-time basis; in the case that part-time study is 
required, students are encouraged to enroll in one GER course (beginning with 
ENG 101), one applied music course (beginning with MUS 161), one acting or 
technical theatre course (beginning with THE 105 or THE 109), and one dance 
course (DAN 101 or 102), or a minimum of eight to ten hours of enrollment; PT 
schedules must meet the approval of the  MTAS Program Chair 
● Students desiring to complete the program in four semesters must enroll in full-
time study, commencing in a fall semester, and following the below prescribed 
course map: any deviations from this sequencing, including waivers due to 
previous study or other customization, must be approved by the Program Chair 
prior to registration.  
 




First Semester (Fall 1) 
 
 
Prior to the semester:  
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1) Consultation with the DCC Performing Arts academic advisor  
2) Intake audition/interview (note: these may be scheduled as early as the prior spring; a 
final date will be made available during the start of the drop/add period to assist late 
registrants)  
 
Pre-Fall I Advisory notes: 
● It is recommended that students register for ENG and MAT placement exams in 
the spring prior to enrollment, so students may have the option to enroll in 
necessary developmental courses during the summer prior to FT study  
● Students may elect to review a series of free, online music theory tutorials the 
summer prior to FT matriculation in order to better secure placement in MUS 
115: Music Theory I and MUS 113: Aural Skills I  
● Students are encouraged to participate in THE 161 (Theatre Practicum), or the 
Fall main stage musical, in a non-credit bearing capacity through the Masquers’ 
Guild Theatre Club  
 




Descriptive Title  Credit 
Hours 
ENG 101 Appendix J Composition I  3 
THE 105 Appendix G & H Theatre History I 3 
MUS 104 or MUS 115 Appendix H Introduction to Theory or Theory I 
(1) 
3 
MUS 145 or MUS 113 Appendix H Group Piano I or Aural Skills (1) 1 
MUS 161 Appendix H Performance & Applied Music I  (2)  1 
MUS 162 Appendix H  Performance & Applied Music II (2) 1 
PFA 100 Performing Arts Seminar  1 
DAN 101 Appendix H & G Foundations of Dance 3 
 TOTAL CREDITS:  16 
 
 
Required milestones, to be completed by the conclusion of Fall I:  
● PFA 100, a 7-week course, requires students to create a four-semester course plan 
as part of their final exam; any curricular adjustments should be made no later 
than the second semester.  
● PFA 100 must be taken the first semester of enrollment, and must be re-taken 
every semester until successfully passed 
 
Pre-Spring I Advisory Notes (to be addressed during Spring I Pre-Registration): 
● Students must meet with academic advisor during Spring Pre-Registration 
(November) 
● Students are required to attend two mandatory advisement sessions per semester 
(one within the first month of classes, the second during the pre-registration 
period for the following semester) 
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Descriptive Title  Credit 
Hours 
ENG 102 Appendix J Composition II 3 
DAN 102 Appendix H Ballet Technique  2 
THE 111 Theatre Arts and Production I 1 
MAT 109 Appendix A Survey of Mathematics 3 
THE 109 Appendix H Acting I  3 
MUS 261 Appendix H Performance & Applied Music III  (3) 1 
MUS 262 Appendix H Performance & Applied Music IV (3) 1 
MUS 153 or MUS 121 
Appendix H 
Show Choir I or Chorus I (4) 1 
MUS 205  Vocal Repertoire I 1 
 TOTAL CREDITS:  16 
 
Required Milestones, to be completed by the conclusion of Spring I: 
● By the first semester, students must have completed either MUS 104 or be 
admitted into MUS 115/116 based on a placement exam  
● Student must pass an applied vocal jury (MUS 161 and 162) 
● Any changes to student’s program of study, such as changing to the PFA General 
or PFA Music Track, must occur no later than the spring of the first year  
 
Advisory Notes (to be addressed during Fall II Pre-Registration): 





















      
 
 





Descriptive Title  Credit 
Hours 
US History and Society Course 
(Appendix D) 
  3 
MUS 115 Appendix H Music Theory I or, if completed 
in Fall I, 3 credits of additional 
MT performance courses   
3 
MUS 145 or MUS 113 H  Group Piano I or Aural Skills 1 
DAN 104 Appendix H Modern Dance Technique 2 
THE 161 Appendix H Theatre Practicum I 3 
MUS 206   Vocal Repertoire II 1 
MUS 210 Appendix H Performance and Applied 
Music Intensive I 
3 
 TOTAL CREDITS: 16 
  
Required milestones for Fall II:  
● Students must pass MUS 115 and 116  
● Students must participate in THE 161 (Theatre Practicum) 
● Students must complete at least 5 credits of DAN courses (permitting no more 
than two courses to be taken the final semester if courses must be repeated) 
● Students must successfully pass a minimum of 7 applied voice credits, presenting 
a complete audition portfolio   
● Students must either complete MUS 212 (see footnote) or complete KCACTF 
Practicum + an additional 1-credit DAN, MUS or THE elective in before or 
during Spring 2  
 
Advisory Notes (to be addressed by Spring II Pre-Registration): 
● Students must meet with their academic advisor during Spring Preregistration 
(November) 
● Students must consult with academic advisor and appropriate faculty clarifying 
transfer or completion plans with relative audition submission dates 
● Students should discuss summer internship and employment opportunities with 
MTAS Program Chair by mid-semester (November); applications and audition 










      
 
 





Descriptive Title  Credit 
Hours 
BHS 103 Appendix C Social Problems in Today’s 
World 
3 
DAN 106 or DAN 109 Appendix 
H 
Jazz Dance Technique or Tap 
Dance 
2 
THE 112   Theatre Arts and Production II 1 
MUS 212 Appendix G & H or 
THE 280 
History of American Musical 
Theatre 
or KCACTF Practicum and 2-
credits MTAS electives  
3  
MUS 211 Appendix H Performance and Applied Music 
Intensive, II 
3 
Science SUNY GE Requirement 
(Appendix B)  
 4 




Advisory Notes for degree completion: 
● Students must meet with advisor to apply for May Graduation  
● Transferring students shall select and enroll in a transfer program, and complete 
any intake placement exams required 
 
 
1. Concurrent enrollment in MUS 104/145 or MUS 115/113 required, contingent on 
placement exam 
2. MUS 161 and 162 equate to 2 credits (60 minutes weekly) of private studio 
instruction 
3. MUS 261 and 262 equate to 2 credits (60 minutes weekly) of private studio 
instruction 
4. Students must complete 1 semester of a choral ensemble, which may include of 
MUS 145 (Show Choir I) or MUS 121, (Chorus I) while matriculated; students 
may participate in additional semesters as MTAS electives  
 
Additional Notes:  
● Currently, to accommodate enrollment patterns DCC offers MUS 212 only during 
Fall semesters; in the case that this continues through implementation, students 
should enroll in MUS 212 during Fall 2 and enroll in an appropriate Appendix D 
HIS course in the Spring 2 semester, OR plan to enroll in KCACTF Practicum 
and an additional 1-credit THE, MUS or DAN elective based on personal need 
● Completion of MUS 115: Theory I and MUS 113: Aural Skills I required for 
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program completion (free elective may only be taken if MUS 115 has been 
successfully completed in advance of matriculation and with the permission of the 
MTAS Chair) 
● Additional MTAS Performance courses include the following, prerequisite-
pending; students should consult MTAS Chair for appropriate course selection: 
 
o MUS 114, Aural Skills II (1 cr.)  
o MUS 116, Music Theory II (3 cr.)  
o MUS 121/122/221/222, Chorus I, II, III or IV (1 cr. each term) 
o MUS 146, Group Piano II (1 cr.) 
o MUS 153/154/253/254, Show Choir I, II, III or IV (1 cr. each term) 
o MUS 206, Vocal Repertoire II (1 cr.) 
o THE 209, Acting II (3 cr.) 
o THE 211, 212 Theatre Production & Tech. III or IV (1 cr. each term)  
o THE 217, Special Study Project I (1 cr.)  
o THE 281/282, KCACTF Practicum I or II (1 cr.)  
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Criteria:  (Exceeds Standards)  (Meets Standards)  (Approaches 
Standards) 
 (Requires 
Further Steps to 
Approach 
Standards) 































● Majority of pitches 
accurately rendered 
● Majority of 
durations/rhythms 
markings observed 













with minor errors 
that are typically 




● Many pitches 
accurate 





● Minority of 
articulations 
accurately rendered 




choices are made 
and executed 




errors are rarely 
recovered 
 




in incorrect key 
● Almost no 
rhythms 
accurate 




● No dynamics 
correct/observed 








      
 






























● Student navigates 
registration events 
easily and fluidly; 
no “breaks” 
● Posture is aligned 
and supports needs 
of style  
● Vibrato is 
consistent, supports 
needs of style 


















● Student generally 
navigates 
registration events 
easily and fluidly 
with occasional 
“breaks” or timbre 
changes 
● Posture frequently 
good, occasionally 
demonstrates 
ineffective habits or 
tensions 









chronic issue effects 
other elements of 
production  
● Pitches are 




















inconsistencies or is 
failing to emerge 
 
● Sound is 
produced in an 
unhealthful 
manner 
● Pitches are 































● Text is clearly 
articulated 





● Student is 
appropriately 
coordinating 
speech and sung 
elements according 
to the needs of the 
specific musical 
genre (especially in 
MT/CCM) 
● Text is usually 
articulated clearly 
with occasional 











● Student often 
coordinates speech 
and sung elements 
according to the 
needs of the specific 
musical genre 
● Text is sometimes 
articulated clearly 
with numerous 












and sung elements 
according to the 
needs of the specific 
musical genre 
● Text is not 
articulated 
clearly  













according to the 



















● Student understands 
dramatic context 
of selected material 
● Student is making 
clear choices that 
support a coherent 




● Student uses 
somatic (physical) 
movement in a 
realistic, organic 
fashion appropriate 
for the genre 






● Student generally 
makes clear choices 
that support a 







● Student generally 
uses somatic 
(physical) 
movement in a 
realistic, organic 
fashion appropriate 














clear choices that 
support a coherent 







movement in a 
realistic, organic 
fashion appropriate 
for the genre; 
movement is often 
“habit-driven” 
instead of elective 
















● Student does not 
use somatic 
(physical) 



























● Specific stylistic 
elements, 
(dynamics, phrasing 
choices, etc.) are 
skillfully employed, 
creating a rich and 
textured listening 
experience  
● Overall, combined 
effect of vocal and 
interpretative work 
is expressive and 
compelling  








etc.) are skillfully 
employed, creating 
a satisfying listening 
experience  
● Student’s blend of 
vocal and 
interpretative work 
is usually expressive 
and compelling  
● Student is usually 
physically and/or 
vocally committed 








etc.) are employed 
to adequate effect 
● Student’s blend of 
vocal and 
interpretative work 
is unbalanced and/or 
inconsistent 































 This chapter provides a summary of the project design methodology employed in 
the creation and revision of a two-year, hypothetical curriculum design for community 
colleges wishing to create musical theatre/music theatre (MT) programs. A rationale is 
offered for the selection of the Successive Approximation Model (SAM) design and 
developmental framework, which is both the most analogous to the State University of 
New York curriculum design and evaluation process and the most reflective of Guided 
Pathways’ emphasis on “backwards design.” The project commenced with a “Savvy 
Start,” in which data was collected from a variety of vested MT stakeholders via a 
questionnaire and compiled, informing the initial, rapidly drafted prototype. This 
prototype underwent a formative review by a varied panel of MT stakeholders, including 
MT educators in both academic and non-academic settings, as well as working MT 
industry representatives.  
 These recommendations informed the final curricular prototype, one of the final 
stages of development in an educational design project. This draft was submitted to the 
same panel for a summative review in order to measure the broader academic, social and 
cultural value of the prototype, as well as its prospective readiness for rollout. The final 
product included a four-semester MT course map with respective descriptions, learning 
outcomes and Guided Pathway-advised extracurricular supports intended to ameliorate 
barriers for entry into competitive four-year MT programs and/or the MT industry. 
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The purpose of this project dissertation was to develop a model two-year musical 
theatre/music theater (MT) curriculum, determining if it is currently possible and/or 
practical for community colleges to create two-year training and transfer programs in the 
discipline. The following research questions guided the project’s design and execution: 
1. How is it possible for open-enrollment MT programs to provide appropriately 
rigorous artistic training to permit developing artists linear points of entry to 
careers in MT? 
2. What features must a MT curriculum possess to meet the current 
recommendations for State University of New York (SUNY) associate’s 
programs, particularly those colleges entering Guided Pathways cohorts, as well 
as National Association of Schools of Music (NASM) and National Association 
of Schools of Theatre (NAST) recommendations?   
3. What common set of learning objectives and pedagogical approaches to MT may 
achieve acceptance among MT educators within both academic and non-academic 
settings, as well as prospective MT employers?   
4. Which additional supports are the most likely to decrease attrition and increase 
persistence and/or timely MT degree completion, partly among at-risk populations 
such as minority, differently abled and first-generation college students?  
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 As this project was developmental in nature, a panel of diverse MT industry 
representatives and MT educators (both working within and outside of academia in 
private settings) were conscripted for a formative review process, to determine the 
effectiveness of the initial curricular design and offer suggested improvements for future 
revisions (Reiser & Dempsey, 2018, p. 46). Once implemented into the iterative design, a 
final draft was issued for evaluation, and the overall readiness for potential 
implementation was assessed via a summative review (p. 14). The results of the 
formative review follow below, with the results of the summative review contained in 





 Upon completing the curricular prototype, an IRB-approved Formative 
Evaluation Form (see Appendix III) was forwarded to the eight participating reviewers. 
Assured anonymity, hereafter the reviewers are only referred to by case number (redacted 
biographies for each may be found in Chapter Three). In the following, I have included 
each review’s Likert response grid based on the following five-point holistic assessment, 
followed by a summary report of their prose remarks: 
 
5=Outstanding (No revisions recommended) 
4=Exceeds Expectations (Minor potential revisions recommended) 
3=Meets Expectations (Minor required revisions to meet expectations) 
2=Revisions Required (Substantial revisions required to meet expectations, but possible 
via suggested edits to current prototype) 
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1=Expectations Unable to be Met with Current Design 
 
#1) “Diana”: Musial Director, Performer, Instructor, Producer, Studio Owner; 
Female, 30-40 years of age; Non-academic.   
Table 2 
 
Diana, Summary, Formative Evaluation 
 5 4 3 2 1 
1. Overall Effectiveness of MT Curriculum for Four-
Year College Transfer  
X 
 
    
2. Overall Effectiveness of MT Curriculum for 
Career Preparation  
X     
3. Overall Effectiveness of Course Sequence  X    
4. Effectiveness of Program Description and 
Program Learning Outcomes  
X     
5. Clarity of Course Descriptions  X     
6. Appropriateness of Additional Support Structures 
(Advisement, Career Planning, Transfer) 
X     
7. Potential for Successful Implementation at Two-
Year Campuses 
X     
 
Initial Formative Score= 4.85 
 
Overall Perceptions: 
● Overall, Diana believed the sequential layout to be “very strong,” particularly in 
regard to the dance and music sub-disciplines: “In my experience lots of students 
come in with raw talent but no particular training in these areas. I am so pleased 
to see the progression of the music track, which I hope builds a strong foundation 
for musicianship in vocalists.” 
● Diana noted the inclusion of THE 110, How to Audition, as an “often 
overlooked” component. 
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● Diana believed the drafted advisement supports, particularly the articulated 
milestones, to be “well thought-out and well-placed,” with appropriate deadlines 
and effective sequencing, “[effectively setting students up] for the next 
challenge.”  
● Diana expressed enthusiasm for the overall shape of the current design: “I would 
have loved to have this well thought out program as a student! And furthermore, 
as an experienced educator I find this to be a wonderful launching pad . . . This is 
a real achievement and I’m very impressed with the breadth and depth you intend 
to achieve with your students!” 
Recommended revisions to the course map included: 
● Diana suggested that an aural skills course in the first semester should be made a 
formal requirement.  
Recommended supports included: 
● Diana proposed during the semester, “students and advisor should have a 
scheduled check-in, in addition to the noted schedule. I often worry about students 
in that first semester who are sinking or swimming and we often can’t be totally 
sure of it in the throng of other kids we’re looking out for.” Diana further 
suggested this might be optional if “there is a good system of communication 
between faculty and advisors to watch out for them.” 
Additional comments:  
● Diana specifically noted the inclusion of “Movable Do” in the aural skills 
curriculum/course description, being, in their experience, the “single best tool to 
develop vocalists who don’t come from a musician background.” Diana further 
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suggested “threads of aural work [be] continuously seeded through the remaining 
music sections.”   
● Diana was the sole reviewer to reference the GER course, BHS 103, Social 
Problems in Today’s World, stating this to be highly beneficial and potentially 
fruitful inclusion for diverse populations: “I would also suggest, continuing with 
the work that is being done in BHS 103, that various dance and music classes that 
explore different styles and history strive to include how the artistry of different 
ethnic and racial groups inspired and influence the art form.” 
● Diana inquired as to how voice juries were able to take into account stylistic 
differences within MT/CCM (Contemporary Commercial Music) genres: “One of 
the weaknesses of some programs is a preference for a really specific MT style, 
when hopefully a goal of this period of time for students is the development of 
their own unique voice. We’re (hopefully) moving into a period where the 
definition of a MT voice is going to broaden, and that sometimes means moving 
the goal posts on specific technique choices, including basic ones like diction.”    
● Diana noted the helpful inclusion of technical theatre courses. 
● Diana suggested that the role of improvisation and devised theatre be expanded 
within the current acting sequence: “[Improvisation] might be integrated into any 
of the acting work, because of how well that discipline serves to making well-
rounded performers who are accustomed to thinking on their feet and being 
authentically in the moment . . . I also would wonder about techniques for 
Devised Theater being introduced, especially because so many performers need to 
rely on self-created work in order to be seen and to keep their skills sharp.” They 
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added, however, that these might not be practical as dedicated courses, stating: 
“These items may not be the right fit in a program that is clearly already jam 
packed! They would be wish list items that I would love to have the opportunity 
to introduce should the occasion arise.”   
 
#2) “Maria”: Broadway Performer/Teaching Artist; Female, White, 40-50 years of 
age; Academic and non-academic. 
Table 3 
 
Maria, Summary, Formative Evaluation 
 
 5 4 3 2 1 
1. Overall Effectiveness of MT Curriculum for Four-
Year College Transfer  
 X    
2. Overall Effectiveness of MT Curriculum for 
Career Preparation  
 X    
3. Overall Effectiveness of Course Sequence  X    
4. Effectiveness of Program Description and 
Program Learning Outcomes  
 X    
5. Clarity of Course Descriptions   X    
6. Appropriateness of Additional Support Structures 
(Advisement, Career Planning, Transfer) 
 X    
7. Potential for Successful Implementation at Two-
Year Campuses 
 X    
 
Initial Formative Score=4.0  
 
Overall Perceptions: 
● Overall, Maria found the prototype to be “clearly presented and consistently 
[pursued] the goal of fostering scholar/musicians” and, “[the] course sequence 
[was] well thought out and [aimed] to accommodate possible transfer to a four-
year program.” 
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● In the case of more academically prepared students, Maria proposed the waiving 
individual GER courses such as BHS 103, COMP 101 and MAT 109 to permit 
more applied performance study in specific MT sub-disciplines. 
● Maria noted the inclusion of DAN 101, Foundations of Dance, in the first 
semester of study, as likely to offer strong basis for later dance study, particularly 
given the mixed academic/applied nature of the course. 
Recommended revisions to the course map included: 
● Maria questioned the necessity of a one-credit student success seminar (PFA 100, 
Performing Arts Seminar), and suggested that an additional dance or acting class 
may be a more appropriate use of the instructional time. If an absolute 
requirement, Maria sought clarification of the PFA 100 course’s description and 
goals; and recommended course time be “[dedicated to] guest speakers from a 
variety of areas of the business – performers, designers, directors, producers, 
theater managing directors.” 
● Maria sought clarification of dance placement protocols: “Are there placement 
evaluations for dance classes? Are there multiple levels of dance class? Is there an 
opportunity to test out of core academic classes, or adapt the content to something 
theater related?” 
● Maria proposed an overall increase in the number of acting and dance classes 
wherever possible, and the potential movement of THE 109, Acting I to the Fall I 
semester (particularly in lieu of PFA 100); as one potential solution, Maria 
requested the instructor designer “consider scaling back either the second music 
theory course or the second piano course to free up credit hours for acting.” 
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● Maria requested clarification of the potential coordinative efforts between theatre 
and GER classes; for example, “could theater majors choose their COMP II topics 
from a list compiled by the theater department?” As an additional example, Maria 
suggested a course that offered multidisciplinary assignments with musical theatre 
history might ask students to complete written assignments to “1) Describe the 
contributions of two influential figures from the dance world. 2) Choose a theater 
piece and explore how its subject matter interacts with sociopolitical issues of 
today (Scottsboro Boys, Parade, Oklahoma, Showboat).” 
Recommended instructional revisions/refinement of course learning outcomes included:  
● In terms of course objectives, and to potentially replace the current Music Theory 
II course with additional acting courses, Maria suggested “going further to use the 
interdisciplinary nature of the courses to the students’ advantage. For example, 
basic music theory skills [to be used in] Vocal Rep (MUS 205/206), musical 
productions, and choir/chorus.” In addition, Maria recommended that “in the 
interest of also maintaining critical music theory and piano skills, consider adding 
weekly ten – minute individual sessions with a TA for sight-singing and piano 
chord progressions as a requirement for either Vocal Rep or choir/chorus.” 
● Similar to DAN 101, Foundation of Dance’s mixed emphasis on theory and 
practice, Maria suggested THE 105, Theatre History I, might be “folded [into] the 
academic section into Theater History in effort to get the students on their feet 
more quickly and consistently?” 
● Most critically, Maria requested GER alternatives be constructed to allow skill 
development to be more “theatre related:” “The core academic classes eat up a lot 
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of credit hours. Could any of the core academics be theater-related? For example, 
could the mathematics course have content related to Music Theory, audience 
data analytics, financial planning for performance career, taxes for artists, home 
budget spreadsheets or budget-planning for producing a Broadway musical? 
There could be coordination with Theater Arts and Production for the business 
side of designing and building a show.” 
Recommended supports included: 
● The potential substitution of PFA 100, Performing Arts Seminar, for 
individualized guidance “provided by an advisor who connects with a student 
during office hours, or via phone and email.” 
Additional comments:  
● Maria noted the potentiality of COVID-19 school closures compromising the 
ability for students to complete a four-year program in eight semesters.  
● Maria also found the attached voice rubric a potentially effective measure: “The 
rubric is clear and comprehensive. If needed, it could be used for guest panel 







      
 
#3) “Jason”: Director, West Coast Singer-Actor, Voice Instructor [Opera and MT], 





Jason, Summary, Formative Evaluation 
 5 4 3 2 1 
1. Overall Effectiveness of MT Curriculum for Four-
Year College Transfer  
X     
2. Overall Effectiveness of MT Curriculum for 
Career Preparation  
 X    
3. Overall Effectiveness of Course Sequence  X    
4. Effectiveness of Program Description and 
Program Learning Outcomes  
  X   
5. Clarity of Course Descriptions  X     
6. Appropriateness of Additional Support Structures 
(Advisement, Career Planning, Transfer) 
X     
7. Potential for Successful Implementation at Two-
Year Campuses 
 X    
 
Initial Formative Score= 4.28 
 
Overall Perceptions: 
● Jason believed the course sequencing to be strong and felt it “[set] students up 
well on many levels,” as well as “[provided] a clear map on how to get through 
the major in the projected 2 years of study.” Overall, he felt it “useful for 
diversified training in musical theatre.” 
● Jason also believed the curriculum to offer a strong balance in music, acting and 
dance, despite it being “[clearly] situated within a music program;” due to this 
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emphasis, Jason offered the program would offer the most seamless transfer to 
four-year MT programs similarly positioned within music departments.  
● Jason noted the helpfulness of articulating advisement milestones, specifically 
“where students need to seek advisement and the requirements for advancement 
through the program.” 
Recommended revisions to the course map included: 
● Jason proposed the need for additional flexibility with “certain requirements such 
as dance,” particularly when inviting a more inclusive student body to enroll. 
Jason additionally suggested that some students planning on baccalaureate 
transfer might require additional room for GER requirements, contingent upon the 
expectations of their transfer institution. 
● In addition to the current layout, Jason suggested to include a list of courses 
grouped by type (general education requirements [GERs], music, etc.) for 
additional clarity.  
Recommended supports included: 
● Jason requested further clarification regarding the role of intake 
auditions/interviews in acceptance and matriculation into the program.  
Additional comments:  
● Jason suggested to elucidate as much as possible how this program may both 
transfer seamlessly to four-year programs or prepare students for early 
professional careers via an expansion of the program description. 
● Jason found the sample voice rubric amenable and suggested the development of 
additional acting and dance rubrics.  
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#4) “Adam”: Casting Director/Performer/Director; Male, White, 30-40 years of age; 





Adam, Summary, Formative Assessment 
 5 4 3 2 1 
1. Overall Effectiveness of MT Curriculum for Four-
Year College Transfer  
 X    
2. Overall Effectiveness of MT Curriculum for 
Career Preparation  
  X   
3. Overall Effectiveness of Course Sequence  X    
4. Effectiveness of Program Description and 
Program Learning Outcomes  
 X    
5. Clarity of Course Descriptions   X    
6. Appropriateness of Additional Support Structures 
(Advisement, Career Planning, Transfer) 
 X    
7. Potential for Successful Implementation at Two-
Year Campuses 
 X    
 
Initial Formative Score= 3.85 
 
Overall Perceptions: 
● Overall, Adam believed the curricular design to be “balanced, thoughtful, and 
innovative, [offering] strategies for classroom-based methodologies, and [an 
element] very strong and under-present in other programs—a commitment to 
‘practice strategies.’”   
● Adam approved of the overall design, as “the program learning outcomes are 
clear, the sequencing is very strong, and the goals are ambitious but realistic,” and 
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could potentially accommodate students both seeking transfer and those seeking 
to graduate with a two-year credential.  
● Adam considered the advisement structure to be among “the greatest strengths;” 
particularly the seven-week PFA 100 student success course: “the potential for 
that experience to help students frame the two-year journey is the crown jewel of 
this program as it is currently designed.” 
● The main area requiring a redesign was the acting and integrated acting/singing 
sequences: “As it currently reads, this curriculum seems to best prepare students 
for a four-year degree in Music or Vocal Performance and I would like to see a 
stronger commitment to the development of the actor-singer . . . synthesizing 
[acting and singing] skills with scene work.” 
● Adam believed that the parallel development of artistic skills with academic and 
career advisement may permit further growth in both areas: “[The learning 
outcomes] ‘create an appropriate and versatile repertoire . . . permitting students 
to incorporate their unique personal narrative into their artistic practice’—this is 
key! This is what will make students ready for the challenges of more rigorous 
training in a transfer program, or in their professional lives. I mention this here, 
because it is not only a learning outcome, it is an advisement and support matter. 
Finding material is a skill, developing a self-awareness and a sense of judgment 
about how and where to apply certain material to certain opportunities is part 
curricular and part about developing the confidence to make bold choices in 
circumstances where the stakes are less high than outside of school. A student 
who has the knowledge and the will is best set up to succeed.” 
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● Although Adam believed the overall design “an extremely useful curriculum for 
students choosing to pursue transferring to a four-year program, he felt there may 
exist challenges for those students who might “use this as the grounds to begin 
their careers and wonder how this may be addressed in ‘exit interviews’ from the 
program.” 
Recommended revisions to the course map included: 
● Adam requested clarifying definitions of “scholar-artist” and “appropriate 
vocational skills” as currently stated in the program philosophy. 
● Adam also suggested re-wording of the following program outcome: 
“demonstrate technical and artistic proficiency in acting.” 
● Adam requested the course description for PFA 100, Performing Arts Seminar, be 
included/numbered consistently. 
● Adam suggested the potential inclusion of performance-related core competencies 
for each semester of study.  
● Adam suggested an adjustment to the current dance sequence, placing DAN 104, 
Modern Dance, prior to DAN 102, Ballet, in order to “help students find 
expression and in freedom in their movement that could be carried forward into 
ballet and other forms.”  
● Adam also suggested later dance courses “(DAN 106, Jazz, and DAN 109, Tap) 
have an articulated Musical Theater project option that helps students synthesize 
the skills of song and dance.” 
Recommended supports included: 
● Adam requested the inclusion of clear criteria for entrance auditions/interviews.  
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● Adam recommended further detail as to the specific tools that advisors, 
particularly those unfamiliar with the MT industry, might be furnished with to 
provide more effective support, noting that lacking “succinctly articulated 
guidance . . . students may not be given the most appropriate information from 
which to make decisions about their future. “Adam believed that it was largely the 
process of becoming more self-actualized than specific professional direction that 
may be of the most long-term use, stating: “I think if some of this structure relies 
less on the advisors knowing how the student fits into the industry (whether 
transferring or choosing to audition professionally) and more on the research a 
student must do to be fully informed and develop a self-awareness, it would be 
extremely beneficial to all involved.” 
● In regard to advisement of program selection, Adam suggested a broad survey of 
two- and four-year programs may be helpful: “There may be some value in 
looking at how two-year, non-degree granting professional programs are 
structured to better understand the other choices students have when choosing a 
two-year course of study. This may help faculty advisors give better advice and 
ask better questions of students in initial interviews and subsequent advisements.” 
Additional comments:  
● Adam inquired if it may be possible to include MT program-specific course 
descriptions and/or repertoire guidelines for courses, particularly later sections 
like MUS 206, Vocal Repertoire II, THE 209, Acting II, and DAN 106, Jazz, and 
DAN 109, Tap. 
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● Adam suggested that “how students would benefit from participation in Theatre 
Practicum without the benefit of credit” [as members of the student dramatic 
society] might be more clearly articulated. 
 
#5) “Bob”: Voice Teacher, Voice Coach, Conductor, Musical Arranger, Studio 
Owner, Stage Director; Male, White, 60-70 years of age; Non-academic. 
Table 6 
 
Bob, Summary, Formative Assessment 
 5 4 3 2 1 
1. Overall Effectiveness of MT Curriculum for Four-
Year College Transfer  
 X    
2. Overall Effectiveness of MT Curriculum for 
Career Preparation  
 X    
3. Overall Effectiveness of Course Sequence X     
4. Effectiveness of Program Description and 
Program Learning Outcomes  
X     
5. Clarity of Course Descriptions  X     
6. Appropriateness of Additional Support Structures 
(Advisement, Career Planning, Transfer) 
X     
7. Potential for Successful Implementation at Two-
Year Campuses 
 X    
 
Initial Formative Score= 4.57 
 
Overall Perceptions: 
● Overall, Bob believed the curriculum to be a “very well-rounded and complete 
course of study,” and “for a two-year program, [would] give students a firm 




      
 
Recommended revisions to the course map included: 
● Bob recommended re-examining the emphasis on music theory, particularly given 
the confines of only four semesters of study, stating [they were] “uncertain if 
employment in the professional world of live theater requires music theory.”  
Recommended supports included: 
● Bob did not offer any further notes or recommendations 
 
#6) “Laura” Theatre Director, Designer, Producer, Theatrical Talent Scout, 
Instructor; Female, White, 30-40 years of age; Academic (chair for an out-of-state, 
two-year community college MT program). 
Table 7 
 
Laura, Summary, Formative Assessment 
 5 4 3 2 1 
1. Overall Effectiveness of MT Curriculum for Four-
Year College Transfer  
 X    
2. Overall Effectiveness of MT Curriculum for 
Career Preparation  
 X    
3. Overall Effectiveness of Course Sequence X     
4. Effectiveness of Program Description and 
Program Learning Outcomes  
X     
5. Clarity of Course Descriptions  X     
6. Appropriateness of Additional Support Structures 
(Advisement, Career Planning, Transfer) 
X     
7. Potential for Successful Implementation at Two-
Year Campuses 
 X    
 





      
 
Overall Perceptions: 
● Overall, Laura felt “the description and learning outcomes [covered] the full 
breadth of technical and artistic skills necessary for developing musical theatre 
artists. The description clearly addresses its integrated approach as a liberal arts 
program and its transfer and career applications. The description is welcoming 
and inclusive, addressing the diversity of the region as well as the varying skill 
levels of entering students.” 
● Laura felt the design presented a “rigorous two-year program curriculum that 
would prepare students well for transfer to B.A., B.S. or B.F.A. degree programs 
or entry-level professional work in the musical theatre industry.” 
● In general, Laura found the sequencing of courses, offering a balance of GERs 
and applied performance courses, to be potentially effective: “Foundational 
courses such as THE 105, MUS 104/115 and DAN 101 are taken in the first 
semester. General education requirements are spread out over the four semesters, 
providing a nice variety in the coursework each semester. Students take a dance, 
music and theatre performance course or practicum each semester, ensuring that 
the instruction is continuous, and skills will not regress.” 
● Laura noted that the strongest current component was the strong focus in 
foundational music skills and would be “particularly valuable to a student who 
enters college without a significant background in music theory, vocal technique 
or ensemble performance.” 
● In addition, Laura believed the program description “[struck] a good balance 
between communicating the high standards and rigor of the program while still 
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acknowledging the open enrollment policy and varying skill levels of its entering 
students and offering support to all students who enter the program.” 
● Laura’s primary concern with the curriculum design was a potential over-
emphasis on musical training: “While I think music theory, aural skills, vocal 
training and choral work are essential to any musical theatre performer’s 
education, it runs the risk of turning out a performer who is technically skilled in 
music but lacks the acting training to compete at the highest professional levels. 
(To put it another way: are we training singers who can act or actors who can 
sing?) I think much of this depends on the faculty teaching the music courses and 
their professional experience, background, and training.” 
Recommended revisions to the course map included: 
● Laura suggested re-balancing of acting and music requirements. 
● Laura noted that the music sequence, accounting for students beginning in either 
MUS 104, Introduction to Music Theory, or MUS 115, Music Theory I, had 
accomplished varying points of entry, but wondered “if there are other ways the 
program could provide some flexibility to meet students at their varying skill 
levels when they begin. For example, if a student comes in with extensive music 
theory skills, are they able to test out of that sequence of courses entirely? Could 
those credits be replaced with additional acting or dance coursework?” 
● Laura also recommended some potential adjustments to fourth semester capstone 
courses, expressing concerns that those entering the workforce directly would 
benefit from THE 110, How To Audition, but that currently the course was only 
available to students who choose to participate in the THE 280, KCACTF 
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Practicum due to credit limitations (forgoing MUS 212, History of American 
Musical Theatre). “There appears to be little flexibility elsewhere in the 
curriculum for students with an intention to enter straight into the workforce 
rather than transfer to take THE 110.” Laura also expressed concerns over the 
activity fee for THE 280, which, albeit required for a weeklong travel course, may 
be “prohibitive for some economically disadvantaged students, which could then 
also preclude them from taking THE 110 as an elective.” Instead, Laura suggested 
potentially offering 3 credits of approved electives in Spring 2, which could 
include MUS 212, THE 110, THE 280 and others as noted, allowing students to 
choose a course or combination of courses that meet their personal needs.” 
Recommended supports included: 
● As the course map indicated, “strong advising support is given throughout the two 
years,” Laura suggested including this in the program description as a potential 
selling point to students. 
Additional comments:  
● Laura also felt the advising component to be well considered, which would be 
helpful in assisting students “surmount the challenges that many two-year college 
students face, along with improving retention and completion of the program.”  
● Laura appreciated the program’s articulated acknowledgement towards “the 
diversity of its student body and provides the opportunity for students to create 
individual plans reflective of their needs.” 
● Laura suggested the inclusion of a single-page, less detailed course map to 
provide a more concise overview for prospective students.  
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#7) “Donald”: Vocal Instructor, Pianist, Conductor, Accompanist, Administrator; 
Male, White, 50-60 years of age; Academic and non-academic. 
Table 8 
 
Donald, Summary, Formative Assessment 
 5 4 3 2 1 
1. Overall Effectiveness of MT Curriculum 
for Four-Year College Transfer  
    
   X 
 
2. Overall Effectiveness of MT Curriculum 
for Career Preparation  
      X  
3. Overall Effectiveness of Course Sequence        X    
4. Effectiveness of Program Description 
and Program Learning Outcomes  
     X   
5. Clarity of Course Descriptions         X    
6. Appropriateness of Additional Support 
Structures (Advisement, Career Planning, 
Transfer) 
    ** 
N/A 
7. Potential for Successful Implementation 
at Two-Year Campuses 
        X    
 
 
Initial Formative Score= 3.16 
**N/A- Respondent did not include response. 
 
Overall Perceptions: 
● Overall, Donald believed the curriculum to offer “a very balanced approach.” 
● Donald felt the curriculum “could be very valuable if closely coordinated to the 
standards of B.F.A. programs in MT.”  
● Donald’s primary concern was number of required acting courses, as “the 
strongest B.F.A. programs include 6-8 semesters of Acting; a graduate of this 
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curriculum would not be able to complete a B.F.A. in 2 [additional] years, which I 
would think is a popular goal.” 
● Donald recommended further emphasis upon technical theatre and dance where 
possible, and “a better balance in acting and music.” 
● Donald suggested more assessment criteria would be helpful. 
Recommended revisions to the course map included: 
● Donald believed a number of course descriptions required further clarification: 
o The role of PFA 100, Performing Arts seminar, in the course curriculum. 
o MUS 210/211, Applied Performance Intensive’s (i.e., 3-credit private 
voice instruction) requirement of a performance jury. 
o Donald recommended both DAN 106, Jazz, and DAN 109, Tap, be 
offered rather than requiring students to choose between the styles. 
o Donald requested clarification whether students must be registered in the 
THE 280/281, a travel class attending the Kennedy Center American 
College Theatre Festival, or whether the school would support their 
attendance on an extracurricular basis. Donald inquired as to at what point 
in the calendar year students invited to compete in various competitions 
within the festival (due to achievements in THE 161 and/or THE 162 the 
year prior) commence preparation for the late-January conference.  
o Donald inquired as to the possibility of including both MUS 212, History 
of American Musical Theatre, and THE 280/281, KCACTF Practicum, 
within the final semesters of study. 
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Recommended supports included: 
● Donald asked for further clarification regarding course placement for students 
transferring into program from another, including in the case of internal transfer.  
● Donald suggested clarification of performance milestones; for example, to 
articulate voice requirements/standards (“What would a successful audition book 
[audition portfolio] look like after this 2-year program?”). 
● Donald recommended that a clearer contingency path be offered to aid students 
commencing study in spring semesters.  
Additional comments:  
● Donald noted that the “dance levels are currently unclear.”  
 
#8) “Jennifer”: Musical Director, Choral Conductor, Voice Instructor: Female, 
White, 40-50 years of age; Academic and non-academic. 
Table 9 
 
Jennifer, Summary, Formative Assessment 
 5 4 3 2 1 
1. Overall Effectiveness of MT Curriculum for Four-
Year College Transfer  
X     
2. Overall Effectiveness of MT Curriculum for 
Career Preparation  
 X    
3. Overall Effectiveness of Course Sequence X     
4. Effectiveness of Program Description and 
Program Learning Outcomes  
N/A
** 
    
5. Clarity of Course Descriptions    X   
6. Appropriateness of Additional Support Structures 
(Advisement, Career Planning, Transfer) 
N/A
** 
    
7. Potential for Successful Implementation at Two-
Year Campuses 




      
 
Initial Formative Score= 4.2 
 




● Overall, Jennifer felt the curriculum to be “well-rounded and focused,” and 
expressed enthusiasm “to see this program [put into] in action!” 
● Jennifer on the whole, determined the curriculum to be “absolutely doable at a 
two-year institution that has the faculty and advisement in place to implement it. 
It would require a solid administrator to facilitate solely the MT area though.” 
● Jennifer expressed concerns the scope of the program as well as articulated 
program outcomes potentially too broad, stating: “I’m not sure what it means to 
‘demonstrate artistic proficiency’ in acting, dance, etc. Is there an established 
scale of proficiency that will be used? I’m also not sure how realistic it would be 
to have more than one sub-discipline in an associate program, without going 
longer than two years or over the required credits.” 
● Jennifer believed the listed on-boarding components to be critical for two-year 
curriculum, “akin to what happens in other majors such as nursing and other 
healthcare-related majors.” 
Recommended revisions to the course map included: 
● Jennifer suggested the inclusion of an alternate pathway for students unable to 
retain full-time status for four semesters.  
● Jennifer proposed it may be more effective to offer “aural skills the first year and 
piano the second year,” as it “may help with productions and voice lessons to 
have the aural skills first.” 
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Additional comments: 
● Jennifer, also a community college instructor, expressed concerns over the 
likelihood of completion for all students, particularly with the requirement of 
four-semester, continuous full-time enrollment: “[This] could be a very big issue 
at our college for some students. Then again, maybe a rigorous program such as 
this wouldn’t be for every student. I would just like to know that something is in 
place for students who find themselves unable to complete in two years or with 
full time status. Will there be any other option?” 
 
Analysis and Development Phase 
 
 
 Revisions suggested during formative review. Upon examining the individual 
formative review forms, I synthesized recommended improvements into the following 
design categories as follows. Each recommendation is followed by either a respective 
adjustment made to the project design, or a rationale as to why the adjustment was not 
incorporated.  (Note: as the original course descriptions furnished to the reviewers have 
not been included in this Chapter, I have included any deviations from the initial 
prototype below; the final course descriptions are included in Appendix V). 
 
 Recommended adjustments to course map: 
1) Donald recommended that the live jury requirement for applied music be specified in 
the course descriptions for MUS 210/211, Performing and Applied Music Intensive. 
Modification: Course descriptions for MUS 210 and 211 were expanded to 
include the statement “students must complete a live performance assessment at 
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the end of the semester.” This clarification was also added to MUS 
161/162/261/262, which require the same.  
 
2) Both Maria and Adam were unclear as to the role of PFA 100: Performing Arts 
Seminar, in the draft curriculum; this was, in part, due to the course description being 
accidentally omitted from the original formative design. Although Maria believed the 
course was unnecessary, Adam, a community college instructor, believed a college 
preparation course to be essential to students’ future success. Maria, Jason and Laura 
also expressed concerns that the program may not result in vocational readiness for 
students who chose to enter the workforce upon receipt of their two-year credential.  
Modification: The original course description was restored, which reads as 
follows; recommended additions on the basis of Maria and Adam’s comments are 
included in bold italics below. 
 
PFA 100: PERFORMING ARTS INTRO SEMINAR (1 credit, Intro Seminar) 
This seven-week course introduces students to the field of performing arts and helps 
guide them in making decisions leading to success in performing art studies and to a 
career in the performing arts. It provides an overview of all DCC Performing Arts 
programs, providing an orientation to the specific academic and artistic demands of 
each. This course assists students in the formation of long-term professional and 
academic goals, aiding students in the selection of appropriate college-career 
pathways. In addition, there will be specific units on introducing students to critical 
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college support services as well various study, rehearsal, and college readiness skills to 
promote success in both college and in the performing arts. 
 
3) Donald suggested that both DAN 106, Jazz Dance, and DAN 109, Tap Dance, be 
offered as requirements as opposed to forcing students to choose either. 
Modification: To accommodate this, the number of designated credits for DAN 
106 was reduced from two to one, allowing students to enroll in both classes 
during their final semester. 
 
4) Jennifer and Maria both emphasized the importance of aural skills for beginning 
music students, and strongly recommended that aural skills training be incorporated into 
the first semester of study for students placed in the remedial literacy course, MUS 104, 
Introduction to Music Theory.  
Modification: The title of MUS 104 was changed to Basic Musicianship, and the 
role of aural skills (both sight-singing and dictation) was further emphasized in 
the course description. Also, Maria noted that although MUS 114, Aural Skills II, 
was listed as a potential option in the course grid it was currently missing in the 
course descriptions, which was rectified in the second draft. 
 
5) Bob was unclear as to whether students nominated for participation in the Kennedy 
Center American College Theatre Festival (KCACTF) were able to attend the festival 
outside of the course.  
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Modifications: As insurance and liability concerns at the college preclude non-
enrolled students from traveling with enrolled students, Dutchess Community 
College is unable to provide travel to the festival location for students not enrolled 
in the class. This clause was added as a provision in the course description for 
clarification. 
 
6) Adam strongly recommended increasing the role of musical theatre scene study as part 
of the curriculum. 
Modification: The course descriptions for MUS 205, Vocal Repertoire I, and 
MUS 206, Vocal Repertoire II, were expanded to reflect a greater emphasis on 
individual and ensemble material, respectively.  
 
7) Adam, a dance instructor, recommended inverting the current placement of DAN 106, 
Ballet, with DAN 104, Modern Dance for pedagogical reasons. 
Modification: DAN 104, Modern Dance, and DAN 106, Ballet, switched 
placements on the final course grid.  
 
8)The majority of reviewers supported the inclusion of or rearrangement of the current 
acting sequence to permit a first semester acting course, as well as additional acting 
courses where possible. Furthermore, Donald pointed out that many B.F.A. MT 
programs require six to eight semesters of acting, which would prohibit four-year 
completion for transfer students. 
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Modification: In the third semester, THE 209, Acting II, was added as a potential 
performance elective, permitting students to individualize their remedial needs 
even further. Students not cast in THE 161, Theatre Practicum (e.g., the fall main 
stage musical) may also have the opportunity to enroll in the course pending 
Chair approval. This additional option may also help accommodate students 
unable to attend the concentrated evening rehearsal period required for successful 
completion of THE 161. 
 
 Curricular benchmarks and other instructional considerations: 
1) Jason suggested that mechanisms permitting additional flexibility be considered to 
accommodate the varying experience levels that the program might attract, particularly 
in regard to dance placement. In addition, he noted that some transfer programs might 
require additional GE requirements for seamless transfer. Jennifer also expressed 
concerns that two years/four semesters may be insufficient time to master a working 
sufficiency in “multiple sub-disciplines,” indicating that the opportunity for further 
individualization should be explored.  
Modification: As the current design met the SUNY-GER requirements as well as 
paralleled the first two years of study at SUNY Buffalo, Cortland and Fredonia, 
the current GER sequence was kept intact. However, several adjustments were 
made to third and fourth semester options. For students who were able to pass 
MUS 115, Music Theory I without the need of a remedial course, the third 
semester permitted three credits of study in more advanced acting, script analysis, 
choreography, instrumental music or even the development of special study 
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projects. The same semester, students were also given the additional option of 
THE 209, Acting II or participating in fall main stage musical (THE 161) for 
credit; this would not preclude students from performing, as the musical is co-
produced with the Dutchess Community College Masquers’ Guild, allowing 
students to participate either as a student activity or for academic credit.  
 
2) Maria recommended that students enrolled in MUS 205/206, Vocal Repertoire I and 
II, or MUS 121/122/221/222, Mixed Chorus, receive periodic coaching with campus 
teachers’ assistants. 
Modification: Unfortunately, the Dutchess Community College campus does not 
currently hire student aides for these purposes. However, the role of musical 
sectionals, already a component of choral rehearsals, and the periodic individual 
coaching received by MUS 205 and 206 students by the instructor were better 
emphasized in the respective course descriptions.  
 
3) Donald recommended clarification regarding which semester students were expected 
to have assembled a working audition portfolio, known by industry nomenclature as 
“their book.”  
Modification: The original Fall II benchmark, “Students must successfully pass a 
minimum of seven applied voice credits, presenting a complete audition 
portfolio,” was expanded to also include the stipulation “MTAS students must 
present four audition-ready selections (including one Golden Age, one 
contemporary musical theatre selection, and one contrasting work from outside of 
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the traditional musical theatre repertoire) must be presented at Fall II juries in 
preparation for Spring II auditions.” 
 
4) Adam suggested providing an articulated musical theatre option for MTAS students. 
Modification: As the class would be attended by both MTAS, PFA and physical 
education majors, this was included as a final praxis for both DAN 106, Jazz 
Dance, and DAN 109, Tap Dance.  
 
 Program description and learning outcomes: 
1) Several reviewers asked for clarification of program learning outcomes, including the 
comment by Jennifer: “I’m not sure what it means to ‘demonstrate artistic proficiency’ in 
acting, dance, etc. Is there an established scale of proficiency that will be used?”  
Modification: In the State of New York, proficiency scales have been established 
as critical components of K-12 arts assessment (New York State Education 
Department, 2020), but the State University System of New York has not yet 
adopted equivalent standards. As such, this addition was deemed beyond the 
scope of this design project; further specification regarding specific program 
outcomes follows below. 
 
2) Adam suggested a re-wording of the stated program outcome: “demonstrate technical 
and artistic proficiency in acting.” Maria additionally recommended the specific 
inclusion of devised theatre and improvisation as necessary topics for the developing 
actor. A similar absence in clear, measurable performing arts outcomes within 
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developing musical theatre programs was observed by Amellio (2011), who cautioned 
instructional designers from furthering ad hoc practice, although he acknowledged that 
many extant programs fail to publish their program outcomes publicly and/or neglect to 
present them in a standardized format (pp. 15-17). In response, the author surveyed 
existing MT programs ranging from Cincinnati Conservatory of Music to SUNY Cortland 
to form guidelines to aid programs in the creation of more specific and comprehensive 
outcome. In regard to acting performance assessment, the only such recommendation 
among five program outcomes was: “The student will gain professional-level proficiency 
in skills pertinent to a career in the musical theatre profession. These include skills in; 
dance technique, vocal technique, acting technique, and writing and critical analysis.”   
Modification: Within the initial prototype, the drafted outcomes in the formative 
design were already more specific than advised by Amellio (2011): 
● Demonstrate technical and artistic proficiency in a range of contrasting vocal 
styles consistent with student’s vocal type 
● Demonstrate technical and artistic proficiency in acting  
● Demonstrate technical and artistic proficiency in a range of dance genres styles, 
including ballet, modern, and jazz 
To balance the specificity within the acting outcome, further language was included 
based upon the current acting sequence learning outcomes to read: 
● Demonstrate technical and artistic proficiency in acting through the 
development of imagination, self-awareness, voice and movement skills, 
textual analysis, improvisation, devised theatre, scene study and rehearsal.  
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The respective course descriptions for THE 109, Acting I, and THE 209, Acting I, 
were altered for consistency.  
 
3) Many of the reviewers suggested the designer revisit the balance of acting to music 
courses. Although appreciating that all three disciplines were addressed in each semester 
of study, Jason suggested that the current course grid might facilitate transfer to MT 
programs housed within music departments more seamlessly than those within theatre 
departments. This was acknowledged as a viable concern, as NASM and NAST singly or 
dually accredit both categories of programs (NASM/NAST, 2020).  
Modification: As the music theory and aural skills requirements were already 
streamlined to four credits (seven credits if the remedial MUS 104, Basic 
Musicianship, was required) and transferring students would be subject to 
placement exams upon admission, this is a minimal advisable inclusion.  
 
4) Maria, Adam and Donald noted the absence of a required audition course, which 
would be highly beneficial for both transfer and professional entry. Maria identified this 
as a key asset of the current curriculum design, though may have mistaken the optional 
THE 110, How to Audition, course as a requirement rather than a suggested elective. 
Maria, Jason and Laura also indicated that the current curriculum design appeared to 
provide more comprehensive training for transfer than support career readiness.  
Modification: THE 110, How to Audition was altered to substitute MUS 205, 
Vocal Repertoire II, as a program requirement in the third semester, and its course 
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description modified to include more musical theatre and acting praxis in addition 
to providing support in acquiring professional audition materials. 
 
 Assessment materials: 
1) Although the vocal rubric was deemed by some of the reviewers to be a potentially 
valuable for vocal development – particularly in Maria’s estimation, Jason and Jennifer 
felt that additional rubrics for acting classes such as THE 109 may be beneficial. 
However, the reviewers broadly deemed the rubric to require revision. Adam believed 
without further clarification it may inadvertently invite “representational acting, and 
[they] would like to see more ‘action-based’ benchmarks for students in vocal 
performance.” Maria requested more information as to how specific contemporary MT 
styles may be accounted for and assessed appropriately during the jury process, and 
Donald noted that the assessment strategies for the dance sequence should be more 
clearly articulated.   
Modification: As these changes were considered to lie beyond the immediate 
scope of this design, the vocal rubric was eliminated from the final draft. 
 
 Advisement considerations: 
1) Maria recommended that a mandatory mid-semester advisory meeting be added to the 
first semester to guarantee new students received adequate support during their 
transition to college. 
Modification: Upon revision, this appointment was clarified in the materials to be 
a mandatory requirement.  
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2) Jennifer expressed concerns over the practicality of asking community college students 
to enter a four-semester, full-time program of study, suggesting that alternate pathways 
be included to accommodate students who may need to engage in part-time study or 
experienced other unexpected barriers to completion. Similarly, Donald wanted 
clarification of how students could commence study in spring semesters if necessary.  
Modification: Fortunately, these issues were considered in the initial program 
design, with only performing arts courses not requiring a pre-requisite, which are 
offered in both Fall I and Spring I. Part-time study presents too many variables to 
be considered within the current design and is largely discouraged by the Guided 
Pathways Framework (Bailey et al., 2015). An advisement note was added 
reminding students that their ability to complete the SUNY-GER sequence within 
four semesters would be subject to the results of their placement exams in English 
and math. It was also clarified that four-semester completion could not be 
guaranteed for students beginning in Spring I due to course scheduling.  
 
 Formatting and marketing materials: 
1) Donald expressed a desire for more information regarding student performing 
opportunities; for example, clarification as to whether THE 161, Theatre Practicum, was 
the only possibility for integrated performance, or were there additional opportunities to 
“craft a set of performances from the ground up?”  
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Modification: A partial list of performance opportunities for students, including 
music and dance concerts and various events hosted by the faculty-advised, 
campus dramatic society was included in the program description.  
 
2) Jason recommended further clarification in the program description regarding the 
dual vocational and academic pathways offered by the program.  
Modification: The descriptions of these pathways were expanded, now including 
the following:  
 
“This program permits students who desire a two-year credential to acquire the 
appropriate vocational skill base to enter the musical theatre workforce as a developing 
artist, to continue their education through on-the-job training, internships and other early 
professional opportunities. This degree also satisfies SUNY-mandated GERs to facilitate 
B.A., B.S., or B.F.A. transfer, allowing students who wish to enter four-year programs 
the voice, acting and dance training to audition more competitively, and, if admitted, 
satisfy some or all of their freshman and sophomore degree requirements.” 
 
3) For further clarity in marketing materials, Jason suggested two additional documents 
be included: a list of courses grouped by type (GERs, music, etc.), as well as a one-page 
version of the program outline be created.  
 Modification: A list of courses organized by type was included on the cover page 
 of the summative review document. 
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 Administrative Recommendation: 
1) Although no prompts regarding administrative re-structuring were included in the 
formative questionnaire, Jennifer suggested that the program had a much higher 
likelihood of being successful with an “administrator to facilitate [solely] the MT area.”  
Modification: The dual role of an MT Chair and dedicated academic advisor, 
collectively charged with overseeing the respective artistic and academic 





In general, the initial prototype appeared to reviewers as a balanced approach to 
both GER completion and artistic training. Although one reviewer noted the ratio of 
music to acting and dance courses to be highly appropriate for a MT program housed 
within a music conservatory, the majority of reviewers believed the musicianship core to 
be disproportionately weighted, and recommended, from most frequently to least 
frequently, the inclusion of 1) additional acting courses, 2) a dedicated auditioning 
course, 3) additional required dance sections, and 4) an additional semester of technical 
theatre practicum. Concluding this analysis, I incorporated all aforementioned 
adjustments into the final curricular prototype and accompanying course descriptions as 
they appear in the Summative Draft contained in Chapter Five.  
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 In July 2020, the same team of eight respondents were administered the final, 
updated curricular prototype for a summative assessment. Summative evaluations are 
performed during the final review of instructional projects, when it is “no longer 
undergoing point-by-point revision” (Gagné, 1988, p. 31). These are primarily focused on 
obtaining evidence as to whether the current iteration of a project presents as adequately 
worthwhile to implement within the intended context (Robinson, 2010, p. 75). 
 In accordance with these recommendations, reviewers were instructed to survey 
the final draft and asked to provide broader, more holistic feedback focusing on the 
overall merit of such a two-year musical theatre/music theater (MT) curriculum as well as 
this iteration’s readiness for potential implementation. This review particularly focused 
on whether or not such a curriculum was likely to succeed in preparing a diverse pool of 
aspirational MT practitioners for seamless transfer to four-year programs and/or early 
career opportunities such as summer stock contracts, paid internships and other settings 
in which they could hone their craft outside of academia. This feedback was obtained via 
the following prompts, included with the Formative Evaluation Form (see Appendix III): 
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● Please comment on the overall usefulness of the current curriculum design for 
two-year institutions, and the degree to which you believe the design may be 
ready for trial implementation: 
● In the current form or with minor revisions, would you recommend students or 
clients consider enrolling in a Two-Year MT Curriculum? Why or Why Not? 
● For which populations of students would the attached curriculum be the most 
appropriate?  
● For which populations of students would the attached curriculum be the least 
appropriate? 
 As the project was only subject to two iterative cycles of revision, reviewers were 
also invited to contribute specific feedback, if they chose, on the second draft. To 
facilitate both detailed and broader feedback, all revisions to the Formative Draft were 
tracked using Microsoft Word, permitting reviewers the option to view the revised course 
map and course descriptions with or without edits indicated.  
 Following distribution of the Summative Draft, Respondent #7, “Donald,” was 
forced to withdraw from the study after furnishing his formative evaluation for personal 
reasons. Fortunately, a ninth participant who had originally withdrawn prior to the 
formative review again became available and inquired as to whether or not they might be 
able to still participate. As this individual was employed as a theatre academic within the 
State University of New York (SUNY) system, their feedback was anticipated to be of 
particular value in later implementation, particularly should Dutchess Community 
College formally pursue the program and seek four-year partners for in-state “2+2” 
articulation agreements.  
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 Subsequently, #9, “Jake,” was added to the summative review, whose credentials 
are as follows:  
 
#9) “Jake”: Musical Director, Stage Director: Male, White, 40-50 years of age, 
Academic and non-academic. Jake serves as the Director of Musical Theatre at [a 
SUNY Institution], and is the Producing Artistic Director [a well-known, Midwestern 
summer-stock theatre]. He has directed, music directed, or performed with [multiple 
noted regional theatres and cruise lines]. His favorite performance experiences included 
touring the United States, Canada, Korea and Japan in [Broadway Tour], and acting as a 
guest director-in-residence at [a large Asian theatre academy]. He holds an M.F.A. in 
Directing from [a large Midwestern graduate program] and holds a B.A. in musical 








Final Prototype for Summative Review 
 
STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT DUTCHESS COMMUNITY 
COLLEGE 
 
Proposal for New Program: 
 
Associate of Science (A.S.) Musical Theatre (MTAS) 
 
 
 This program focuses on an individualized approach to professional musical 
training, with an emphasis upon applied voice instruction, acting, theatre arts and history, 
dance, and music theory and aural skills. Within this program, a diverse array of musical, 
theatrical, and movement styles may be incorporated into the student’s course of study, 
better preparing students for the needs of the contemporary musical theatre workforce. 
The unique sequencing of the degree, carefully integrating applied study within the 
context of a broader-based liberal arts curriculum, encourages students to emerge as 
scholar-artists, making them aware of the role of musical theatre within the greater 
sociocultural climate. This program permits students who desire a two-year credential to 
acquire the appropriate vocational skill base to enter the musical theatre workforce as a 
developing artist, to continue their education through on-the-job training, internships and 
other early professional opportunities. This degree also satisfies SUNY-mandated 
General Education requirements to facilitate B.A., B.S. or B.F.A. transfer, allowing 
students who wish to enter four-year programs the voice, acting and dance training to 
audition more competitively and, if admitted, satisfy some or all of their freshman and 
sophomore degree requirements.  
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 The core music curriculum enables students to enter as either elementary or 
intermediate music readers with the intention of providing students sufficient background 
in music theory, aural skills and piano keyboarding to transfer successfully to four-year 
musical theatre programs and/or function as an independent performing artist. During all 
semesters of study, students will receive classroom-based mentorship in the development 
of specific study and practice strategies geared towards the specific needs of performing 
artists, such as health and wellness for singers, actors and dancers, instrumental 
practicing techniques, and how to apply advanced critical thinking, writing skills and 
research skills towards the study of music and theatre.  To guarantee more individualized 
instruction, practical music and theatre courses are limited to 16 students, allowing 
students tremendous support in the pursuit of their artistic and academic goals. Both an 
academic advisor and a dedicated MTAS Chair, who oversees all program operations, 
dually advise all MTAS majors. 
 This unique curriculum, which regularly incorporates “workshop” performance 
opportunities, culminates in the opportunity to participate in full musical productions 
selected to celebrate the multiplicity of socio-cultural narratives present in the Mid-
Hudson Valley Region. Recent productions have included In the Heights by Lin-Manuel 
Miranda, Hair by Gerome Ragni and James Rado, and A Chorus Line by Marvin 
Hamlisch, Edward Kleban, James Kirkwood Jr. and Nicholas Dante. Students also may 
enroll in a one credit elective enabling transport and guided participation in the annual 
Region 1 Spring Kennedy Center American College Theatre Festival, and offering access 
to practical workshops, internships, auditions, competitions and design expos. 
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 To be admitted into the MTAS program, students must complete an audition and 
interview. Although MTAS practices open enrollment, intake protocols require that 
students’ singing, acting, dancing and musicianship be assessed by faculty for appropriate 
course placement, with registration facilitated by the Performing Arts Area Advisor.  
  
Upon completion of this program, students shall:  
● Articulate specific academic and/or career goals in classroom study, and complete 
personalized, applied course work towards a specific long-range ambition in the 
MT field 
● Demonstrate technical and artistic proficiency in a range of contrasting vocal 
styles consistent with student’s vocal type 
● Demonstrate technical and artistic proficiency in acting through the development 
of imagination, self-awareness, voice and movement skills, textual analysis, 
improvisation, devised theatre, scene study and rehearsal 
● Demonstrate technical and artistic proficiency in a range of dance genres/styles, 
including ballet, modern and jazz 
● Demonstrate foundational understanding of one or more sub-disciplines within 
technical theatre 
● Acquire and develop metacognitive skills and habits of mind that are necessary 
for problem-solving in the classroom and in the performing studio, creating a 
foundation for more sustainable life-long practice and the ability to master 
increasingly difficult academic and artistic tasks 
● Analyze and evaluate various genres of performance art, including classical and 
contemporary theatre, musical theatre and choral repertoires  
● Create an appropriate and versatile repertoire of audition pieces appropriate for 
professional and/or conservatory auditions, permitting students to incorporate 
their unique personal narrative into their artistic practice 
Program criteria:  
● All program matriculates must schedule an intake audition/interview to confirm 
placement and initiate course advisement no later than the first week of August 
for the fall semester and January for the spring semester. Upon completion of this 
meeting, students must schedule an appointment with the Performing Arts Area 
Advisor, registering for coursework no later than the first day of the semester 
● Due to the integrated nature of the curriculum, students are strongly encouraged 
to enroll in the MTAS on a full-time basis; in the case that part-time study is 
required, students are encouraged to enroll in one GER course (beginning with 
ENG 101), one applied music course (beginning with MUS 161), one acting or 
technical theatre course (beginning with THE 105 or THE 109), and one dance 
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course (DAN 101 or 102), and a minimum of eight to ten hours of enrollment; PT 
schedules must meet the approval of the MTAS Program Chair 
● Students desiring to complete the program in four semesters must enroll in full-
time study, commencing in a fall semester, and following the below prescribed 
course map: any deviations from this sequencing, including waivers due to 
previous study or other customization, must be approved by the Program Chair 
prior to registration 
 





DAN 101, Foundations of Dance 
DAN 102, Ballet 
DAN 104, Modern Dance 
DAN 106, Jazz Dance 
DAN 109, Tap Dance 
 
 
Music Courses  
 
MUS 113, Aural Skills I 
MUS 115, Music Theory I* 
MUS 145, Group Piano I 
MUS 153, Show Choir I or MUS 121, Chorus I 
MUS 161 & 162, Performance and Applied Music I & II 
MUS 205, Vocal Repertoire I 
MUS 210 & 211, Performance and Applied Music Intensive I and II 
MUS 261 & 262, Performance and Applied Music III & IV 
 
*Students without a background in music may be placed into MUS 104, Basic 
Musicianship, prior to MUS 115; students who do not require MUS 104 may enroll in 
additional MTAS electives (see below) 
 
Theatre Courses (list # of total credits) 
 
THE 105, Theatre History I* 
THE 109, Acting I 
THE 110, How to Audition 
THE 111 & 112, Theatre Arts and Production I and II 




      
 
SUNY General Elective Requirements (SUNY-GERs) and Dutchess Community 
College Requirements: 
 
BHS 103, Social Problems in Today’s World* 
ENG 101, Composition I* 
ENG 102, Composition II* 
MAT 109, Survey of Mathematics* 
PFA 100, Performing Arts Seminar  
American History Course* 
Natural Science Course* 
 
MTAS Electives (contingent upon placement in music and GER courses, students 
select 3 or more credits, contingent on course placement, from the following 
options). Note: students are guided in selection on the basis of transfer or vocational 
plans. 
 
MUS 114, Aural Skills II 
MUS 116, Music Theory II 
MUS 121, 122, 221, 222, Chorus I-IV 
MUS 146, Group Piano II 
MUS 153, 154, 253, 254, Show Choir I-IV 
MUS 206, Vocal Repertoire II 
MUS 212, History of American Musical Theatre 
THE 209, Acting II 
THE 211, 222, Theatre Production & Tech III & IV 
THE 217, Special Study Project I  
THE 281, 282, KCACTF Practicum I & II 
 
*SUNY-GER (SUNY GENERAL ELECTIVE) Attributes included: A, B, C, D G, H, J   
 
 
Annotated Course Grid: 
 
 
First Semester (Fall I) 
 
 
Prior to the semester:  
1) Intake audition/interview (note: these may be scheduled as early as the prior spring; 
additionally, a final date will be made available during the start of the drop/add period to 
assist late registrants). 
2) Consultation with the DCC Performing Arts Academic Advisor  
 
 
For their initial audition/interview, students will be asked to 1) perform a full two to three 
minute song of their choice with pre-recorded or live piano accompaniment; students 
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must come prepared with an accompaniment on their device or make preparations with 
MTAS Chair in advance; alternatively, an accompanist can be provided and student must 
bring sheet music in the appropriate key), 2) present a short, original dance excerpt, one 
to two minutes in length, in the style of their choice, 3) vocalize, 4) perform a prepared 
monologue of their choice up to three minutes in length, 5) complete a short music theory 
exam for course placement and 6) have a short interview with the MTAS Chair and select 
faculty to discuss the student’s goals.  
 
Pre-Fall I Advisory notes: 
● It is recommended that students register for ENG and MAT placement exams in 
the spring prior to enrollment, so students may have the option to enroll in 
necessary developmental courses during the summer prior to FT study  
● Students may elect to review a series of free, online music theory tutorials the 
summer prior to FT matriculation in order to better secure placement in MUS 
115: Music Theory I and MUS 113: Aural Skills I  
● Students are encouraged to participate in THE 161 (Theatre Practicum), or the 
Fall main stage musical, in a non-credit bearing capacity through the Masquers’ 





Descriptive Title  Credit 
Hours 
ENG 101 Appendix J Composition I  3 
THE 109 Appendix H Acting I 3 
MUS 104 or MUS 115 
Appendix H 
Basic Musicianship or Music Theory I (1) 3 
MUS 145 or MUS 113 
Appendix H 
Group Piano I or Aural Skills I (1) 1 
MUS 161  Appendix H Performance & Applied Music I (2)  1 
MUS 162  Appendix H  Performance & Applied Music II (2) 1 
PFA 100 Performing Arts Seminar  1 
DAN 101 Appendix H & G Foundations of Dance 3 
 TOTAL CREDITS:  16 
 
 
Required milestones, to be completed by the conclusion of Fall I:  
● PFA 100, a 7-week course, requires students to create a four-semester course plan 
as part of their final exam; any curricular adjustments should be made no later 
than the second semester 
● PFA 100 must be taken the first semester of enrollment, and must be re-taken 
every semester until successfully passed 
 
Pre-Spring I Advisory Notes (to be addressed during Spring I Pre-Registration): 
● Students must meet with Performing Arts Academic Advisor during Spring Pre-
Registration (November) 
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● Students are required to attend two mandatory advisement sessions per semester 
(one within the first month of classes, the second during the pre-registration 
period for the following semester) 
 





Descriptive Title  Credit 
Hours 
ENG 102 Appendix J Composition II 3 
DAN 104 Appendix H Modern Dance 2 
THE 111 Theatre Arts and Production I 1 
MAT 109 Appendix A Survey of Mathematics 3 
THE 105 Appendix G & H Theatre History I 3 
MUS 261 Appendix H Performance & Applied Music III 
(3) 
1 
MUS 262 Appendix H Performance & Applied Music IV 
(3) 
1 
MUS 153 or MUS 121 Appendix H Show Choir I or Chorus I (4) 1 
MUS 205  Vocal Repertoire I 1 
 TOTAL CREDITS:  16 
 
Required Milestones, to be completed by the conclusion of Spring I: 
● By the second semester, students must have completed either MUS 104 or have 
been admitted into MUS 115 by the MTAS Chair 
● Student must pass an applied vocal jury (MUS 161 and 162)  
● Any changes to student’s program of study, such as changing to the PFA General 
or PFA Music Track, must occur no later than the spring of the first year  
 
Advisory Notes (to be addressed during Fall II Pre-Registration):  
● Students must meet with Performing Arts Academic Advisor during mid-term 
period (February) 















      
 





Descriptive Title  Credit 
Hours 
US History and Society Course 
(Appendix D) 
  3 
MUS 115  Appendix H Music Theory I or, if completed in Fall I, 
3 credits of additional MT performance 
courses (1) 
3 
MUS 145 or MUS 113 Appendix H  Group Piano I or Aural Skills I (1) 1 
DAN 102 Appendix H Ballet 2 
THE 161 or THE 209 Appendix H  Theatre Practicum I or 
Acting II  
3 
THE 110 How to Audition  1 
MUS 210 Appendix H Performance & Applied Music Intensive I 3 
 TOTAL CREDITS: 16 
 
Required milestones for Fall II:   
● Students must pass MUS 113 and 115 
● Students must participate in THE 161 (Theatre Practicum) or complete THE 209  
● Students must complete at least 5 credits of DAN courses (permitting no more 
than two courses to be taken the final semester if courses must be repeated)  
● Students must successfully pass a minimum of seven applied voice credits, 
presenting a complete audition portfolio; MTAS students must present four 
audition-ready selections (including one Golden Age, one contemporary musical 
theatre selection, and one contrasting work from outside of the traditional musical 
theatre repertoire) at Fall II juries to be prepared for possible Spring II auditions 
to transfer colleges.  
 
Advisory Notes (to be addressed by Spring II Pre-Registration): 
● Students must meet with their Performing Arts Academic Advisor during Spring 
Pre-Registration (November) 
● Students must consult with Performing Arts Academic Advisor and/or appropriate 
faculty member clarifying transfer or completion plans with relative audition 
submission dates 
● Students should discuss summer internship and employment opportunities with 
MTAS Program Chair by mid-semester (November); pre-screening applications 
should be completed by November 1st, and audition requests should be submitted 
by early spring  
 
Fourth Semester (Spring II) 
 
Advisory Notes for degree completion: 
● Students must meet with advisor to apply for May Graduation  
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● Transferring students shall select and enroll in a transfer program, and complete 





Descriptive Title  Credit 
Hours 
BHS 103 Appendix C Social Problems in Today’s World 3 
DAN 106 Appendix H Jazz Dance Technique  1 
DAN 109 Appendix H Tap Dance 1 
THE 112   Theatre Arts and Production II 1 
MUS 212 Appendix G & H or 
THE 280 
History of AMT or KCACTF Practicum 
plus 2 additional credits MTAS electives  
3  
MUS 211 Appendix H Performance & Applied Music Intensive II 3 
Science SUNY GE 
Requirement (Appendix B)  
 4 





1. Concurrent enrollment in MUS 104/145 or MUS 115/113 required, contingent on 
placement exam 
2. MUS 161 and 162 equate to 2 credits (60 minutes weekly) of private studio 
instruction 
3. MUS 261 and 262 equate to 2 credits (60 minutes weekly) of private studio 
instruction 
4. Students must complete 1 semester of a choral ensemble, which may include of 
MUS 145 (Show Choir I) or MUS 121, (Chorus I) while matriculated; students 
may participate in additional semesters as MTAS electives  
 
Additional Notes:  
● Currently, to accommodate enrollment patterns DCC offers MUS 212 only during 
Fall semesters; in the case that this continues through implementation, students 
should enroll in MUS 212 during Fall II and enroll in an appropriate Appendix D 
HIS course in the Spring 2 semester, OR plan to enroll in KCACTF Practicum 
and an additional 1-credit THE, MUS or DAN elective based on personal need 
● Completion of MUS 115: Theory I and MUS 113: Aural Skills I required for 
program completion (free elective may only be taken if MUS 115 has been 
successfully completed in advance of matriculation and with the permission of the 
MTAS Chair) 
● Additional MTAS Performance courses include the following, prerequisite-
pending; students should consult MTAS Chair for appropriate course selection: 
 
o MUS 114, Aural Skills II (1 cr.)  
o MUS 116, Music Theory II (3 cr.)  
o MUS 121/122/221/222, Chorus I, II, III or IV (1 cr. each term) 
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o MUS 146, Group Piano II (1 cr.) 
o MUS 153/154/253/254, Show Choir I, II, III or IV (1 cr. each term) 
o MUS 206, Vocal Repertoire II (1 cr.) 
 
 
o THE 209, Acting II (3 cr.) 
o THE 211, 212 Theatre Production & Tech. III or IV (1 cr. each term)  
o THE 217, Special Study Project I (1 cr.)  










 From July to September of 2020, the following results were collected from the 
administered final prototype and summative evaluation forms (see Appendices II and III): 
 
#1) “Diana”: Musical Director, Performer, Instructor, Producer, Studio Owner; 
Female, Hispanic, 30-40 years of age; Non-academic.   
Table 10 
 
Diana, Summary, Summative Assessment 
 5 4 3 2 1 
1. Overall Effectiveness of MT Curriculum for 
Four-Year College Transfer  
X     
2. Overall Effectiveness of MT Curriculum for 
Career Preparation  
X     
3. Overall Effectiveness of Course Sequence X     
4. Effectiveness of Program Description and 
Program Learning Outcomes  
X     
5. Clarity of Course Descriptions  X     
6. Appropriateness of Additional Support 
Structures Advisement, Career Planning, Transfer) 
X     
7. Potential for Successful Implementation at Two-
Year Campuses 
X     
 
Initial Formative Score: 4.85     Comparative Summative Score: 5.0 
 
General Feedback, MT Transfer: 
● Diana remarked on the increased comprehensiveness of the revised design, 
believing the scope and sequence of the curricular map to be appropriate for both 
MT transfer and vocational preparation stating, “The progression is very clear to 
me. It’s well thought-out.” 
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● Diana noted that the program “emphasi[zed] skill building that is necessary for 
the trajectory into a four-year program and beyond.” 
General Feedback, MT Vocational Preparation:  
● Diana, who is a professional musician and producer, stated “this is exactly the 
kind of program I would have wanted to have when I was starting out.” 
Feedback Regarding Readiness for Piloting/Rollout:  
● Diana stated that she “didn’t see any weaknesses,” and indicated that hypothetical 
planning appeared complete. She noted that future revisions would likely be 
indicated after the initial rollout—a necessity for any curriculum. 
Additional Notes:  
● Diana also noted the curriculum would be especially helpful in simultaneously 
building a common skill base while providing tiered challenges: “This is an 
incredibly useful and practical skill building journey. The applicable skills your 
students will learn will really stand them in good stead. I love the emphasis on 
well roundedness, which is going to help performers really build their skill set and 
push past their comfortable boundaries.” 
● When asked as to identify the students the program for whom the program might 
be least appropriate, Diana replied, “Students with lots of practical experience in 
professional performing arts.” 
Summary:  
 Diana did not reiterate concerns about the placement of an introductory acting 
course, the broader integration of aural skills or her recommended first-semester 
additional meeting with an academic advisor, indicating that the modifications to the final 
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prototype were likely to be effective. Although Diana’s initial level of enthusiasm for the 
curriculum was notably high, her “overall effectiveness” score increased from 4 to 5, 
which appears in alignment with her remarks.  
 
#2) “Maria”: Broadway Performer/Teaching Artist; Female, White, 40-50 years of 
age; Academic and non-academic. 
Table 11 
 
Maria, Summary, Summative Assessment 
 
 5 4 3 2 1 
1. Overall Effectiveness of MT Curriculum for 
Four-Year College Transfer  
X     
2. Overall Effectiveness of MT Curriculum for 
Career Preparation  
  X   
3. Overall Effectiveness of Course Sequence X     
4. Effectiveness of Program Description and 
Program Learning Outcomes  
 X    
5. Clarity of Course Descriptions  X     
6. Appropriateness of Additional Support 
Structures Advisement, Career Planning, Transfer) 
X     
7. Potential for Successful Implementation at Two-
Year Campuses 
 X    
 
Initial Formative Score: 4.0     Comparative Summative Score: 4.42 
 
General Feedback, MT Transfer: 
● Maria indicated that the program would likely be more effective in facilitating 
seamless transfer than in vocational training, stating, “In today’s uncertain job 




      
 
General Feedback, MT Vocational Preparation:  
● Maria indicated this to be the weakest element of the program design, albeit still 
“meeting expectations” with a relative Likert scoring of 3. 
● Maria noted that in the second draft, the role of PFA 100 as a student success 
course was clearly articulated as “the compass.” She additionally recommended 
inviting a broad array of “guest speakers from various disciplines in musical 
theater to describe what they do (performers, writer/composer, conductor/pit 
musicians, orchestrator/copyist, director, designers, stage manager, stagehands, 
producer, company/general managers, marketing, etc.)” 
● Although Maria stated that the curriculum mirrored her own conservatory training 
several decades ago, she felt that the needs of the industry have since changed to 
require more rigorous movement training and fewer music literacy skills (see 
“Analysis,” below).  
Feedback Regarding Readiness for Piloting/Rollout:  
● Maria noted that, in its current form, she could “see the program being 
implemented by colleges and universities.”  
Additional Notes:  
● The broadest concern articulated by Maria was the balance of music theory to 
dance courses, with “more music theory than necessary in the program design, 
and it comes at the critical expense of dance.” 
● Maria believed that the most suitable population of students to matriculate into the 
program would be students who were interested in a performing career, but 
uncertain as to whether this might be their exclusive and/or professional pursuit: 
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“I would recommend this Two-Year MT Curriculum to students who aren’t sure 
whether they would like to pursue performing as a career.” 
● However, Maria expressed that students who presented with high ability and “a 
promising chance at working now in the industry with a bit of guidance” may 
wish to reconsider as to whether they needed to “deal with the burden of academic 
courses.” For these students, Maria stated she “would be more inclined to 
recommend a model that omits the academic core in favor of more performance 
experience or dance class.”  
● Finally, Maria noted that the program may be very helpful in allowing students to 
“stay nimble during COVID-19 and subsequent economic fallout.”   
Summary:  
 Although the role of acting courses was increased in the final prototype and 
musicianship skills proportionately decreased, Maria still noted a relative deficit in dance 
courses: “Growth towards proficiency in dance technique, discipline, and fitness requires 
steady practice in class. Beyond one foundational semester each of aural skills and music 
theory, the students on an actor/singer/dancer track will continue to hone music theory 
skills as they learn music for rep classes, auditions, juries and other workshops or 
performances. Students on a track towards careers in composition, conducting, music 
performance (on instruments other than voice), orchestrator or copyist will need the extra 
semesters of theory/aural skills offered. The offering here mirrors the theory and aural 
skills requirements in my classical conservatory training many years ago. I had some 
dance training already before college and I still never really caught up. Now thorough 
dance training is exponentially more important to a musical theater performance career 
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than way back when I entered the workforce. A solution might lie in tweaking the scope 
of the program described in the opening two paragraphs. Who is the program for? 
Scholars, educators, musical theater performers (actor/singer/dancer), instrumentalists/ 
composers/conductors?”  
 Maria also expressed a concern that those students who demonstrated signs of 
professional readiness might discover more direct pathways to employment by entering a 
program that did not require an academic/GER core. As discussed in the preceding 
chapters, MT has a long tradition of vocational training compared to the relatively recent 
establishment of baccalaureate credentials, which, according to Maria, remain a viable 
option for the contemporary industry.  
 
#3) “Jason”: Director, West Coast Singer-Actor, Voice Instructor [Opera and MT], 




Jason, Summary, Summative Assessment 
 
 5 4 3 2 1 
1. Overall Effectiveness of MT Curriculum for Four-
Year College Transfer  
X     
2. Overall Effectiveness of MT Curriculum for 
Career Preparation  
X     
3. Overall Effectiveness of Course Sequence  X     
4. Effectiveness of Program Description and 
Program Learning Outcomes  
 X     
5. Clarity of Course Descriptions  X      
6. Appropriateness of Additional Support Structures 
(Advisement, Career Planning, Transfer) 
X      
7. Potential for Successful Implementation at Two-
Year Campuses 
X      
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Initial Formative Score: 4.28     Comparative Summative Score: 4.71 
 
General Feedback, MT Transfer: 
● Jason noted the revised prototype strongly resembled what the first two years of a 
musical theatre program “based in a school of music,” and was highly likely to 
prepare students for transfer auditions.  
● Jason also remarked that he wished that GER courses could be “more front 
loaded,” though acknowledging this outcome may be impossible while providing 
four semesters of progressive, interdisciplinary arts training. However, he also 
noted that some students transferring into elite performance programs as well 
students with existing bachelor’s degrees—relatively common with adult 
learners—may not wish to complete rigorous general education requirement 
(GER) coursework and may be better suited to a non-degree-granting program.    
General Feedback, MT Vocational Preparation:  
● Jason also noted that the curriculum would also be highly useful for students for 
students “looking to start auditioning.” He also noted that the performance 
training was likely to be appropriate for admittance to non-degree-awarding 
training programs.  
Feedback Regarding Readiness for Piloting/Rollout:  
● Jason inquired “if there is a way to trumpet the performance classes as 
performance opportunities since [he assumed] not everyone will get roles in main 
stage-type shows.”   
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● On the whole, Jason believed the program to be ready for piloting in its current 
form, stating that necessary adjustments would likely be apparent “after a couple 
of cycles.” He did, however, note that these were unlikely to be substantial 
changes, although he suggested looking for options for more GER inclusion, as 
well as alternate maps or completion strategies for students unable to complete the 
sequence within four semesters.  
Additional Notes:  
● Jason commented he would be highly likely to recommend this sort of program to 
clients, particularly when “the student expresses desire not to go to a four-year 
university or conservatory directly from high school or if the student is interested 
in exploring musical theatre training despite their age . . . especially if the teachers 
had a track record of student satisfaction.” 
● Jason observed that the program would be appropriate for a large age range, 
suitable to both the “young artist and older artists looking for an extended training 
in the musical theatre milieu. As long as they go into the program with the 
intention of doing the four-semester sequence, I think this is flexible enough to 
support a range of goals.”  
● On the whole, Jason believed the program to be “well-thought out.” 
Summary:  
 Jason, a conservatory-trained musician, commented that the prototype strongly 
resembled the first two years of a musical theatre program “based in a school of music.” 
His concern regarding the staggered placement of the GER courses is founded based on 
my analysis of other SUNY curricula, particularly that of SUNY Cortland’s B.A. in MT, 
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as well as other B.A. programs ultimately requiring a higher number of liberal arts 
courses. However, not all institutions placed the same emphasis upon these courses. 
 In addition, Jason’s speculation that “not all students may be cast in main stage 
shows” was accurate. Although THE 161, Theatre Practicum, was ultimately removed as 
a definitive requirement in the final prototype, Jason’s comments suggested that a further 
emphasis on promoting in-class, laboratory performance opportunities may better help 
promote the program to potential matriculates. 
 
#4) “Adam”: Casting Director/Performer/Director; Male, White, 30-40 years of age; 
Academic and non-academic.  
Table 13 
 
Adam, Summary, Summative Assessment 
 5 4 3 2 1 
1. Overall Effectiveness of MT Curriculum for 
Four-Year College Transfer  
X     
2. Overall Effectiveness of MT Curriculum for 
Career Preparation  
 X    
3. Overall Effectiveness of Course Sequence  X    
4. Effectiveness of Program Description and 
Program Learning Outcomes  
 X    
5. Clarity of Course Descriptions  X     
6. Appropriateness of Additional Support 
Structures (Advisement, Career Planning, 
Transfer) 
X     
7. Potential for Successful Implementation at Two-
Year Campuses 
X     
 




      
 
General Feedback, MT Transfer: 
● Adam noted the synthesis of performing arts training with GER requirements to 
be a particularly strong feature of the revised program and seemed appropriate 
preparation for many competitive four-year programs; he remarked that the 
program would be the most appropriate for students seeking to transfer to such a 
program, albeit slightly less appropriate for students seeking to immediately enter 
the industry as professional MT performers.  
● In particular, Adam appreciated additional inclusion of an Acting I course in the 
first semester of study, leading to a “design is mindful and supportive for the 
scholar-artist.” 
● For future improvements, Adam suggested the instructional designer continue to 
focus on the collaborative, symbiotic nature of the MT sub-disciplines, but also 
consider the role of dramatic storytelling through “all acting, dance/movement, 
and vocal repertoire courses.”  
General Feedback, MT Vocational Preparation:  
● Adam additionally noted the sequence permitted the “studio-specific training 
necessary for vocational application and/or preparation for advanced training,” 
and that this training sequence would likely be successful in fostering an 
appropriate awareness of the MT Industry’s demands. He articulated that students 





      
 
Feedback Regarding Readiness for Piloting/Rollout:  
● Adam stated the revised curriculum to be “ready for trial implementation with 
minor revisions in the course descriptions and goals.” He also acknowledged that 
additional adjustments would likely become self-evident during initial trial period. 
● Adam also believed the current training program to permit students a “variety of 
options when considering what steps they would like to take following 
completion of the program, including, but not limited to, professional careers, 
advanced conservatory training and the further education needed to prepare them 
to teach in a selected discipline/content area.”  
Additional Notes: 
● Adam included several specific suggestions at the conclusion of his evaluation, 
including the following: 
o “Consider adding ‘develop artistic and professional awareness’ to overall 
goals and let this inform other objectives, including educational goals, 
professional strategies (in context with the industry, as researched) and 
how their audition materials support this awareness. 
o I would recommend changing the [working] course title for DAN101 
[from ‘Foundations in Dance’] to ‘Foundations of Movement and Dance.’ 
o I believe there should be some mention of dance/movement in terms of 
storytelling that is consistent with vocal repertoire and acting.  
o I would like to see some more mention(s) of musical theatre dance in both 
the jazz and tap class, including the choreographers and styles that are 
important to the field.  
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o Could there be any partner dance work in the curriculum? Perhaps even in 
the audition class?  
o I still believe an alternative to Acting II should be a musical scene study 
class-these can get expensive with an accompanist, but they are really 
necessary for the demands of the field.” 
 
Summary:  
 Overall, Adam believed the revised prototype to be highly useful to students 
seeking four-year transfer and had the potential to be effective to those wishing to enter 
the industry. The latter he suggested might be contingent upon the addition of “artistic 
and professional awareness” as a program learning outcome, encouraging the 
contextualization of learned strategies within the MT industry, itself. On the whole, he 
believed the program may offer students numerous options beyond completion, 
“including, but not limited to, professional careers, advanced conservatory training and 
the further education needed to prepare them to teach in a selected discipline/content 
area.”  
 Although Adam felt the program to be ready for piloting, he urged the designer to 
continue to explore the role of “dance as storytelling” in a manner that was consistent 
with the integration of storytelling with acting as well as storytelling with singing. He 
also suggested the further addition of a dedicated musical scene study class as an 




      
 
#5) “Bob”: Voice Teacher, Voice Coach, Conductor, Musical Arranger, Studio 
Owner, Stage Director; Male, White, 60-70 years of age; Non-academic. 
Table 14 
 
Bob, Summary, Summative Assessment 
 
 5 4 3 2 1 
1. Overall Effectiveness of MT Curriculum for Four-
Year College Transfer  
X     
2. Overall Effectiveness of MT Curriculum for 
Career Preparation  
X     
3. Overall Effectiveness of Course Sequence X     
4. Effectiveness of Program Description and 
Program Learning Outcomes  
X     
5. Clarity of Course Descriptions  X     
6. Appropriateness of Additional Support Structures 
(Advisement, Career Planning, Transfer) 
X     
7. Potential for Successful Implementation at Two-
Year Campuses 
X     
 
Initial Formative Score: 4.57     Comparative Summative Score: 5.0 
 
General Feedback, MT Transfer: 
● Bob believed the proposed curriculum would be very useful for transfer, 
“especially considering some of the alternative two-year programs that don’t offer 
nearly the scope of this course of study.” 
● Bob indicated the program would be the most appropriate for highly motivated 
performers with clear, unambiguous intent on entering the MT industry.  
General Feedback, MT Vocational Preparation:  
● Bob expressed some reservations about comprehensive career preparation being 
practical in only two years of study, although these concerns were not curriculum 
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specific. He additionally noted the usefulness of a career seminar (PFA 100) in 
helping students develop broader strategies to navigate the MT marketplace.  
Feedback Regarding Readiness for Piloting/Rollout: 
● Bob believed the revisions from the formative prototype “sharpened the entire 
curriculum and clarified some of the course descriptions perfectly.” 
● Bob believed the summative prototype to be “good to go…with the new changes, 
really focus[ed] on the basic knowledge required of an aspiring performer.”  
 
Summary:  
 In general, Bob found the program to be highly competitive, particularly in 
relation to existing two-year offerings in MT, although he suggested it may be 
disingenuous to imply via advertising materials that two years was an appropriate period 
of time to complete all of their training. Although not an academic, he posited that the 
program may be of special appeal to students who held degrees in other areas but wished 
to focus on post-graduate MT performance training, a target population that I had not 







      
 
#6) “Laura”: Theatre Director, Designer, Producer, Theatrical Talent Scout, 
Instructor; Female, White, 30-40 years of age; Academic (chair for an out-of-state, 




Laura, Summary, Summative Assessment 
 5 4 3 2 1 
1. Overall Effectiveness of MT Curriculum for Four-
Year College Transfer  
 X    
2. Overall Effectiveness of MT Curriculum for 
Career Preparation  
X     
3. Overall Effectiveness of Course Sequence X     
4. Effectiveness of Program Description and 
Program Learning Outcomes  
X     
5. Clarity of Course Descriptions  X     
6. Appropriateness of Additional Support Structures 
(Advisement, Career Planning, Transfer) 
X     
7. Potential for Successful Implementation at Two-
Year Campuses 
X     
 
Initial Formative Score: 4.57     Comparative Summative Score: 4.85 
 
General Feedback, MT Transfer: 
● Laura believed the breadth and depth of the current design to be appropriate for 
MT transfer, particularly B.A. or B.F.A., as it “ensured that foundational skills are 
acquired, while allowing students enough flexibility to adapt the curriculum to 
suit their own skill level and career and/or academic goals.” 
● Laura noted the program may provide easier transfer to some programs than 
others, as the “curriculum is light on more general theatre courses in favor of 
specific musical theatre performance training.” She also indicated the curriculum 
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would be very well-suited for students currently deficient in music theory, aural 
skills or vocal technique, but may be less appropriate for students intending to 
transfer to a non-MT focused program, such as a B.A. Theatre Arts (due to the 
lack of generalized theatre coursework) or B.F.A. Acting program (due to the 
absence of higher-level acting courses).  
General Feedback, MT Vocational Preparation:  
● Laura noted that the training program might be especially appropriate for students 
who are serious and committed to an eventual career path in musical theatre and 
may help prepare students “intending to enter directly into the workforce after 
graduation in pursuit of musical theatre performance jobs.” 
Feedback Regarding Readiness for Piloting/Rollout:  
● Laura stated the “rigorous two-year curriculum” appeared ready for initial 
implementation. She suggested that small adjustments audition requirements, 
course sequence, and elective options would likely be made after rollout, but none 
that might require “a major overhaul to the existing courses and descriptions.” 
Additional Notes:  
● Laura believed the current design to be both “well thought-out” and 
“comprehensive,” particularly for “dedicated students,” although cautioned that 
those students with little or no training may find the program too accelerated, 
demanding or restrictive.  
● Laura observed the current design to still be heavily geared towards musical 
training, with a minimum of 20 required MUS credits, 12 required THE credits, 
and nine required DAN credits. She recommended that re-examining the learning 
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outcomes of courses requiring students to synthesize independent performance 
skills, such as movement and acting training into MUS 205/205, Vocal Repertoire 
I and II, might serve as one means to correct the deficit. 
● Laura noted the presence of a dedicated, embedded advisor as well as the addition 
of the PFA 100 student success seminar constituted “exceptional guidance,” and 
would be highly valuable in both seamless transfer and career preparation.  
● Laura suggested that in some settings the initial placement audition requirements, 
currently asking students for a prepared song, monologue, dance performance and 
theory exam, may present as a barrier to admittance “for some two-year college 
applicants,” albeit noting that the degree to which these may be problematic may 
partially be determined by the region. Laura suggested this may “be an area that 
could be adjusted as needed to promote equity and inclusion once the curriculum 
is implemented.” 
● Laura stressed the potential for such a program to provide “rigorous and focused” 
training within a two-year college setting, which may “help fill a need that 
currently exists in the musical theatre higher education landscape. In particular, 
this curriculum and other musical theatre curricula at the two-year level help 
address issues of equity, diversity and access to post-secondary musical theatre 
education.” Laura also stressed the current advisement framework, incorporating 
a relatively large amount of individual attention in academic and career guidance, 
as well as the “affordability, accessibility and flexibility of a two-year college 
environment” to be highly beneficial to underrepresented populations. 
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● According to Laura, students for whom the program would be most appropriate 
included students with some experience and training in musical theatre 
performance (e.g., high school or community theatre).  
Summary: 
 In general, Laura believed the program to be thorough, coherent and rigorous, and 
may constitute a comprehensive curriculum for students with clear and focused ambitions 
of B.F.A. or B.A. transfer in MT programs or early admittance into the MT industry, the 
latter a point in which she departed from other reviewers. She believed the program may 
be less suitable for students with no experience or former training in MT and 
recommended the interview procedures be broadened to avoid inadvertent barriers to 
matriculation. Laura also stated that the program, although likely to provide excellent 
musical training, might create transfer impediments for students looking to transfer into 
more-generalized Theatre Arts B.A. programs as well as B.F.A. acting programs, in 
which case intensive musical training may be superfluous. In general, she believed the 
current design to be ready for an initial rollout and that future adjustments to course 
sequencing and course descriptions may be minor.  
 
#7) “Donald”: Vocal Instructor, Pianist, Conductor, Accompanist, Administrator; 
Male, White, 50-60 years of age; Academic and non-academic. 
 
 Donald withdrew from the study prior to the summative review for personal 
 reasons; his formative evaluation remains included within the formative 
 evaluation results, wherein he offered an initial score of 3.16. 
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#8) “Jennifer”: Musical Director, Choral Conductor, Voice Instructor: Female, 




Jennifer, Summary, Summative Assessment 
 
 
 5 4 3 2 1 
1. Overall Effectiveness of MT Curriculum for Four-
Year College Transfer  
X     
2. Overall Effectiveness of MT Curriculum for 
Career Preparation  
X     
3. Overall Effectiveness of Course Sequence X     
4. Effectiveness of Program Description and 
Program Learning Outcomes  
X     
5. Clarity of Course Descriptions   X    
6. Appropriateness of Additional Support Structures 
(Advisement, Career Planning, Transfer) 
X     
7. Potential for Successful Implementation at Two-
Year Campuses 
 X    
 
Initial Formative Score: 4.20     Comparative Summative Score: 4.71 
 
General Feedback, MT Transfer: 
● Jennifer believed the program to comprehensively address the needs of MT 
transfer students. 
General Feedback, MT Vocational Preparation:  
● Jennifer noted the program might prepare students to “audition professionally,” 
and, in addition to offering “stepping stones” to transfer, may also prepare 
students to enter the MT profession. 
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Feedback Regarding Readiness for Piloting/Rollout:  
● On the whole, Jennifer assessed the curricular design as “terrific,” with “all 
crucial elements covered in terms of preparedness.”  
Additional Notes:  
● Jennifer believed the most significant remaining weakness to be the degree of 
flexibility the program offered students, with very little “wiggle room in terms of 
in-major electives.” 
● Jennifer said that most populations would benefit from this degree program; when 
prompted to identify the groups to which the degree would be least useful, she 
responded “perhaps students who have already had years of rigorous training at a 
community arts school or specialized high school for the arts.” 
● Although Jennifer stated that she “would love to see this design instituted at all 
community colleges,” she observed that not all schools might possess the 
resources to offer all of the listed courses. Furthermore, she believed schools 
without a strong standing music program may have difficulty fulfilling the 
program learning objectives.  
● Jennifer additionally noted that the COVID-19 pandemic and resultant economic 
recession might create an even greater demand for such a program, as the location 
and cost of established four-year programs may prove even more inaccessible or 
“out of reach” in the coming semesters. On the other hand, she noted that “given 
the special circumstances of this year [2020],” it might be unrealistic to anticipate 
two-year schools capable of instituting new performing arts programs.  
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Summary:  
 In general, Jennifer believed the final prototype to present a highly effective 
training program for prospective MT transfers, and, potentially, to young artists looking 
to begin auditioning immediately upon completion of the program. She also believed 
such a program may be of special interest to current MT students for whom the COVID-
19 crisis and resultant economic recession created increased barriers of access to four-
year programs.  
 Jennifer’s primary hesitations were situational, as she believed that not all schools 
may possess a 1) a strong, extant music program, and 2) the faculty and program 
resources to support all of the required courses listed. She also reasonably asserted that 
despite the potential usefulness of the program, community colleges might be highly 
unlikely to invest resources in creating new performing arts programs during and in the 











      
 
#9) “Jake”: Director, Stage Director: Male, White, 40-50 years of age, Academic 
(chair of a SUNY MT Program). 
Table 17 
 
Jake, Summary, Summative Assessment 
 
 5 4 3 2 1 
1. Overall Effectiveness of MT Curriculum for Four-
Year College Transfer  
 X    
2. Overall Effectiveness of MT Curriculum for 
Career Preparation  
  X   
3. Overall Effectiveness of Course Sequence  X    
4. Effectiveness of Program Description and 
Program Learning Outcomes  
 X    
5. Clarity of Course Descriptions   X    
6. Appropriateness of Additional Support Structures 
(Advisement, Career Planning, Transfer) 
X     
7. Potential for Successful Implementation at Two-
Year Campuses 
 X    
 
Summative Evaluation Only: 4.0 
 
General Feedback, MT Transfer: 
● Jake believed the curricular path to be effective for MT transfer, as it “resembles 
the first half of a four-year training program in musical theatre and with effective 
instruction the program will prepare students to successfully transfer into 
bachelor’s degree programs.” 
● In regard to academic transfer, Jake believed the musical core to be the strongest 
component of the program, followed by the dance sequence, with the acting 
training the weakest element. 
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● Jake stated that the current acting sequence offered the opportunities for 
interdisciplinary practice was likely sufficient to permit students success as 
transfer students, but insufficient for professional practice or “success in the 
professional arena” (see below). He recommended that the vertical integration of 
the course sequences be explored, potentially in courses such as MUS 205/206, 
Vocal Repertoire I and II, so that movement, acting and singing studies may be 
incorporated into a unified practice.  
General Feedback, MT Vocational Preparation:  
● Jake offered that some of the items covered in MUS 104, Introduction to Music 
Theory, and MUS 115, Music Theory I, such as reading music in bass and alto 
clefs to be generally unnecessary for MT performers in academic or industry 
contexts. In lieu of these competencies, Jake recommended to “shift those 
curricular outcomes to more practical skills for musical theatre practitioners by 
more thoroughly covering sight-reading, ear training, harmonizing, etc., that 
would better prepare students for success in the field.” 
● Jake expressed concerns that “students without a strong understanding of truthful 
acting technique are unlikely to gain those skills in this program.” He furthered 
this deficiency would likely make it “difficult for graduates of the program to find 
success playing musical theatre roles or shifting to related fields (film, television, 
etc.) that require acting ability.” 
Feedback Regarding Readiness for Piloting/Rollout:  
● Jake stated that the current program design handled a “highly ambitious 
challenge” well, and that the current prototype would benefit from a trial 
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implementation. Further, he posited the success of the trial would “rely on the 
strength of faculty members’ teaching methods and their ability to hold students 
to high performance standards.” 
● Jake also stated that the program did ask students to develop their skill base 
relatively quickly and that it may be prudent to evaluate the program’s potential 
success by assessing the inaugural class’ progress after two years of study.  
Additional Notes:  
● Jake noted that the current program plan left “very little room for error,” and that 
contingency plans should be considered for students who needed to repeat dance, 
piano or theory courses “several times to gain the required technique to progress.” 
● Jake suggested the number of credits currently awarded for applied vocal study, if 
reduced, may permit the inclusion of additional beneficial courses.  
● Jake stated many students might benefit from access to this curriculum, 
particularly those lacking access to “prohibitively expensive university programs, 
especially [those] at private institutions or [out-of-state] public institutions,” and 
that this program may assist “[mitigating] the economic demands of this career 
path” for many prospective MT artists.  
● Jake also noted that not all students benefit from “2+2” programs, and if students 
can access four years of uninterrupted study in the right instructional 
environment, they may benefit from doing so. 
Summary: 
 Jake, who was evaluating the program for the first time, believed on the whole 
that all of the “essential” areas required for MT performance practice— which he defined 
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as “dance, music, singing and acting”—to be well represented in the curricular proposal. 
While noting this to be a “very challenging field of study to be covered in a two-year 
program,” the summative prototype presented as a “strong curricular proposal that 
overcomes most of these challenges.”  
 Jake expressed some confusion regarding the applied lesson sequence, 
particularly the number of credits/the sequence required and the quantity of private 
instruction, although he correctly surmised each 30 minutes of weekly applied instruction 
equated to one hour of academic credit. He suggested that lowering this by half or even 
two-thirds, with 60 or 90-minute lessons equating to one credit, may be a helpful 
mechanism to permit further course offerings per semester, as it was highly unusual for 
an institution to offer an equal amount of credit for private instruction as would be 
traditional for survey courses such as ENG 101, Composition I.  
 According to Jake, the greatest strength of the program was the musical 
requirements and the greatest weakness of the program the absence of integrated acting, 
movement and vocal instruction. He also expressed concerns regarding the current acting 
sequence, which he believed unlikely to provide sufficient preparation for developing 
actors the tools to create mature characters on the stage or to transfer those skills to the 
(more abundant) opportunities available in film and television. On the other hand, he 
believed the program to be especially useful for students lacking an appropriate music or 
dance foundation to progress academically or artistically and those who will be willing to 
invest in further training beyond degree completion, to ultimately receive a minimum of 









 The following table summarizes the Likert responses of the seven reviewers who 
completed both Formative and Summative reviews and the two reviewers who completed 
either review individually. Each were asked to evaluate the following seven 
areas/prompts (followed by the summary description of each as they appear in the 
accompanying table):  
 
1. Overall Effectiveness of MT Curriculum for Four-Year College Transfer  
  (4-Yr Trans.) 
2. Overall Effectiveness of MT Curriculum for Career Preparation    
  (Career Prep.) 
3. Overall Effectiveness of Course Sequence      
  (Course Seq.) 
4. Effectiveness of Program Description and Program Learning Outcomes   
  (PD and PLOs) 
5. Clarity of Course Descriptions        
  (Course Descr.) 
6. Appropriateness of Additional Support Structures (Advisement, Career 
Planning, Transfer)  
 (Add. Supp.) 
7. Potential for Successful Implementation at Two-Year Campuses   
  (Potential Impl.) 
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During both Formative and Summative Reviews, these reviewers were instructed to 
employ the following descriptions as a relative guideline, and award a numeric score for 
each accordingly:  
 
5=Outstanding (No revisions recommended) 
4=Exceeds Expectations (Minor potential revisions recommended) 
3=Meets Expectations (Minor required revisions to meet expectations) 
2=Revisions Required (Substantial revisions required to meet expectations, but 
possible via suggested edits to current prototype) 
1=Expectations Unable to be Met with Current Design 
 
Below, the “areas of concern” in Column Three were defined as any categories in 
the initial prototype that scored less than a “5” (“Outstanding/No revisions 
recommended”). Column Four indicates whether or not the category received an altered 
score during the Summative Review. 
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Table 18 
 Formative and Summative Likert Scores 
 
Reviewer Name Initial 
Score 























4.0  #1, Transfer (4) 
#2, Career Pre. (4) 
#3, Course Seq. (4) 
#4, PD and PLOs (4) 
#5, Course Descr. (4) 
#6, Add. Supp. (4) 
#7, Potential Impl. (4) 
#1, Transfer (5) 
#3, Course Seq. (5) 
#5, Course Descr. (5) 
















4.28 #2, Career Prep (4) 
#3, Course Seq. (4) 
#4, PD and PLOs (3) 
#7, Potential Impl. (4) 
 
 
#2, Career Prep. (5) 
#7, Potential Impl. (5) 
#4, PD and PLOs (3) 
 
 











3.85 #1, Transfer (4) 
#2, Career Prep. (3) 
#3, Course Seq. (4) 
#4, PD and PLOs (4) 
#5, Course Descr. (4) 
#6, Add. Supp. (4) 
#7, Potential Impl. (4) 
 
#1, Transfer (5) 
#2, Career Prep. (4) 
#4, PD and PLOs (4) 
#5, Course Descr. (5) 
#6, Add. Supp. (5) 












4.57 #1, Transfer (4) 
#2, Career Prep. (4) 
#7, Potential Impl. (4) 
 
 
#1, Transfer (5) 
#2, Career Prep. (5) 









4.57 #1, Transfer (4) 
#2, Career Prep. (4) 
#7, Potential Impl. (4) 
 
#2, Career Prep. (5) 













Chair, Academic  
 
3.16 #1, Transfer (2) 
#2, Career Prep. (2) 
#3, Course Seq. (4) 
#4, PD and PLOs (3) 
#5, Course Descr. (4) 
#7, Potential Impl. (4) 
 
 N/A N/A 






4.20 #2, Career Prep. (4) 
#5, Course Descr. (3) 
#7, Potential Impl. (4) 
 
(Note: Jennifer elected to 
not answer questions #4 
and #6) 
#2, Career Pre. (5) 
#5, Course Descr. (4) 
 
 
(Note: Jennifer answered 
#4 and #6 for the 














N/A  N/A #1, Transfer (4) 
#2, Career Pre. (3) 
#3, Course Seq. (4) 
#4, PD and PLOs (4) 
#5, Course Descr. (4) 
#6, Add. Supp. (5) 





 The most frequently recurring areas of concern in the Initial Prototype were 
Prompts #2, or Overall Potential Effectiveness towards Career Preparedness, which 
appeared in seven formative evaluations as well as Jake’s sole summative evaluation, and 
#7, the Potential for Successful Implementation, which appeared in eight evaluations, 
include Jake’s. Five of the reviewers indicated the impression of improvements between 
successive designs with Prompt #2, while four noted improvements with Prompt #7. The 
most improved areas appeared to be Prompt #5, or the accompanying Course 
Descriptions, with all four mentions improving on the second iteration, and Prompt #6, or 
the Appropriateness of Accompanying Supports, with both mentions improving in the 
final design.  
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 According to the above, Maria appeared an outlier in assessing the Summative 
Draft to be less effective in promoting seamless four-year transfer (#1), which was 
otherwise deemed to be one of the more universal improvements. Donald’s initial total 
score was the lowest of all of the reviewers and included the only Formative or 
Summative scores below 3, falling short of the level that would “Meet Expectations,” for 
seamless four-year transfer or career preparation. 
 All reviewers who provided formative and summative prose feedback generally 
noted significant improvements in the Summative Draft, represented in both their scoring 
and open-ended prose remarks. The most common remaining concerns emerging within 
their reviews included 1) who the primary audience for the program might be, 2) whether 
or not the program equally prepared students for seamless transfer or professional 
employment, and 3) whether the relative balance of studio and general education 
requirement (GER) courses was appropriate to permit students to meet both goals. 
 Several reviewers suggested that future revisions might attempt to more clearly 
define the populations for whom matriculation in such a program might be most 
appropriate. However, there was not a firm consensus as to which groups may ultimately 
receive the greatest benefit. Diana and Maria both felt the program would be the least 
appropriate for students with relatively high performing arts skills and experience, and 
Jennifer believed there stood the potential that students with advanced skills and/or who 
attended performing arts high schools may feel offerings to be overly remedial in nature. 
However, Laura suggested some degree of experience might be required for students to 
navigate intake requirements as well as successfully complete course work.  
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 Maria suggested that the program description might more specifically address if 
the program intended to introduce students to the broader MT industry, which includes 
non-performance roles such as composers, authors, producers, designers, stage managers, 
technicians and dramaturges as well as non-singing/dancing/acting performers such as 
conductors and pit musicians. Nonetheless, it is notable that the overwhelming majority 
of MT programs remain B.F.A.s, which may to some degree narrow the options available 
to current MT majors (Considine, 2017, para. two), requiring aspiring transfer students to 
place an emphasis on the “craft” of MT (para. four). Bob felt the rigor of the program 
would be the most appropriate for highly motivated students who “will not or cannot 
conceive of any other profession,” indicating the program as drafted indicated a high 
degree of intensive, focused training, a probable pre-requisite for many of the more 
competitive B.F.A. programs. Jake, who noted specific weaknesses within the acting 
sequence, believed that the program may actually be of best use to more accomplished 
actors who required specific, targeted training in music and movement to accomplish 
their MT ambitions.  
 Interestingly, two reviewers mentioned the potential appeal of the program design 
to non-traditionally-aged college students, who were not originally deemed a target 
audience during the design process. Jason noted that the program appeared appropriately 
flexible for younger, developing performers, yet commented on the program’s unique 
potential to facilitate the training of adult learners wishing to enter the MT industry, 
particularly if they were able to complete the entire four-semester sequence. Bob 
additionally noted the program might make for an excellent post-graduate program for 
students already holding bachelor’s degrees, a market that had not been considered in the 
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initial design. As adult learners and continuing education programs both rest within most 
community college’s purview, these observations may lend to a secondary or even 
substitute pursuit for the drafted curriculum.  
 On the whole, the reviewers believed the program would likely better prepare 
students for transfer than professional entry, although the majority believed the latter to 
still “exceed expectations” in their scoring. Although in the minority, both Laura and 
Jennifer did argue the comprehensive, rigorous training afforded by the program might 
equip students for professional employment. Maria and Laura specifically commented on 
the usefulness of the PFA 100 student success seminar in supporting career goals, a 
course which Bob believed imperative to aid students in navigating “a wildly 
unpredictable industry.” Adam believed that small additional revisions to the design and 
the inclusion of “the development of artistic and professional awareness” as a program 
learning outcome may assist in situating obtained skills and knowledge within the needs 
of contemporary MT practice.  
 The most prominent concern among the reviewers remained the relative amounts 
musical training, dance training and time and pacing of GER courses. The reviewers who 
had obtained music degrees or MT degrees from programs housed within schools of 
music such as Maria, Jason and Bob believed this to be an asset. Adam found the pacing 
of GER courses to be both feasible and strategic in the dual accomplishment of artistic 
and academic learning outcomes. However, Diana believed the relatively high number of 
music courses to be a potential liability of the program, and suggested that more dance 
courses should be required, while Laura stated that although the program would likely 
prepare students for the requirements of B.A. and B.F.A. MT programs, it may be 
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challenging for students to seamlessly transfer into Theatre Arts B.A. or B.F.A. Acting 
programs. Jennifer, a working musical director and community college faculty member, 
believed the curriculum appropriate to establish the musical skills expected of transfer 
students, but expressed concerns as to whether all community colleges possessed the 
necessary resources to support the necessary coursework.  
 Jason and Laura expressed concern that the GERs were not appropriately “front-
loaded,” which may hinder seamless transfer or degree completion in the case that 
students changed major, particularly to a non-performing arts subject or even within a 
more generalized theatre degree such as a B.A. in Theatre Arts. This would be of 
particular significance to students unable to complete the sequence in four consecutive 
semesters, a potential issue noted by Maria, Jason, Bob and Jennifer, all educators who 
all had at least some experience with community college students. This potential lack of 
curricular flexibility was also observed by Jennifer and Jake, both of whom observed that 
the tightly regimented schedule might present problems for students who needed to repeat 
coursework. The reviewers generally agreed that within a 64-credit limit, simply adding 
“more” classes would not be tenable, and the final ratio may be contingent upon the 
requirements of the specific four-year partner institutions to which graduates would most 
likely transfer.  
 Finally, regarding readiness for implementation, all of the reviewers appeared 
highly enthusiastic as to the overall condition of the revised design, as did SUNY 
representative Jake, viewing the Summative Draft for the first time. Diana, Jason and 
Adam all remarked that further improvements could likely only be made upon a practical 
trial and subsequent revision, Bob indicated that the design might already be superior to 
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several current two-year alternatives, and Jennifer believed the program, if implemented, 
would be highly likely to offer excellent academic and artistic preparation for future MT 
practitioners. Maria and Jake’s remarks indicated that a broad-based MT curriculum had 
been successfully achieved in the final design, and further improvements would generally 
involve a narrowing of focus on specific performance criteria—for example, allowing 
students more generalized electives for entry into B.A. programs or more concentrated 
and innovative acting instructor for B.F.A. acting programs. Laura recommended several 
minor changes to intake procedures and course descriptions, but she believed that there 















 The purpose of this curriculum design project was to research, develop, and assess 
a hypothetical two-year musical theatre/music theater (MT) prototype for potential 
implementation within community college performing arts departments. Due to the rising 
popularity of the MT genre within academic settings, social initiatives towards enhanced 
inclusion in the commercial MT industry and the ever-increasing number of historically 
underrepresented populations for whom community college remains the sole practical 
alternative, I sought to draft a program to see if the absence of existing two-year 
alternatives was, in fact, possible given national, state and local guidelines. As the 
Summative Draft was unanimously determined to be ready for piloting, it appears that 
exploring MT curricula within these settings may not only be possible but may prove one 
of the most effective methods of diversifying four-year training programs as well as the 
MT industry itself.   
 Adopting a “systems approach” as recommended by Gagné et al. (1988) as well 
as variation of the traditional ADDIE process model (Analysis, Design, Development 
Implementation, and Evaluation), the iterative “Successive Approximation Model” 
(SAM) (Reiser & Dempsey, 2018, pp. 24, 33-34; Rimmer, 2019), I employed a two-
phase conceptual model for the project’s design and development, alternating between a  
“preparation phase,” and the “iterative design phase,” in which a prototype was rapidly 
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researched, assembled, reviewed (the “formative” review phase), systematically 
overhauled and re-reviewed (the “summative” review). 
 During my “preparation,” also referred to as a “backgrounding,” I completed a 
comprehensive survey of current best practices in MT curricular design. My review of the 
extant literature, while revealing some international efforts to identify successful 
methodologies in MT education, also uncovered a surprising dearth of scholarship in 
regard to MT curriculum design. Beyond an examination of “crossover” learning 
objectives across voice, acting and dance areas in the Netherlands, and a documented 
effort to establish scaffolded rubrics for MT training in Australia (Harrison et al., 2014), 
within in the continental U.S. I was only able to locate a single, unpublished master’s 
thesis focused on MT curriculum design (Amellio, 2011). As MT is increasingly deemed 
a legitimate academic specialty in U.S. tertiary institutions (Fleming-DeBerger, 2003; 
Hall, 2006; LoVetri & Weekly, 2003; Moore, 2016; Roll, 2014; Savran, 2004; Wolf, 
2007) and graduate-level opportunities for MT educators and researchers begin to emerge 
(Penn State Musical Theatre, 2019), it is reasonable to anticipate this body of literature 
expanding rapidly during the next decade of the 21st century.  
 Lacking such precedents in 2020, I determined to continue the design project via 
direct input from secondary and tertiary MT educators working in academic and private 
settings as well as MT industry mentors working within the profession (Gagné et al., 
1988, p. 33). From the results of a formative survey issued to the memberships of the 
Musical Theatre Educators’ Association (MTEA) and New York State Theatre 
Educator’s Association (NYSTEA), I synthesized the most frequently recurring needs 
articulated by working educators and MT practitioners in the field. Comparing these to 
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the collective MT and two-year recommendations of the National Association of Schools 
of Music (NASM) and National Association of Schools of Theatre (NAST), both of 
which publish annual guidelines through which schools of music and theatre may achieve 
national accreditation (NASM/NAST, 2020), I drafted a prospective list of the most 
essential learning objectives and extra-curricular supports.  
 I next examined two-year program guidelines issued at the state (State University 
of New York) and local (Dutchess Community College) levels. During this process, I 
offered special consideration to the collected meta-analyses of the Community College 
Research Center (CCRC) at Teachers College, Columbia University, commonly referred 
to as the “Guided Pathways” reform initiative (Bailey et al., 2015) which have been 
officially adopted by many SUNY institutions, including Dutchess Community College. 
Informed by these collective guidelines, I created an initial prototype, which in May 2020 
was distributed to a team of eight respondents for numeric scoring and open-ended 
feedback via an assigned formative evaluation form. The responses of respondents #1-8, 
identified in this dissertation by pseudonyms, were analyzed for recurring themes, and 
informed a series of amendments to the initial design listed in Chapter Four of this 
dissertation. In July 2020, a final, summative prototype was distributed to the same team 
(minus one initial reviewer and plus one additional reviewer from SUNY). Once again, 
the reviewers’ responses were collected, analyzed and summarized. Although nearly 
every reviewer offered extensive constructive criticism during the formative review, upon 
having the majority of these recommendations incorporated into the summative Draft, all 
of the reviewers expressed marked enthusiasm for potential implementation.  
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 Modern community colleges dually serve students preparing for baccalaureate 
transfer as well as those seeking vocational preparation or a terminal credential in the 
form of an associate degree (Bailey et al., 2015; Cohen et al., 2014). Due to the current 
lack of accredited two-year MT programs (NASM/NAST, 2020), it is largely unknown 
throughout MT education if the comprehensive requirements of MT training, which 
include acting, dance, singing instruction, music literacy and theatre history, may be 
possible to achieve in the course of four semesters, particularly within the context of a 
broader-based liberal arts degree. In addition, the complexities of open-enrollment 
policies, permitting students with a broad range of educational and artistic backgrounds 
to enroll in the program of their choice, as well as state accreditation requirements 
determining both general elective requirements and credit limits, historically prohibited 
widespread investigation of two-year MT programs as a practical option. However, the 
enthusiastic results obtained through this project’s summative review indicate these 





 Research Question #1: How is it possible for open-enrollment MT programs to 
provide appropriately rigorous artistic training to permit developing artists linear points 
of entry to careers in MT? 
 Findings: On the whole, reviewers believed the final prototype to offer a highly 
balanced approach to seamless transfer, indicating that careful, linear sequencing of 
individual singing, dancing and acting courses should be incorporated across all four 
semesters of study. Although this was universally regarded as a strength of the program 
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design, it is notable that some reviewers believed it may be untenable to approximate the 
highly specialized coursework of all conservatory programs and that programs should be 
structured to suit the needs of the programs to which students would be most likely to 
transfer (See Research Question #2).  
 However, the degree to how successful the final ratio of these three appeared 
somewhat contingent upon the specific academic credentials of the individual reviewer. 
For example, reviewers who attended music conservatories, the majority of which would 
not have offered formal MT programs at the time the reviewers were enrolled, believed 
the program proposal to offer a seamless pathway towards junior year enrollment. 
Alternatively, reviewers with baccalaureate or graduate degrees in acting believed the 
current program to potentially have difficulty in preparing students for degrees in acting. 
Likewise, reviewers who held four-year degrees or who taught in largely non-academic 
settings believed the program may lean too heavily on liberal arts courses, suggesting that 
some students to be better off applying time and resources within non-degree-awarding 
training programs. The majority of reviewers believed the current ratio of music to dance 
and acting courses (20 credits, 12 credits and nine credits, respectively) to be too high, 
even following modifications made to the final prototype, suggesting the relative number 
of dance and acting credits might be increased in future revisions.  
  In conclusion, it was generally observed that the prescribed sequence was, in fact, 
highly “rigorous,” and would be the most useful for highly motivated students with at 
least some performing arts training and/or experience. The ratio of applied studio courses 
to GER courses was generally deemed successful, supporting the design choice of an 
Associate of Science (A.S.) degree format over the Associate of Arts (A.A.) format, 
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which is currently the most common variety of two-year performing arts degree due to its 
more generalized application in transfer. This degree designation permits an increased 
number of credits to be applied towards discipline-specific courses, so better supports the 
needs of more competitive transfer and career preparation. However, one reviewer stated 
that the ability for a program to succeed in providing the appropriate breadth and depth of 
training required the support of an excellent teaching faculty, a point corroborated by 
research findings during the “preparation” phase.  
 Research Question #2: What features must a MT curriculum possess to meet the 
current recommendations for SUNY associate’s programs, particularly those colleges 
entering Guided Pathways cohorts, as well as National Association of Schools of Music 
(NASM) and National Association of Schools of Theatre (NAST) recommendations? 
 Findings: The review process succeeded in identifying general guidelines for 
programs designed for B.F.A. transfer, B.A. transfer, and, to a somewhat lesser extent, 
professional entry. However, there emerged a general consensus that it may be 
challenging for one program to equally support all three pathways, particularly when 
accounting for the number of credit hours required for GER completion. Reviewers also 
noted programs housed within schools of music versus schools of drama may stipulate 
highly individualized applied studio credits and audition criteria, with the formative and 
summative prototype representing a curriculum that would most likely transfer 
seamlessly to the former.  
 The prototype was able to successfully incorporate the 30 general education 
requirement (GER) credits across the state-mandated seven subject areas and two 
competencies, as well as the six Dutchess Community College-specific Institutional 
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Student Learning Outcomes (ISLOs) required for all associate degree programs. The 
preparation and research phase of the design process indicated that the A.S. degree’s 
requirements would integrate most seamlessly to the transfer schools most likely to be 
attended by Dutchess Community College MT students (WestConn, SUNY Buffalo and 
Fredonia), all of which currently offer B.F.A.s in MT. Therefore, this option minimized 
the chance of “excessive credits” being accumulated, suggested by current research to be 
a critical factor in successful transfer experiences (Bailey et al., 2015). This degree type 
also satisfied NAST’s criteria that the liberal arts component of a theatre degree to fulfill 
state requirements (2020, p. 86). 
 Some of the reviewers, particularly those who held liberal arts or humanities-
based degrees, recommended the program pursue further arts-oriented GER options, 
maximizing the ability for students to apply artistic knowledge to more generalized 
contexts. For example, literature classes focused on Shakespeare’s body of work or 
natural science courses based on acoustics or anatomy and physiology would be topics of 
great interest to actors, singers and dancers dedicated to vocal health and wellness. In the 
case of B.A. transfer or a change of major, some reviewers believed the option for a 
slightly higher concentration of GER courses should be offered as an alternative.  
 The most challenging requirement of NAST accreditation, as well the sole 
guideline unable to be fully accommodated in the final design, was the inclusion of a full 
theatrical production into all students’ schedules (2020, p. 163). Ultimately, the 
alternative of choosing either a more advanced acting option or production participation 
was offered in the third semester, but it was not possible to include both within the state-
mandated limit of 64 credits given current credit hour designations. However, prescribed 
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credit hours were determined solely by active courses currently available at SUNY 
Dutchess Community College, which requires completion of a three-credit production 
course (THE 161). As one reviewer noted, reducing the number of credits awarded for 
production involvement and private lesson instruction (MUS 161/162, 261/262, 210/211) 
may free the credits required to meet this criterion, allowing the curriculum to be 
potentially eligible for dual NASM and NAST accreditation. 
 Research Question #3: What common set of learning objectives and pedagogical 
approaches to MT may achieve acceptance among MT educators within both academic 
and non-academic settings, as well as prospective MT employers?  
 Findings: Both the initial and revised prototypes were designed to conform to 
Guided Pathways recommendations, prioritizing clearly defined learning outcomes over 
flexibility (Bailey et al., 2015, p. 13), bearing in mind the specific transfer requirements 
of local MT programs. However, several reviewers disagreed as to the extent that 
individual courses might be the most useful for transfer and/or professional preparation, 
with the over-emphasis upon music literacy deemed the most superfluous inclusion. As 
may be expected, MT educators working within liberal arts settings placed greater 
emphasis upon early and comprehensive GER completion and those within B.F.A. 
settings placed greater emphasis prioritized acting, singing and dance training, while MT 
educators working within private, non-academic settings felt GER completion to be 
optional towards pursuit of a professional career in MT.  
 In this regard, the precise needs of the industry, which require advanced and 
continued training in singing, acting and dance in addition to holistic performance praxis 
through capstone musical productions (paid or unpaid), were distinct from the 
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requirements of seamless transfer. Several reviewers noted that students lacking 
academic ambitions may find a vocational program to be more amenable, at least to their 
short-term performance and career goals. In addition, as many MT programs are 
embedded or interwoven within music schools, it is very common for these students to 
enroll in music theory, aural skills and piano keyboarding courses alongside music and 
music education majors. Respective course objectives in these subjects required mastery 
of certain topic areas (i.e., reading of non-treble clefs, chordal analysis and 16th-19th 
century choral voice-leading) that the majority of reviewers did not deem necessary for a 
professional MT practitioner.  
 However, due to these courses’ current co-seating with music majors, 
“traditional” study in these areas would be required for competitive placement, a 
necessity if a student attempts to graduate in as few extra semesters as possible. 
Therefore, if a community college student did not dedicate a minimum of eight to ten 
credits in this area, they would be unlikely to possess the skill base or the transfer record 
for upperclassman coursework in musicianship. However, in B.A. theatre arts programs, 
acting programs, and other programs that do not require several semesters of 
musicianship, these classes may constitute the very sorts of “excessive credits” deemed to 
undermine successful transfer (Bailey et al., 2015).  
 The most significant finding of this project was the apparent impossibility of 
preparing students for both B.F.A. and liberal arts and/or B.A. transfer. Currently, it may 
be impossible to equally prepare students for both academic pathways with a singular 
approach to general musicianship, voice and dance training. In the case of the initial and 
final prototype, I chose to more closely approximate a B.F.A transfer path, as these 
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remain the most common MT degrees types both within SUNY, the Connecticut State 
College and University system, and nationally. However, in regard to SUNY, NASM, 
NAST and Dutchess Community College requirements, excellent preparation for either 
pathway may be possible with deliberate, focused modifications to the program draft. 
 Research Question #4: Which additional supports are the most likely to decrease 
attrition and increase persistence and/or timely MT degree completion, partly among at-
risk populations such as minority, differently abled and first-generation college students?  
 Findings: One definitive improvement between the initial and final prototypes 
was an expanded course description, better defining the role of the PFA 100 student 
success seminar. This course, designed as an overview to not on the degree program but 
college life and career preparation in general, was determined by the majority of 
reviewers as a great asset to students in its revised form. Some reviewers ultimately 
suggested expanding the PFA 100 course beyond its current seven-week, one-credit 
scope to include a more comprehensive to the needs of the MT industry. 
 All of the reviewers who had worked in academic settings noted the benefit of a 
department-embedded advisor who was familiar with the needs of different transfer and 
professional pathways within the MT industry. These reviewers commented favorably on 
the highly “invasive” advisement model (Bailey et al., 2015), which required a minimum 
of two meetings per semester. This was considered to be particularly appropriate by all 
the reviewers who had specific experience with community college students. 
 The largest advisement concerns included the absence of alternate program 
“maps” for students who needed to repeat coursework, would need to study part-time, or 
students who wished to commence study in the spring semester. As a community college 
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instructor, my experience in the classroom suggests all three scenarios to be highly 
common, albeit presenting needs beyond the immediate scope of this preliminary design 
(see “Limitations” in Chapter One). However, the Guided Pathways initiative is highly 
critical of erratic registration patterns, finding part-time students to be significantly less 
likely to complete credentials or transfer seamlessly (Bailey et al. 2015), so these issues 
may not be unique to performing arts programs.  
 One reviewer voiced concerns about the inclusion of an intake interview and 
placement audition that required a full portfolio of material with a song, a monologue and 
a prepared dance piece in addition to a theory exam, believing such comprehensive 
preparations to potentially create present barriers for entry. However, both NASM and 
NAST (2020) strongly recommend two-year programs incorporate such procedures to 
facilitate accurate course placement, as well as allow students in open-enrollment 
programs early critical feedback regarding their potential as a professional MT 
practitioner prior to matriculation. It is possible that striking the correct balance of 
individualized assessment with more equitable entrance requirements may be achieved 
through an initial rollout, with adjustments made according to the mean ability level of 
typical incoming freshman with future semesters.  
 
Recommendations and Further Research 
 
 
 Based on the previous findings, further adjustments to the prototype lending to 
further program efficacy may include the following: 
● Revised credit allocation for private, applied voice study. The final prototype 
accounted for ten credits of applied voice study in the manner currently 
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practiced at Dutchess Community College, divided into two distinct three-
credit courses (MUS 210 and 211), each of which offer 90 minutes of weekly 
instruction for a total of six credits, and two sets of two-credit lessons (MUS 
161/162 and MUS 261/262) offering 60 minutes of weekly instruction for an 
additional four credits. This formula of course credit allotment may be altered 
to better reflect those most typical of likely transfer schools, which, according 
to those schools surveyed in the project’s preparation stage, allow no more 
than one to two credits of private study per semester, regardless of weekly 
lesson time. This adjustment would preserve the benefits of applied study, 
while continuing to meet NASM’s recommendations for one-on-one voice 
curricula (2020, p. 163). 
● Exploration of a non-degree-awarding MT training option. As two-year 
programs are commonly populated by adult learners and other individuals not 
necessarily seeking academic transfer, schools may wish to explore certificate 
options in MT to emphasize artistic preparation. As several reviewers noted, 
this is may be of particular interest to students’ intent on rapid entry into the 
MT profession, or who already hold associate or bachelor’s degrees and are 
seeking a formalized training curriculum.  
● Redefine musical literacy objectives in MT training. According to this 
project’s findings, it may be useful to reexamine the respective roles of music 
theory, aural skills and piano keyboarding courses within the curriculum, 
deleting redundant or nonessential components. By further consolidating 
allocated music credits, MT students might better focus on the specific 
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functional skills most directly applicable to future role preparation, such as 
treble-clef pitch and rhythm reading. Several progressive MT programs are 
beginning to redesign such courses as “Musicianship for MT Students,” which 
emphasize the ability to learn independent melodic and harmonic vocal lines 
at sight, as well as master appropriate musical terminology to facilitate 
enhanced communication with accompanists, coaches and conductors within 
musical theatre repertoires themselves (Hanlon, 2019). This effort may be 
aided by the publication of several new textbooks designed for the 
development of the singing actor, such as Gerle’s (2018) Music Essentials for 
Singers and Actors and Riley’s (2020) Music Fundamentals for Musical 
Theatre, which offer examples of practical musicianship curricula 
emphasizing the synthesis of music reading and aural skills within the context 
of MT repertoire. 
● Further exploration of MT performance rubrics. The voice rubric, included in 
the initial prototype, was enthusiastically received by several reviewers, 
particularly those that were also teachers of singing. Additional reviewers 
articulated the desire to see similar rubrics for acting and dance to aid in more 
consistent performance assessment. Although ultimately determined to lie 
beyond the scope of this project, this response indicates a potential broader 
demand for more universally applicable MT assessment and evaluation tools, 
which may assist in the more accurate placement of transfer students within 
four-year programs.  
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● Exploration of additional interdisciplinary GER offerings. Several reviewers 
recommended the inclusion of interdisciplinary GER courses. One such option 
was piloted at the Dutchess Community College campus last year, where a 
single introductory physics section was earmarked a “physics in the arts” 
section. Due to the willing participation of the instructor (herself a retired 
dancer), and “funded” via contractual release time, this class was reserved for 
performing arts majors, who employed the various studio spaces to conduct 
real-world practical labs, such as using the theatre and recordings studio to 
explore audio acoustics. The informal report of the instructor was highly 
optimistic, who observed students who had struggled to pass their natural 
science requirement in past semesters appeared to demonstrate more 
motivation with “demonstrable improvements in overall attrition.”  
 
 In addition, this project indicated a need for more quantitative examination of 
current MT training and career pathways. As virtually no graduate programs exist 
focusing on musical theatre pedagogy or education, there is very little current overlap 
between MT faculty instructors and ongoing MT research. Fortunately, as the number of 
these programs continues to skyrocket, increasing numbers of prospective policy makers, 
myself included, are beginning to focus their research on such concerns within schools of 
education. I optimistically predict within a generation a body of scholarship surrounding 
MT curricular studies and performance pedagogy will emerge to guide future efforts. 
 If our goal is to reduce barriers of access for all populations to MT careers, we 
must also acquire a more nuanced understanding of which current methods being 
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practiced are, in fact, the most effective. Due to the aforementioned ad hoc nature of MT 
training prior to the 21st Century, we currently have very little data to support what the 
relative benefits of a two-year, baccalaureate, or even graduate-level credential in MT 
might be to a developing artist. Longitudinal studies tracing the professional 
achievements of students through various non-academic and academic approaches would 
offer substantial benefits to all four of the stakeholders articulated in this project’s design, 
allowing all involved a better ability to estimate the respective career and earnings 
potential inherent with different choices. For example, we do not know if the high tuition 
costs of competitive conservatory attendance are, ultimately, countered by higher-paying 
and more consistent employment, or if relatively late-starting practitioners may be 
statistically more likely to succeed if they focus on dedicated voice, dancing and acting 
training available in the private sector. However, the rapid diversification of the MT 
industry, which places an unprecedented emphasis on skills not traditionally cultivated in 
conservatory training, may indicate that previous assumptions about the value of four-
year transfer may not apply to future cohorts.  
 
Additional Recommendations for Four-Year Musical Theatre Programs 
 
 
One of the disadvantages of MT’s rapid assimilation into academia has been the 
lack of opportunity for its curricula or conservatory procedures to keep pace with the 
ever-evolving needs of the industry itself. As the Broadway medium continues to be the 
platform of choice by the most diverse pool of storytellers imaginable, the practical 
reality of MT programs being housed within extant schools of music and theatre means 
these programs are largely beholden to the institutional gatekeepers who, likely, were 
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trained with a more “traditional” set of guiding aesthetic values, such as the ability to 
execute bel canto vocalization. This may be more a matter of chronology than 
philosophical reluctance, and thus reflects a degree of unconscious formalism. Take, for 
example, a 60-year-old Dean of a performing arts school, which, in response to popular 
demand from prospective students, began offering a MT degree in the year 2020. 
Although this action is and of itself highly conscientious and culturally responsive, this 
theoretical Dean may employ the conservatory values in which they, themselves were 
reared as a guiding framework for policymaking. However, as they likely attended an 
undergraduate program in 1980, prior to MT programs becoming commonplace, the 
unique qualities of the MT medium may be less obvious to such individuals (who were 
likely trained by instructors who attended college in the 1950s).  
This may be one reason why MT performers have been assumed to require a 
similar music literacy and training core as their classmates intending to pursue careers in 
opera, classroom music education, orchestral conducting, etc., when many of these skills 
may actually be unnecessary for a working MT artist of the 21st century who is rarely 
called upon to perform “Common Practice” literature of the 18th and 19th centuries. These 
values may also manifest in conservatory culture through less obvious ways, such as the 
relatively subjective means by which faculty currently evaluate and selectively admit new 
talent during the audition process. Even assuming current gatekeeping faculty 
administering selection to be substantially younger than the aforementioned dean 
example, if they are forty years of age in the year 2020, they may still default to circa-
2000 definitions of professional-caliber singing and dance in which they were 
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indoctrinated. In turn, these would reflect the values of their own instructors who were 
trained in the 1960s or 1970s, when only “classical” voice pedagogies were practiced.  
Similar to how voice training pedagogy has transformed rapidly in the last two 
decades to reflect new scientific research regarding Contemporary Commercial Music 
(CCM) singing styles, it is essential for MT pedagogues to revisit the assumed objectives 
embedded into current conservatory training. For example, it seems plausible that many 
MT performers today in a marketplace dominated by CCM genres may not have to 
perform regularly in Golden Age or Pre-Golden Age (i.e., pre-1964) subgenres, so do not 
necessarily need to master the classical, or “legit” vocal production currently required for 
conservatory auditions and juries to acquire job-earning capital.  
In addition, some of the available research regarding successful transfer 
placement may be applied to performing arts transfer. Following Sternberg’s (1999a; 
2008) landmark studies indicating multiple assessments to better predict appropriate 
college admission and placement, particularly for minoritized students, Bailey et al. 
(2015) recommend such a system of be put into effect to assess appropriate entrance 
placement (p. 131). After examining the highly differentiated curriculum of the four most 
likely B.F.A. programs to which Dutchess Community College students may attempt 
transfer, I recommend baccalaureate programs interested in diversifying their transfer 
cohorts consider assessing vocal, dance, acting and musicianship skills separately. This 
method allows for more accurate placement over reliance on credits accrued or transcript 
evaluations, especially in the case of co-sat classes (e.g., music majors and MT required 
to state similar music courses due to scheduling needs). Among SUNY community 
colleges, A.S. programs are limited to 16-credit semester limits; therefore, programs may 
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struggle obtaining the appropriate course equivalents to B.F.A. programs, which may 
require 17 or 18 credit hours per semester. However, by assessing these skill areas 
separately, students have more flexibility upon entrance, and more incentive to acquire 
competitive skills in these areas within the first two years of study.  
 Sternberg’s (1999) research also recommends “dynamic” testing versus “static” 
testing when working with populations who have diverse backgrounds and training levels 
(p. 295). Although “static” testing or measuring extant knowledge exclusively on the 
basis of student preparation (e.g., prepared audition materials), does reflect the student’s 
audition abilities—a critical skill for successful performance artists—these are distinct 
measures from indicators of overall learning potential. However, using audition and 
placement opportunities to “teach” new skills better suggests the student’s true zone of 
proximal development (Vygotsky, 1978). One variation of this method, based on 
Sternberg’s findings (1999) may be to allow students to “pre-test” with their prepared 
material, receive a few minutes of individualized coaching, and then be allowed to “re-
test,” which may be a far stronger indicator of actual ability (p. 296). Such a method may 
allow, for example, students with exceptional aural acuity but poor music reading skills 
to demonstrate their ability to learn music quickly through another modality. Students 
who are not awarded admittance may be offered a suggested list of specific areas that 
must be improved upon for successful entry, giving students and advisors a practical 
checklist of course work that may be repeated and/or completed more inexpensively at a 
local community college. 
 Similarly, four-year schools may wish to consider making placement preparation 
materials such as retired exams and pre-recorded review lectures available to incoming 
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applicants, permitting students to proactively prepare for the specific requirements of 
their intended transfer program. If certain skills are required for admittance, such as the 
ability to read music fluently, this should be stated explicitly so students may not only 
prepare accordingly, but also allow students an additional matrix with which to determine 
appropriate transfer programs for their skills and abilities.  
 Studies cited by Bailey et al. (2015) suggest that students placing on the margin 
between clear academic levels may ultimately perform better with aspirational 
placements just ahead of their current ability than remedial placements, preventing 
repetition of unnecessary instruction (pp. 121-123). In other words, the overwhelming 
majority of students appear to not finish sequences when placed “backwards,” or 
remedially, versus “forwards,” which may be considered “aspirational” placement. 
Making such materials available allows prospective candidates (and their instructors) to 
prepare in a more targeted fashion, better portraying their academic and artistic abilities, 
and increasing overall motivation by encouraging students to “reach” for more 
competitive placements rather than to default to remedial course work.  
  
Functionality of the SAM Model 
 
 
 Another successful outcome of this project dissertation was the demonstrable 
efficacy of the “Successive Approximation Model” (SAM) for tertiary curriculum design 
(Reiser & Dempsey, 2018; Rimmer, 2019). As a solo designer creating a hypothetical 
curriculum without the immediate opportunity for practical implementation, the more 
traditional ADDIE Model (Analysis, Design, Development Implementation, and 
Evaluation) was not tenable. However, the SAM model allowed the process of iterative 
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design to be tailored to individual scenarios; in the instance of this project, one cycle each 
of “formative” and “summative” review.  
 I discovered the “Savvy Start” phase, in which I, as the designer was to rapidly 
draft an initial prototype, to be particularly effective in the creation of a new product 
within a limited timeframe. As anticipated by Reiser and Dempsey (2018), utilizing a 
minimum number of words and characters in the initial draft avoided “premature 
finalization” as well as the inadvertent establishment of personal bias towards ineffective 
elements (Reiser & Dempsey, 2018, p. 40). This pragmatic degree of objectivity allowed 
me to quickly and easily incorporates nearly all of the amendments suggested during the 
formative review in a clear and cohesive fashion. It is notable that even over the course of 
an abbreviated review process the curriculum was unilaterally evaluated to present clear 
and unambiguous improvements. Summative evaluations, including that by a State 
University of New York (SUNY) faculty member, “Jake,” viewing the design for the first 
time, indicated the project to not only possess theoretical value, but was ready for 
immediate “roll-out” within academic settings. This response was particularly 
meaningful, as Jake, unprompted, indicated an interest in proposing an a “2+2” 
articulation agreement in the case of eventual implementation.  
 In the instance where curricula are being proposed and by faculty, this more 
streamlined model may permit such projects to be developed by educators, themselves, 
with or without the assistance of dedicated instructional designers. It is my sincere hope 
that these findings will inspire many within my cohort of MT faculty positions across the 
country to attempt similar initiatives, allowing the practical experience of their colleagues 
within the MT profession to guide the formation of authentic learning outcomes. 
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 This project dissertation indicates an appropriate need for the development of 
two-year musical theatre/music theater (MT) curricula and suggests further exploration 
and future implementation to be advantageous to the increasingly diverse populations of 
students who choose to continue their education via community college programs. 
Although the Guided Pathways reform effort does not yet address the unique needs of 
two-year performing arts programs, in this project dissertation I endeavored to synthesize 
current best practices in MT education with salient findings of this body of research to 
initiate an appropriate scholarly dialogue. The summative review of my final prototype 
unanimously indicated such a program, given appropriate administrative support and 
instructional resources, may be beneficial to the large number of students who currently 
lack access to tertiary MT training. Moreover, the final prototype indicated such a design, 
at least one that satisfied all minimal standards for institutional effectiveness, might be 
achievable via the resources available to the Performing, Visual Arts and 
Communications Department at Dutchess Community College. Therefore, I believe this 
project has indicated a need for further targeted examination of how performing arts 
majors may be supported within the developing Guided Pathways Framework. 
 Unfortunately, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, many campuses, including 
Dutchess Community College, have temporarily halted exploration of new programs for 
the 2020-2021 academic year. Therefore, there are no current implementation plans or 
opportunities for the final prototype, although these efforts may be renewed in future 
years pending a return to typical registration patterns. However, as the primary intent of 
this project has been to articulate recommendations for broader application, I believe my 
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research findings to be highly useful to both two-year programs designing formal MT 
programs or four-year programs considering “transfer-friendly” modifications of their 
own curricula.  




 Although nearly half of undergraduate students in the United States attend one of 
the nation’s 1,200 community colleges, only a small handful of researchers have 
committed their scholarship towards the study two-year programs (Bailey et al., 2015, pp. 
viii-ix). For faculty researchers, this deficit may be partially explained by 
characteristically large teaching loads, or the lack of previous expectations for 
community college professors to perform research to obtain tenure or promotion (Cohen 
et al., 2014, p. 177). Therefore, I elected to contribute to the current scarcity of two-year 
performing arts literature by focusing this dissertation project on a practical instructional 
design exercise, thereby permitting all stages of prototyping to hold the potential for 
direct applications with my position as a full-time instructor of MT.  
 Curriculum design, in this instance, is only the first step in a much broader effort 
to promote more equitable access to performing arts careers. A great deal of research has 
yet to be completed in the area of performance pedagogy for distinct at-risk populations 
such as low-income students, ethnic and cultural minorities, first generation college 
students, academically unprepared and differently abled students – particularly the 
increasing number of tertiary students on the autism spectrum. Also, many of the studies I 
have referenced in the preceding chapters, as applicable as they may ultimately be 
determined for all students, have largely not been recreated in artistic contexts. In the 
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completion of this dissertation, I sought to increase awareness of these diverse bodies of 
students, each with a unique and extraordinary personal narrative, as well as the current 
dearth of empirical data pointing to best practices in their education and training. It is my 
long-term hope that the positive reception my reviewers demonstrated towards this 
curricular project may inspire many more community college educators to conduct action 
research, publish, and contribute their own expertise towards a continuing, more inclusive 
dialogue regarding essential next steps.  
 As I complete this document in September 2020, the majority of academic 
institutions in the nation have elected an online or hybrid delivery system, in anticipation 
of the COVID-19 (“Coronavirus”) pandemic’s continued spread through the academic 
year. A recent inspiring email from the CCRC accurately summarizes my institution’s 
philosophical approach to providing effective artistic instruction at this time:  
 We have been impressed by how quickly many states have issued guidance and 
mobilized resources to help colleges and universities respond to the crisis. We 
have also been impressed by the speed with which many community colleges 
have shifted to online instruction and made accommodations to help currently 
enrolled students complete the [term] . . . Community colleges are uniquely 
poised to respond to the unfolding crisis and support the nation’s recovery. Their 
ability to provide affordable education and training to students from every 
background—and to respond to local labor markets—can reduce poverty and 
restore the economy. (Brock, T. March 23, 2020; email).  
 
 As our nation grappled with the dual pandemics of COVID-19 and systemic 
racism throughout the duration of this project’s execution, issues that are certain to 
continue long after the project’s conclusion, I remain optimistic that community colleges 
may bolster progressive action on both fronts. Throughout all of my correspondence with 
high-achieving MT practitioners and educators, including those who apologetically 
declined participation due to the pandemic, I exclusively observed evidence of a forward-
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thinking, professional community, unwaveringly devoted to pedagogical progress and 
sociocultural inclusion. Nearly every individual involved with this project indicated not 
only an acute awareness of inequities within our current elite MT institutions (including 
those that were otherwise proud graduates of such schools), but also a palpable 
excitement that one of their colleagues had begun envisioning an alternate model. These 
sentiments remained universal, regardless of the race, gender, level of education, or 
professional specialty of the respondent, leading me to conclude that excellence begets 
excellence, regardless of the precise academic or vocational pathway selected.  
 I now conclude this study, believing that it could not have been conducted at a 
more useful moment in our nation’s history. However, the MT industry’s evolution 
through the 20th and 21st centuries only accelerated through periods of conflict, whether it 
was the Great Depression, World War II, the Civil Rights Movement, the Vietnam 
Conflict or even the AIDS crisis, somehow always managing to promote community 
during times of trial. It is my belief that the students of tomorrow will be in increased 
need of the genre’s unique ability to flourish in the face of adversity, perhaps more so 
than at any point during the history of the art form. Fortunately, if the results of this study 
are any indication, there are countless committed, solution-oriented educators ready to 
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Appendix B  
 
Formative Evaluation Form 
 
 
MUSICAL THEATRE TWO-YEAR CURRICULUM FORMATIVE 
EVALUATION FORM, IRB #20-2114 
 
 
Upon reviewing the attached Two-Year Musical Theatre/Music Theatre/Music Theater 
(MT) curriculum, please indicate the ratings that most appropriately reflect your 
evaluation of each category based on the following five-point Likert Scale: 
 
5=Outstanding (No revisions recommended) 
4=Exceeds Expectations (Minor potential revisions recommended) 
3=Meets Expectations (Minor required revisions to meet expectations) 
2=Revisions Required (Substantial revisions required to meet expectations, but possible 
via suggested edits to current prototype) 
1=Expectations Unable to be Met with Current Design 
 
 
 5 4 3 2 1 
1. Overall Effectiveness of MT Curriculum 
for Four-Year College Transfer  
     
2. Overall Effectiveness of MT Curriculum 
for Career Preparation  
     
3. Overall Effectiveness of Course Sequence      
4. Effectiveness of Program Description and 
Program Learning Outcomes  
     
5. Clarity of Course Descriptions       
6. Appropriateness of Additional Support 
Structures (Advisement, Career Planning, 
Transfer) 
     
7. Potential for Successful Implementation at 
Two-Year Campuses 
     
 
 
Please comment on the following areas (please type responses): 
 
 







      
 















3) Suggestions for improvements to the following areas: 
 
a) Program Description and Learning Outcomes: 
 
b) Course Map: 
 
c) Additional Supports: 
 
d) Course Descriptions: 
 
e) Rubrics and assessments (both to the included rubric and suggestions for 





















      
 
 
Appendix C  
 
Summative Evaluation Form  
 
 
MUSICAL THEATRE TWO-YEAR CURRICULUM SUMMATIVE 
EVALUATION FORM, IRB #20-2114 
 
 
Upon reviewing the attached revised Two-Year Musical Theatre/Music Theatre/Music 
Theater (MT) curriculum, please indicate the ratings which most appropriately reflect 
your evaluation of each category based on the following five-point Likert Scale: 
 
5=Outstanding (No revisions recommended to meet program goals) 
4=Exceeds Expectations (Minor potential revisions recommended to meet program goals) 
3=Meets Expectations (Minor required revisions to meet program goals) 
2=Revisions Required (Substantial revisions required to meet program goals, but possible 
via suggested edits to current prototype) 





 5 4 3 2 1 
1. Overall Effectiveness of MT Curriculum 
for Four-Year College Transfer  
     
2. Overall Effectiveness of MT Curriculum 
for Career Preparation  
     
3. Overall Effectiveness of Course Sequence      
4. Effectiveness of Program Description and 
Program Learning Outcomes  
     
5. Clarity of Course Descriptions       
6. Appropriateness of Additional Support 
Structures (Advisement, Career Planning, 
Transfer) 
     
7. Potential for Successful Implementation at 
Two-Year Campuses 
     
 
 
Please comment on the following areas (please type responses): 
 
 




      
 
● Please comment on the current design’s weaknesses: 
 
 
● Please comment on the overall usefulness of the current curriculum design 
for two-year institutions, and the degree to which you believe the design may 
be ready for trial implementation: 
 
 
● In the current form or with minor revisions, would you recommend students 





● For which populations of students would the attached curriculum be the 










Other suggestions or comments: 
 
 
 
 
